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Abstract 
This thesis encompasses a broad area of physics including linear and nonlinear 
optics, photonics and quantum physics. It combines the phenomena of nonlinear-
optical frequency conversion with waveguiding and coupling, taking advantage of 
new opportunities presented by advances in fabrication technologies of micro- and 
nano-vvaveguides. In this dissertation an in-depth analysis of quantum and classical 
properties of light traveling in nonlinear optical waveguides , directional couplers and 
waveguide arrays is performed. The concepts of spatial and temporal dispersion, 
waveguiding in structures with subwavelength dimensions and nonlinear interactions 
between different frequencies of light are studied both theoretically and experimen-
tally. Some sections of this thesis include development and imple1nentation of novel 
physical ideas , while other sections are focused on comprehensive experimental and 
nu1nerical analysis of advanced theoretical concepts . 
The results presented in this dissertation demonstrate new physical phenon1-
ena with potential applications in the areas of telecommunications and quantu1n 
information. The research performed in this thesis opens opportunities for fre-
quency conversion with world-leading power efficiency, including operation with 
ultrashort pulses for a variety of wavelengths to suit a wide range of perspective 
application requirements. It also shows an approach for simple and energy effi-
cient spatio-te1nporal optical signal control , which can find applications in n xt 
generation telecon11nunications networks. Furthennore, the results obtained in this 
dissertation demonstrate the possibility for flexible shaping of quantum statistics 
of photons generated in photonic waveguiding structures through spontaneous fr -
quency conversion , contributing to the development of integrated quantu1n circuits. 
The new 1nethod of frequency conversion in micro- and nano-scale waveguides 
and optical circuits have potential to advance the perfonnance , energy efficiency 
and security of future optical communication networks and computing sy te1ns. 
Outline 
The dissertation is organized as follows. 
The Chapter 1 of this thesis is a brief int roduction into the concepts of nonlinear 
optical frequency conversion and classical and quantum aspects of waveguiding and 
coupling. It contains both a compact literature review and some theoretical formulas 
that are later used in the other Chapters of this dissertation. Since the topic of 
this thesis is relatively broad , each following Chapter and Section contains a more 
focused introduction closely relating to the results presented there. 
The Chapter 2 demonstrates a number of novel theoretical ideas in the area 
of high-confinement subwavelength-waveguides ( often also called nano-waveguides). 
In t his Chapter it is shown that strong nonlinearity and broadband dispersion engi-
neering enabled by the high-confinement nature of nano-waveguides allow for ultra-
efficient cascaded third hannonic generation [the Section 2.1] , and simultaneous 
frequency conversion and strong pulse compression [the Section 2.2]. 
The Chapter 3 shows the results of t heoretical and experimental investigation of 
all-optical temporal, spectral and spatial light dynamics in waveguiding structures . 
It presents world first measure1nents of pulse reshaping and phase dynamics in 
quadratic nonlinear couplers [the Section 3.1] and waveguide arrays [the Section 3.2]. 
The study focuses on cascaded quadratic nonlinearity t hat can potentially bring 
enhanced speed and energy savings to ult rafast optical telecom1nunications. 
The Chapter 4 is fo cused on quantum aspects of a particular frequency conver-
sion process taking place in quadratic nonlinear waveguide arrays. The studied pro-
cess is called spontaneous parametric down-conversion, and it allows for quantum-
entangled photon-pair generation followed by a subsequent quantum walk. Quan-
tum walks can potentially be useful for ult rafast database search and very efficient 
sin1ulation of various quantum systems. In this Chapter it is revealed that inte-
grating photon-pair generation ·with quantum walks in a nonlinear waveguide array 
offers better scalability and reconfigurability. An analytical model is developed to 
study this process in t he Section 4.2 , and t he world first experimental results are 
reported in t he Section 4.3. 
The Chapter 5 discusses the opportunities opened by higher dirnen ionality when 
dealing with spontaneous parametric down-conversion and quantum walk in vvave-
guide arrays . In t his Chapter it is shown that classical light in 2D linear waveguide 
arrays can be used to simulate nonlinearity and quantum statistics of photon-pair 
generation and quantum walks in nonlinear lD waveguide arrays [the Section 5.1] 
and that 2D nonlinear waveguide arrays can be used for clean and efficient gener-
ation of orbital-angular-momentum-entangled photon pairs [the Section 5.2]. The 
former has scalability implications for quantu1n information , while the later can be 
useful in quantum communications. 
The Chapter 6 brings together the nano-waveguide concept studied in the Chap-
ter 2, nonlinear quantum walks developed in the Chapter 4 and nonlinear phase-
modulation discussed in the Chapter 3. A numerical model describing t he process of 
integrated photon-pair generation and quantum walks in arrays of cubic nonlinear 
high-confinement waveguides is developed in the Section 6 .1. This scheme incor-
porates nonlinear phase-modulation-based all-optical quantum state control. The 
Section 6.2 discusses experimental feasibility of this approach and demonstrates 
novel ways of statio-temporal pulse control in nano-waveguide arrays . The nu1neri-
cal results show that the developed platform has significant potential for quantum 
information and optical telecommunications. 
In t he Chapter 7 I draw the conclusions and discuss future opportunities that can 
be realized by co1nbining the ideas and concepts de1nonstrated in t he Chapters 2 - 6 
and developing integrated quantum nano-photopic spatio-temporal circuits , opening 
new avenues for communication networks and comput ing systems of the future. 
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1.1 Frequency conversion 
1.1.1 Optical nonlinearity 
In this introduction I will give a general overview of the basic concepts as well 
as brief analysis of the current state of physical science regarding key aspects of 
waveguiding frequency conversion. I will provide a common background for the 
other Chapters and outline how some of the important problems are resolved in 
this thesis. Every following Chapter and Section will have its own more focused 
introduction. 
The field of nonlinear optics was founded in 1961 [1], shortly after experimental 
demonstration of the ruby laser [2]. In this first frequency conversion experiment a 
ruby laser was focused into a crystalline quartz sample, and output radiation was 
spectrally resolved by a quartz prism. The second hannonic (SH) radiation with 
frequency WsH = 2wp , two times larger than the pump laser frequency wp , was 
observed and recorded on a photographic plate, see Fig. 1.1. 
l 
Figure 1.1: A direct reproduction of the first plate in which there was an indication 
of second harmonic from Ref. [1 J. The wavelength scale is in units of 10 nm. The 
arrow at 347.2 nm should have indicated the image produced by the second harmonic. 
Interestingly, during the process of publication the editor thought that the SH signa-
ture was a speck of dirt and deleted it , therefore the first nonlinear optical paper was 
published without graphical demonstration of the main effect. 
2 Introduction 
Let us now discuss the theoretical description of the process of second harn1onic 
generation (SHG) [3] . When light enters a material , it induces a polarization P. 
Radiation from a common light bulb induces a polarization that is linearly dep n-
dent on light intensity. However for strong coherent laser beams nonlinear effects 
start to appear, and the polarization P can be represented as Taylor series with 
respect to electric field E [ 4] : 
P(w) = Eo[X(i) E(w) + x(2) E(w1)E(w2) + x( 3 ) E(w1)E(w2)E(w3) + .. . ] (1.1) 
"--v--" 
f"',Jp(l) (w) f"',JP( 2) (w,w1 ,w2) f"',Jp (3 ) (w,w1 ,w2 ,w3) 
Here x(l,2,3) are nonlinear susceptibility tensors of t he first , second and third or-
der respectively, and w, w1 , w2 , w3 are the frequencies, between which the energy 
exchange is possible. 
The first term p (l) = x(l) E ( w) is responsible for the polarization-dependant 
index of refraction n: x(l) = n 2 (w) - 1. The second term p (2) is non-zero only in 
crystals without a center of symmetry, such as LiNb03 [5] . It may be employed for 
a variety of frequency conversion processes including SHG , which will be discussed 
in detail in the next Section. The third term p (3) becomes significant when the 
laser intensity is high and a particular highly nonlinear material is used. Such 
materials include a range of chalcogenide glasses and semiconductors. If a laser 
beam is focused into a narrow silicon waveguide , then t he third-order nonlinearity 
p(3) becomes substantial even for laser powers in sub-watt range [6]. 
1.1.2 Second harmonic generation and phase-matching 
We will now look at the second order polarization p (2) and SHG 111 detail. 
The SHG is a useful tool in a broad range of applications ranging fro1n signal 
processing [7] to powerful and affordable laser sources at higher frequencies [8]. 
The coupled-mode equations describing si1nple collinear SHG can be written as 





is the so-called pha e misn1atch between t he pump [also called fundam ntal wav 













o 0.5 1 
propagation distance, a.u. 
Figure 1.2: ( a) Scheme of Second Harmonic Generation. (b) Growth of second-
harmonic power along the propagation direction , assuming a const ant pump intensity. 
Solid curve : phase-matched case, with the power growing in proport ion to the square 
of the propagation distance. Dashed curve: non phase-matched case, with the second-
harmonic power oscillating between zero and a small value. 
3 
(FW)] and second harmonic waves . Here A wp and A 2wp are the slowly varying electric 
field envelopes and nwp and n 2wp are t he refr active indices for the pump wave with 
frequency wP and the second harmonic wave with frequency 2wP respectively, z is 
the beam propagation direction , and c is t he speed of light . 
For efficient SHG several conditions must be satisfied. The pump intensity n1ust 
be relatively high , the pump and the SH beams have to overlap well in space, and t he 
energy and momentum have t o be conserved in t he process . Energy conservation 
( or frequency 1natching) is fulfilled automatically as wsH = 2wp. Spatial overlap 
is usually well satisfied for approxi1nately collinear nonlinear opt ical processes and 
weakly diffracting beams. Both these conditions can be achieved in bulk, with 
part icularly high efficiency if the nonlinear medium is put in a cavity [9, 10] and 
in ·waveguides , where large overlap can be achieved t ogether wit h t ighter beam 
confinen1ent for higher intensity and higher conversion effi ciency [11]. 
1VI0n1ent un1 conservation [ or phase-1natching (P 1VI)] 6.k = 0 usually has to be 
engineered due to refractive index dispersion nwp -/- n 2wp . If t he phase-matching 
condit ion is not fulfilled [12, 13], t hen when the accu1nulated phase difference be-
tween t he pu1np and SH ·waves reaches 11-/2, t he newly generated SH field interferes 
destructively with SH generated previously and converts back to t he pu1np beam 
[see Fig. 1.2]. There are several approaches to achieve P 1VI. One of t hem is to use 
birefringent crystals, vvhere refractive index dispersion depends on polarization [4]. 
For a part icular choice of pump and SH polarizations t he refractive indices and 
t herefore phases during SHG process can be n1atched [see Fig. 1. 2] . 
Another possible approach is to use periodically poled crystals with periodi-
cally inversely poled domains, which change t he sing of quadratic nonlinear sus-
cept ibility x (2) [14- 16]. For opt imal poling period t he phase of generated second 
harnionic flips every t ime t he phase difference between t he pump and second har-
1nonic wa, es reaches 11 / 2 [see Fig. 1.3]. In t his -v..ray t he second harmonic generation 
can be made phase-n1atched and effi cient . An important advantage of so-called 
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~~ith ouit philse n1~tc hi nig with quasi- ph as n1atch ing 
Figure 1.3: Addition of amplitude contributions from different parts of the crystal. 
With quasi-phase-matching, a high conversion efficiency can be achieved. 
quasi-phase-1natching (QP 1VI) method is t hat it often allows the use of larger 1nate-
rial nonlinearity due to the particular choice of polarizations of pump and second 
harmonic waves [15]. 
The n1ost recently developed approach to phase-matching is to use differ nt 
vvaveguiding 1nodes in a vvaveguide to 1natch phases of pu1np and s cond har-
1nonic [17; 18] . This method will be discussed in detail in t he Section 1.2.1. 
1.1.3 Spontaneous paran1etric down-conversion 
Second order nonlinearity p (2) can be used not only for SHG , but al o for a range 
of other nonlinear processes, including for exa1nple sum-frequency generation and 
difference frequency generation, when two waves with different fr quencies w1 and w2 
are con1bined to generate a nevv wave vvith frequency w = w 1 + w 2 or w = w 1 -w2 re-
spect ively. Overall. nonlinear frequency conversion enables the operation of tunable 
and broadband light source v1ith characteristic tailored for a range of classical ap-
plications. including spectroscopy; comn1unication networks etc. However one of the 
nonlinear processe involving second order nonlinearity stands out due to its u eful-
ness for non-classical applications uch a quantu1n cryptography [19] and quantum 
sin1ulations [20]. Thi process is called spontaneous parametric down-conv rsion 
( PD C) . and it i an in, er e proce s in relation to u1n-frequency generation. Dur-




Figure 1.4: Schernatic representation of degenerate type-I spontaneous parametric 
down-conversion. 
ing SPDC a pump photon with frequency wP has a chance to split into two photons, 
usually called a signal photon with frequency W 8 and an idler photon with frequency 
(1.5) 
For efficient SPDC momentum conservation is also needed: 
(1.6) 
Signal and idler photons form a pair called a biphoton. 
Due to these conditions degenerate (wi = w8 ) spontaneous parametric down-
converted radiation typically leaves the nonlinear crystal as a cone consisting of pair 
of photons [ see Fig. 1.4] if signal and idler photons have identical polarizations ( type-
I) or as two cones if signal and idler photons have different polarizations (Type-II). 
Generation of photon pairs through SPDC was first experimentally confirmed in 
1970 [21]. Later it was den1onstrated that the generated photons in a pair interfere 
non-classically [22]. 
The key concept explaining the non-classicality of SPDC is quantum entangle-
ment, which is related to correlations between the photons in a pair. According to 
quantum mechanics , in many cases the outcome of a particular experiment involving 
a photon pair cannot be determined with absolute certainty [23]. Quantum entan-
glement is a form of quantum superposition. When a measurement is made and it 
causes one photon to take on a definite value (for example a certain polarization or 
path) , then the other member of this entangled pair will at any subsequent time be 
found to have taken the appropriately correlated value ( e.g. a certain optical path 
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or frequency) . T hus, t here is a correlation between t he results of rneasuren1ents 
perforn1ed on entangled pairs, and t his correlation is observed even t hough t he en-
tangled pair may have been separated by arbit rarily large distanc s. However t he 
transfer of information t hough quantum entangle1nent requires a classical channel 
and cannot happen fast er than the speed of light [24] . 
Quantum entanglement opens opportunities for 1n uch better security in quan-
t u1n cryptography [19] and potentially higher computation speed in quantum logic 
devices coin pared t o classical computers [20]. Essential problems in this area in-
clude precise entanglement control and scalability to a larger number of entangled 
photons [25] . 
1.1.4 Cascaded third harmonic generation and cascaded quadratic 
nonlinear phase shift 
Cascaded quadratic nonlinear processes combine two or more nonlinear inter-
actions in media with quadratic nonlinearity [26 , 27]. The si1nplest exa1nple is 
cascaded third hannonic generation (THG) , which co1nprises two st eps: initially 
second hannonic is generat ed w + w = 2w and then it is recombined with t he fun-
damental wave to generat e the third harmonic (TH) 2w + w = 3w, see Fig. 1. 5. A 
large magnit ude of quadratic nonlinearity in noncentrosymmetric cryst als typically 
leads to much stronger quadratic nonlinear effect s in comparison to cubic nonlinear 
effects, t herefore cascaded THG can be far more efficient in comparison to THG 
based on cubic nonlinearity [28] . Third hannonic generation is useful for building 
short wavelength lasers [29] and in the future 1night beco1ne a useful tool in opt ical 
telecon11n unications [30]. 
In order to make cascaded THG process efficient, both SHG P M and SFG P l\lI 
have to be satisfied , otherwise t he conversion efficiency tends to be limited by a few 
percents [28] . In other words refractive indexes for all t hree interacting frequencies 
should be equal, nw = n 2w = n 3w. There are various ways to achieve such condit ions 








Figure 1.5: Schen1atic illustration of third hannonic generation through multistep 
cascading second harmonic generation and sum frequency generation in the ca ·e of 
perfect phase-rnatching. 
1.1 Frequency conversion 
~k 
Figure 1.6: Typical dependance of pump nonlinear phase shift 6 ¢ on SHG phase 
mismatch 6.k during cascaded quadratic nonlinear phase modulation. 
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nonlinearity [28]. Therefore realizing efficient THG in a compact device is quite 
challenging. 
Another important example of cascaded quadratic nonlinear processes is nonlin-
ear phase modulation [31]. This process can be employed for all-optical switching, 
which may become a cornerstone of optical signal processing and be useful in the 
next generation telecommunication devices [26]. l\!Iost previous works considered 
nonlinear phase-modulation based on cubic nonlinearity [32], while quadratic non-
linear processes can be operated at lower pump powers [33] and bring substantial 
energy savings. 
The explanation of quadratic cascaded nonlinear phase shift is rather straight-
forward. During second hannonic generation energy conversion can go both ways, 
see Eqs. (1.2)- (1.3). Therefore when the power of the SH reaches values compara-
ble to the pump, a conversion back from SH to pump starts to be noticeable. If 
during this process there is either positive of negative phase mismatch 6.k, then this 
mismatch will be translated to phase detuning for both pump and SH waves , see 
Fig. 1.6. 
Comprehensive experimental investigation of this phenomenon in the pulsed 
regi1ne would be essential to provide a detailed picture of the process . 
1.1.5 Cubic nonlinear phase shift, stimulated four-wave-mixing and 
spontaneous four-wave-mixing 
In the Sections 1.1.2 - 1.1.4 we looked at second order nonlinear processes. 
Although second order nonlinearity x(2) in noncentrosym1netric crystals is typically 
far larger than third order nonlinearity x( 3), designing nonlinear processes based 
on x(3) allows larger range of usable materials , including Si , for which advanced 
fabrication techniques have been developed by the semiconductor industry. 
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) k. I ) 
Figure 1. 7: Schematic illustration of the four-vvave-mixing energy and n1omentu1n 
conservation: 2wp = Ws + Wi and 2kp = ks+ ki . 
Cubic nonlinearity leads to a large variety of nonlinear optical processes , how-
ever in t his t hesis I fo cus on four-vvave-1nixing (FvVNI) and the nonlinear phase 
modulation t hat manifests itself as self-phase modulation (SP NI) and cross-phase 
modulation (XP NI) . Four-wave-mixing was experi1nentally observed in 1966 [34], 
and cubic nonlinear phase 1nodulation vvas firstly demonstrated one year later in 
1967 [32]. 
The effect of SPNI can be modeled by the follovving equation [35]: 
(1. 7) 
One vvay to look at nonlinear phase shift is that it effectively changes the refr active 
index. In this equation , n 2 = 3x(3 ) / (8n0 ) is t he nonlinear addition to t he index of 
refraction n = n0 + n 2 IAJ2 vvhere n0 is the refractive index in linear optical regime. 
The coupled-mode equations describing the amplification of a ignal amplitude 
As through FvV:\I wit h strong un-depleted pump AP and idler wave Ai in the pr s-










Here JJ .i n ~s .i) _4~r!. *.i exp [i6. kz]/ c are F\Y:\I term re ponsible for energy tran fer 
fron1 pun1p (p) to ignal (s) and idler (i) . wPn~p)I AP J2 Ap/ c i a fa1niliar P:\I term. 
and 2JJ .i n ~· .i) I-Apj 2 _-t .i/ care XP:\ I tern1 through ·which the pump affect ignal and 
idler pha e . 6. k = 2kp - k. - ki here i a F\V:\I pha e 1nismatch . . ee Fig. 1.7. 
Sin1ilar to quadratic nonlinearity. cubic nonlinearity can al o be u ed for build-
ing tunable light ource [36] and ha already found it \Vay into no el approache 
for t elecon1n1unication application [37]. For the e and other application it i e -
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sential to develop efficient and compact broadband FW1VI systen1s, which are able 
to operate in the pulsed regime. 
Another novel important area of cubic nonlinear applications is quantum simu-
lations [38]. Four-wave-mixing can be operated not only in the stimulated regime 
with a seeded signal, but also in the spontaneous regime without seeded waves, when 
quantum-entangled photon pairs are generated [39] . This process is called sponta-
neous four-wave-mixing (SFvVM). Here the essential challenges include scaling to a 
larger number of photons and entanglement control [25]. 
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1.2 \!Vaveguides and classical applications 
1.2.1 Dispersion engineering and pulses 
~ onlinear optical waveguides offer unique advantages for fr equency conversion 
and other nonlinear processes due to several reasons. Firstly optical waveguides can 
be integrated on chip and 111ake optical devices compact and stable [40]. Secondly 
light guided in a ·waveguide can be strongly fo cused over a much longer distance 
co1npared to diffraction in bulk ·which allows higher efficiency of nonlinear interac-
tions [41, 42]. Lastly, ·waveguides offer unique solution to the problem of P lVI both 
for quadratic [17, 18, 43] and cubic nonlinear processes [44] . 
The vvaveguiding P lVI method is based on a change in an effective refractive 
index of a vvave propagating as a guided mode in comparison to propagation in 
bulk , see Fig. 1.8. To describe vvaveguided modes it is common to use so-called 
propagation constants ,8 in place of wave vectors to take into account guided mode 
effective refractive index: k -+ (3 . sing vvaveguides for frequency conversion is u e-
ful because it allovvs high vvaveguiding field confinement (which t ranslates to higher 
pump intensity) to be combined with modal P lVI for higher effective nonlinearity. 
vVit h ad\ ances in fabrication technologies using cubic nonlinear materials [46] 
and lately also quadratic nonlinear material [47], it becomes possible to create nano-
scale optical ,vaveguides [see Fig. 1.9], where frequency conversion can occur in the 
regin1es ,vhich are not feasible in convent ional micro-scale waveguides, including 
higher nonlinear efficiency due to increased mode confinement and higher flexibility 
Figure 1. : canning electron micro cope image of a waveguide and uperimpo ed 
in1age of a guided mode from Ref. [45). The hape of the mode and the effective 
refractiYe index are defined by the hape of the waveguide and the refractive index 
contra t bet"·een the "·a\·eguide and the urrounding . 
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(b) 
Figure 1.9: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of nano-waveguides made 
of quadratic nonlinear material LiNb03 from Ref. [ 4 7]. (a) Stack of three 540 nm 
thick slab waveguides separated by 450 nm wide air gaps and (b) nano-structured 
photonic-crystal waveguide in a freestanding 450 nm thick me1nbrane. 
of waveguiding dispersion engineering for modal phase-matching [44]. Additionally, 
nano-waveguides allow precise control of higher orders of dispersion [48], which 
can be important for operation in a pulsed regime that is particularly useful for 
telecomn1unications applications. 
When a short laser pulse with correspondingly broad spectrum propagates in 
dispersive media, its shape and phase changes. The n1echanis1n for this change is 
based on the differences between the velocities of its spectral components. The 




Here D = 82 /3 / 8w2 is the second order dispersion called group velocity dispersion 
(GVD), and T is time. It is usually convenient to choose T = 0 to coincide with 
the center of the pump pulse in the te1nporal domain. To understand how the 
dispersion affects frequency conversion, one 1night look at how pulses interact during 
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Figure 1.10: Schematic illustration of third harmonic generation in photonic-crystal 
Si nanowire from Ref. [30]. 
disperse, which is defined by GVD coefficients D2w and Dw, but also the difference 
between t he pump and the SH group velocities, which is governed by group-velocity 
mismat ch ( G VNI) coefficient r5. 
Niodern nano-waveguides allow precise control of phase-mismat ch , CVNI and 
GVD [48], thus greatly improving the flexibility of frequency conversion , including 
access to new spectral regions , operation with ultra-short pulses, all whilst dramat-
ically improving the energy efficiency of nonlinear interactions. Additional magni-
fication of t he effective nonlinearity can be realized by slo-wing the light in nano-
structured cavities, which can be realized in photonic-crystal structures [30 , 50]. 
These nano-waveguiding advantages can be applied in almost every area of nonlin-
ear opt ics, from efficient tunable light sources to next-generation telecommunication 
networks. 
A good exa1nple is the recently reported generation of t hird opt ical harmonic 
in Si nano-structured photonic cryst al waveguides [30], see Fig. 1.10. Such THG 
·would be ahnost co1nplet ely absent in case of bulk 1nat erial samples . However , in 
t his experiment t he TH was emitted in t he out-of-plane direction since Si is not 
t ransparent at t he visible hannonic ·wavelengths, and such limitation also applies 
to structures using a range of other materials, such as chalcogenide glas [5 1]. In 
the Section 2.1 of t his t hesis I show t hat n1uch n1ore efficient THC can be achieved 
in LiNb0 3 nano-vvaveguides , due to t heir large quadratic nonlinearity and a the 
transparency of this n1aterial .fron1 visible to infrared wavelengths. To achiev such 
an effect I use cascaded THC (the Section 1.1.4] and pha e-match all nonlinear 
interactions by en1ploying nano-waveguiding <lisper ion control. 
Another i1nportant challenge in nonlinear optic is t he development of efficient 
approaches for broadband frequency conver ion. which can operate aero a large 
frequency region and ·with ultra-short pulse . Despit flexibility in dispersion n-
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gineering in nano-waveguides [48], it may not be possible to completely suppress 
dispersion in a very broad spectral range. In the Section 2.2 I develop a novel con-
cept for optimizing dispersion along the nano-waveguide instead of canceling it to 
perform broadband frequency conversion combined with pulse compression. 
1.2.2 Coupled waveguides and waveguide arrays 
A key advantage that can be achieved by side- coupling the waveguides is spatial 
light control. When two waveguides are placed close to each other, so that their 
individual waveguiding modes slightly overlap, then light can couple from one wave-
guide to another and back, which can be modeled by coupled-mode equations [52]: 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
Here C is a coupling coefficient that determines the rate of energy transfer between 
waveguides 1 and 2. 
1\/Iore waveguides can be put together to form a waveguide array (WGA) [53], 
see Fig. 1.11. Light propagation in an array of coupled waveguides can be described 
by a set of coupled-mode equations [53]: 
(1.16) 
By solving the Eq. (1.16) for Bloch waves it is possible to calculate the waveguide 
array spatial dispersion: 
/3 = 2C cos(k1_) , (1.17) 
where k1_ is a normalized transverse wave vector. 
When considering waveguide arrays made of nonlinear material, the spatial wave 
dispersion in such structures is connected to the process of frequency conversion 
thought phase-matching. Therefore it becomes possible to achieve flexible control 
over the frequency conversion which can be tuned by shaping or inclining an input 
beam [54]. Moreover , the spatial degree of freedom , in which optical beams can 
travel in different waveguides, enables applications for spatial beam shaping, focus-
ing, and optical switching between different output positions both in directional 
couplers [55] and in waveguide arrays [56]. Such switching can also be cornbined 
with nonlinear frequency mixing [57]. 






Figure 1.11: Discrete diffraction of light in a waveguide array. 
als such as LiNb0 3 can lead to extremely efficient nonlinear interactions; quadratic 
nonlinear couplers and waveguide arrays might be a good solution for light switch-
ing and control in telecommunications systen1s [26]. evertheless until now there 
have been no extensive experimental studies with direct measurements of spatio-
te1nporal pulse dyna1nics in quadratic nonlinear coupled waveguiding structures. 
In the Chapter 3 I present the first comprehensive experimental characterization 
of pulse and phase shaping in quadratic nonlinear couplers [the Section 3.1] and 
vvaveguide arrays [the Section 3.2]. 
Furthennore in array of optical nano-waveguides the temporal dispersion and 
spatial diffraction cannot be separated ; a coupling between waveguides can modify 
the dispersion [58]. In the Section 6.2 of this thesis I present a method to sepa-
rately control the dynamics of these phenomena in nano-waveguide arrays and tudy 
the potential of t hese structure for quantum-optical applications di cus ed in the 
follo-\Ying Section. 
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1.3 Waveguides and quantum applications 
1.3.1 On-chip integration 
In the Sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.5 we briefly looked at photon-pair generation and its 
usefulness for quantum telecommunication and up-coming computation. Nowadays 
the conventional use of bulk optics for generating correlated photons as well as 
building blocks of logic gates hinders the scalability of the quantum circuitry with 
increasing number of components. The successful and efficient operation of quantum 
optical circuits requires the preservation of entanglement after passing through all 
optical components. Integrated optical quantum circuits based on waveguides are 
seen as a solution for on-chip scalable quantum networks , since they are scalable, 
compact , stable and can lead in the near future to mass production of chips for 
quantum simulations [59 , 60]. 
Some of the most desirable features for quantum integrated circuits are the 
integration of photon sources and the realization of dynamic manipulation of the 
photon states. Recently there has been strong progress in these directions. It was 
de1nonstrated that the spatial profiles of photon pairs generated during SPDC can 
be shaped by appropriate electric poling that modulates the sign of the quadratic 
nonlinear susceptibility [61], and such sche1ne can replace the need for several optical 
elements by integrating their functionalities in one crystal ,- see Fig. 1.12. On the 
other hand, methods have been developed for dynamic 1nanipulation of photon 
states through tunable phase-shifting in integrated waveguide couplers [62]. 
In 1ny thesis , I focus on developing this concept further by integrating a source 
of photon pairs (SPDC or SFWNI) with waveguide arrays for simultaneous efficient 
generation and flexible control of spatial quantum statistics. The results of my 
research involving biphoton generation in waveguide arrays are presented in the 
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Figure 1.12: Integrated photon-pair generator and a lens realized in Ref. [61]: Note 
that in this scheme it is no longer necessary to carefully select the angles and positions 
of the measuring detectors as in Fig. 1.4, since the integrated lens can focus both 
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Figure 1.13: A biphoton reconfigurable quantum circuit for generating, manipulating 
and det ecting entanglement from Ref. [62]. 
Chapters 4 - 6; showing improved reconfigurability. In particular , the Section 5.2 
shovvs the possibility to generate photon pairs with precisely controllable orbital-
angular-mon1enta (OANI) in a single integrated device, which until now required 
complex and non-scalable bulk setups [63]. The mechanism employed in this process 
is briefly explained in the following Section. 
1.3.2 Quantum walks 
One of t he ways to look at photon pairs in waveguide arrays is by employing the 
concept of quantun1 vvalks. The idea of a quantum walk becomes rather straight for-
vvard when quantum vvalks are compared with classical random walks. A classical 
random vvalk is a path consisting of random st eps. A molecule t raveling in a liquid 







Figure 1.1.J: (a) Cla sical random walk v (b) quan um walk from Ref. [64]. 












Figure 1.15: Schematic illustration of a photon-pair quantum walk simulating 
fermionic and bosonic statistics from Ref. [64]. 
are described well by random walks, and random walks implemented on con1puters 
are routinely used to simulate these and many other systems [64]. 
A quantum walk is a random walk of a quantun1 particle such as an electron or 
a photon. In comparison to a classical random walk that follows just one path, a 
quantu1n walk follows a superposition of all possible paths , see Fig. 1.14. The idea 
behind employing this process for simulations is that a number of entangled photons 
traveling in specially fabricated waveguide arrays might simulate certain quantum 
processes that otherwise would be hard to measure [65]. One of the implementations 
of a quantum walk includes entangled photons being injected into a WGA, see 
Fig. 1.15. At the output single photon detectors are used to measure how the 
photons are correlated in space after traveling through the WGA structure [64]. 
It has been suggested that quantum walks can help better understand 
molecules [66] , topological effects [67, 68] and even biological photosynthesis [69 , 70]. 
Quantum walks might also be e1nployed for ultrafast database search [71- 7 4]. 
Similar to 1nany other quantum optical systems , the key to unravel the quantum 
walk potential is on-chip integration that enables better scalability in co1nparison to 
bulk optical schemes. The first experimental demonstration of photon-pair quantum 
walk in a linear ·waveguide array has attracted substantial interest [75] , followed up 
by a number of works further investigating quantum walks [76 , 77]. However it 
remains difficult to scale these systems to more photons and to control quantu1n 
walk parameters , since on one hand photons can be lost on their way from the 
source to the waveguide array, and on the other hand linear waveguide arrays are 
diffic11lt to reconfigure. 
In the Chapters 4 - 6 of my thesis I integrate quantum walks with frequency-
conversion-based photon-pair sources in nonlinear waveguide arrays , which improves 
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scalability and dernonstrates nevv ways of quantun1 walk control. In t he Chapter 4 I 
fon11ulate the t heory and perform the world 's first experiments on integrated bipho-
ton generation and quantum walks. In the Chapter 5 I den1onstrate how quantu1n 
vvalks in tvvo-din1ensional waveguide arrays help to explore the relationship between 
linear classical and nonlinear quantum processes [ the Section 5 .1] and generate use-
ful quantun1 states [the Section 5.2]. 
I co1nbine the developments on frequency conversion , nano-waveguides, phase 
shifts and quantum walks in the Chapter 6 and de1nonstrate how these concepts 
can be united to create an advanced platform for tunable nonlinear cla ·sical and 
quantum optics. 
Overall the results presented in this thesis may provide benefits for a variety of 
applications including classical and quantum optical communications and quantum 
optical simulations. 
Chapter 2 
Frequency conversion in nano-waveguides 




In this Chapter I demonstrate my theoretical numerical results on frequency 
conversion in nano-vvaveguides. As mentioned in the Section 1.2.1, bringing wave-
guide cross-section to subwavelength dimensions while utilizing high refractive index 
contrast between the waveguide and the cladding allows for higher field confinement 
and dispersion engineering. This Chapter shows that employing these advantages 
opens novel pathways for higher frequency conversion efficiency and pulse shape 
control. 
In this Section I predict highly efficient third harmonic generation through si1nul-
taneous phase-matching of second-harmonic generation and sum-frequency genera-
tion in lithium niobate nano-waveguides , enabled due to strong modal dispersion. I 
also reveal that coincidentally for this type of waveguide the cross-section size which 
corresponds to the phase-matching is also optimal for the highest mode confinement 
and therefore for strongly enhanced conversion efficiency. 
As discussed in the Section 1.1.4, important advantages can be obtained by cas-
cading several parametric processes [28]. In particular , the highest efficiency third 
hannonic generation (THG) can be achieved in media with quadratic nonlinearity 
through two cascaded parametric processes: (I) SHG and (II) SFG that incorpo-
rates 1nixing of the pump and the SH to generate the TH. The conversion is most 
efficient when the Pl\lI conditions for both processes are satisfied. 
Whereas material birefringence can be conveniently used to phase-match a single 
process , the simultaneous PM of cascaded processes requires engineering of linear 
or nonlinear material properties at micro- and nano-scale. In particular, quasi 
phase-matching [14] introduced in the Section 1.1.2 can also be applied for cascaded 
THG [78 , 79]. 
As discussed earlier , with the development of nanotechnology, it is now possi-
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ble to fabricate high-index-contrast nano-waveguides which provide strong patial 
confinement of the guided modes thus enhancing the nonlinear interactions. By us-
ing such ,vaveguides one can achieve P l\!I of quadratic nonlinear processes through 
dispersion engineering of guided n1odes [18 , 43 , 80- 83]. This is a flexible approach 
that avoids the need for additional periodic poling of the waveguide and has been 
widely used for P iVI of four-wave mixing nonlinear interactions [84]. 
In this Section, it is shown t hat ultra-thin Lil b03 waveguides suspended in air 
can be used for efficient cascaded THG. Air suspended Lil b03 slab waveguides 
·were shovvn to be feasible for fabrication at various t hicknesses [47, 85] and with 
higher quality in con1parison to epitaxially grown LiNb0 3 films [86]. The SHG 
in Li b03 1naterial vvas studied theoretically in photonic crystals [83] and thin 
films on a substrate [80]. Furthermore efficient SHG was also predicted for AlGaAs 
slot waveguides [18], rods [8 1] and thin high-index-contrast AlGaAs/ oxidized AlAs 
waveguides [82]. Hovvever t he simultaneous P l\!I of cascaded para1netric processes 
in nano-waveguides has never been considered. It is de1nonstrated that complete 
P l\!I of both cascaded quadratic processes can be realized simultaneously in a single 
waveguide vvithout periodic poling. The high quadratic nonlinearity of LiNb0 3 
and tight field confinement in a nano-waveguide can allow strong enhancement 
of the conversion efficiency in comparison to quasi-phase-matched cascaded THG 
in periodically poled LiNb0 3 ,vaveguides [28 , 79] and direct THG through cubic 
nonlinearity in silica glass waveguides [87]. 
To get a better insight in the possibilities for P l\!I of the cascaded THG I first 
develop a se1ni-analytical model that describes P lVI in LiNb03 slab waveguide . I 
then shovv that this n1odel can also be used as a starting point to design more prac-
tical nanovvire waveguides. For efficient frequency conversion ; in addition to P lVI. 
it is desirable to employ nonlinear interactions ba ed on the large t nonlinear us-
ceptibility t ensor components . I therefore perform a systematic analysi of different 
slab orientations. and find that the most effi cient ca caded THG is realized in a 
z-cut Li:\'b03 slab vvaveguide with all interact ing waves propagating in y direction. 
as illustrat ed in Fig. 2.l (a) . 
I detern1ine that the optimal THG proce s in the Li:\'b0 3 lab waveguide is t he 
conYersion of pun1p TE0 n1ode into SH T:\I0 mode. and then their mixing to t he 
TH TE1 n1ode in the proce of um-frequency generation [ e Fig. 2 .1 (b)] . The 
el ctric fi eld profil es of the guided modes can be expre ed a E = exp [- iwt + 
ikoneff( ··)y] x [Ex(z . w) . Ey(z . w) . Ez(z . )] . Here neff is the effective mode index. 
:..v· i the funda1nental optical frequency. k0 = w / c. and c i the pe d of light in 
vacuun1. For TE n1ode . t he electric field i polarized in the x direction (E 2 = Ey = 
0) . and t he electric field con1ponent Ex ati fie t he \vave equation: 82 Ex/ 8z2 = 
E.rk5 [(n;{) 2 - n;] . \Yhere nx.y.:: are refractive index component . equal to t ho of 
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Figure 2.1: (a) LiNb03 slab waveguide orientation for third-harmonic generation. (b) Elec-
tric field profiles for slab waveguide thickness of 200 nm and pump wavelength of 1542 nm. 
( c) Effective refractive index vs. slab waveguide thickness for pump, SH, and TH modes. 
( d) Normalized square of THG nonlinear coefficient for slab waveguide. 
congruent LiNb03 [88] for !z! < h/2 (inside the slab waveguide), and nx,y,z = l for 
I zl > h/ 2 ( outside the slab waveguide) , where h is the waveguide thickness. For 
T JVI modes, the electric field is polarized in the y - z plane , and can be expressed 
through the single component of the magnetic field Hx, E 2 = -Z0n;f1n; 2 Hx and 
Ey = -iZ0 k01n;28Hx/8z with the vacuum impedance Z0 = (µ 0 /c0 ) 1l 2 . The wave 
equation for the n1agnetic field is: n;8[n;28Hx/8z]/8z = H2 k5[ (n:'f) 2 - n;]. 
I solve the wave equations using the transfer n1atrix method [89] and obtain the 
effective indices and profiles of the guided modes. Then , the frequency conversion 
can be modeled by coupled equations for the amplitudes of narrowband pump, SH 
and TH n1odes [28], Ap, AsH and ArH respectively. In the case of undepleted pump 
approximation, AP >> AsH >> ArH, the coupled equations for SHG discussed in the 
Section 1.1.2 and the corresponding equations for sum-frequency generation reduce 





rSHG A~ exp ( i l:lksHGY) ' 
= rsFc AsH AP exp ( il:lksFcY) . 
(2. 1) 
(2 .2) 
Here l:lksHG = 2(np - nsH)ko , l:lksFG = (3nTH - 2nsH - np)k0 are the wavenumber 
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mismatches, nP = n;ffE ( w), nsH = n;f1 ( 2w) , nTH = n;ffEi ( 3w), n;f 1 is the effective 
index of TE1 rnode. E1nploying the approach developed for SHG in nano tructured 
waveguides [83] , I derive an expression for the nonlinear coefficients for SHG and 
SFG: 
rSHG (2 .3) 
rSFG (2 .4) 
where ng,p = 8[wn'J'if(w)] / 8w , ng,SH = 8[wn;ffM(2w)] / 8w , ng,TH = 8[wn;:1 (3w)]/8w 
are the group indices which define the group velocity V9 = c/n9 , d31 and d16 are the 
nonlinear optical coefficients of LiNb03. The nonnalized effective areas for SHG 
and SFG are: 
AsHG 
AsFG 
( J dxdzE;) 2 J dxdzEgH 
If NL dxdzE; (x , z, 2w)E~(x , z, w) 12 ' 
J dxdzE; J dxdzEgH J dxdzEfH 
(2 .5) 
(2.6) 
where EP = Ex(x,z,w ), EsH = [E;(x,z, 2w)+E;(x,z, 2w)]112 , E TH= E;E1 (x,z, 3w) 
are pump, SH and TH electric field absolute values , NL is a waveguide cross-section 
area , and * stands for co1nplex conjugation. For slab waveguides, the re ult of the 
integration over x will depend on the input bea1n width and profile. 
The highest THG efficiency is realized when SHG and SFG processes are phas -
1natched si1nultaneously. In Fig. 2.l(c) it is shown that the effective refractive 
indices for all three harmonics with pu1np wavelength Ap = 1542 nn1 ar n1atched 
for a slab waveguide thickness of h = 206 nm. In this case the nonnalized conversion 
efficiencies for SHG and SFG in the undepleted narrowband pu1np approximation 
can be defin d as 77SHG = ,JHc and rJsFG = ,gFG. I estimat these efficienci s for 
the beam widt h equal to 1. 77 µm in x direction (for t he later comparison with fully 
vectorial calculation for nanowire vvaveguides) : 77SHG = 347 %W-1cm- 2 , 77SFG = 
215 %vv-1c1n- 2 . Total nonnalized conversion efficiency for phase-1natched THG in 
a waveguide length L can b defined as 77THG = '"'ffHG = 77SHGr/SFG IApl 2 L2 / 4. It is 
1nost remarkable that the slab ,vaveguide t hickness of h = 206 nm also correspond 
to the strongest n1od confin n1ent and therefore to t he highe t nonlin ar coefficient 
for THG. as shovvn in Fig. 2.l(d). 
I find that both Pi\I conditions can be atisfied for differ nt pu1np wavelength 
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F igure 2.2: The slab waveguide thickness (solid line , left axis) and temperature (dashed 
line , right axis) corresponding to exact P M for THG vs. pump wavelength. 
by manufacturing a slab waveguide with appropriate t hickness and by heating or 
cooling the sample, see Fig. 2.2. 
Let us now consider a nanowire waveguide wit h rectangular cross-section [see 
Fig. 2.3(a)], in which higher conversion efficiency can be achieved due to mode con-
finement in both t ransverse dimensions ( z, x) . I calculate numerically t he pump, 
SH and TH modes in nano-waveguides with a rectangular cross-section using t he 
C0 1VISOL RF module. I start with crystal orientation and waveguide t hickness 
h as in t he slab waveguide analysis and t hen optimize t he pu1n p frequency and 
waveguide thickness to achieve complete P 1VI. Characteristic modes of t he interact-
ing pu1np , SH and TH waves in t he waveguide are shown in Figs . 2.3 (b-d). As 
we can see in Figs . 2.3( e,f) t hat by varying t he waveguide width b, one can sat-
isfy t he condit ions for fully phase-1natched THG for pump wavelengths between 
1.35 µ1n and 1. 55 µm. Using t he calculated 1n ode profiles I obtain t he effective 
areas and t he conversion efficiency for t he cascaded THG. For Ap = 147111111 , a 
waveguide of width b = 1.77 µm and thickness h = 181 nm , t he effective areas are 
AsHG = 22 µ1112 and AsFG = 26 µm 2 . This corresponds to norn1alized conversion ef-
ficiencies 77SHG = 261 %w - 1cm- 2 , 77SFG = 279 %vv - 1c1n-2 . These values agree well 
wit h my previous estin1ates based on semi-analytical analysis for a slab waveguide. 
Total TH G conversion efficiency 77THG is sufficiently high to predict , in an ideal 
waveguide with a 3 mm interaction length , t he generation of 1 mvV green light from 
33 mW telecommunications radiation. To co1n pare wit h t he best result reported to 
date , such TH output fro1n ideal periodically-poled LiNb0 3 structure is predicted 
to require 10 t imes longer crystal and almost 4 t i1nes higher pump power [79]. 
The realization of LiNb0 3 nano-waveguides wit h t he desired geometry is feas ible 
by means of ion-bea1n enhanced etching (IEEE). The IEEE technology has been 
shown to be ideally suited for t he fabrication of complex photonic crystal struc-
t ures [90, 91] and can also be applied to fabricate t he proposed nano-waveguides . 
In t h1s process t he geometry of a patterned masking layer is t ransferred into the 
crystal by a series of high energy ion irradiation . The irradiated and thus dam-
aged regions are subsequent ly re1noved by chen1ical ·wet etching, result ing in an 
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Figure 2.3: (a) Scheme of the air-suspended LiNb03 waveguide. (b,c,d) Intensity profile 
of phase-matched (b) pump, (c) SH, (d) TH waves for a waveguide width b = 1.77 µ1n and 
thickness h = 181 nm. ( e) The pump wavelength Ap and (f) the waveguide thickness h 
corresponding to exact PM for THG vs. waveguide width b. 
air-bridged structure, as shown schematically in Fig. 2.3(a). The complete PM re-
quires high 1nanufacturing precision. The t hickness of 100 µ1n long slab waveguides 
has to be controlled with nano1neter accuracy, ·which may be challenging ·with tech-
nologies currently available. Nevertheless, THG may be realized even when the 
individual SHG and SFG processes are slightly mismatched, provided that a single 
P l\lI condition between the pump and TH waves is satisfied [28]. I anticipate that 
broadband THG may be possible in the latter case, although at the trade-off of 
lovver conversion efficiency. 
In conclusion, in this Section it vvas shown that the modal dispersion in air-
suspended lithium niobate ·waveguides can be used to si1nultaneously phase-match 
two independent nonlinear parametric processes , resulting in cascaded third har-
n1onic generation. I anticipate that these findings may sti1nulate the realization of 
nevv fa1nilies of efficient frequency mixers and converters to the third harmonic for 
applications in compact light sources and laser display technologies. 
In the next Section we vvill see how careful dispersion . . ng1neenng 1n nano-
wav guid s can be e1nployed for four-vvave-mixing of short puls s. 
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2.2 Pulsed four-wave-mixing in na110-tapers 
In the Section 2.1 we looked at new opportunities provided by nano-vvaveguiding 
for cascaded quadratic nonlinear processes . In this Section I demonstrate a novel 
application of dispersion engineering for cubic nonlinear frequency conversion intro-
duced in the Section 1.1.5. I suggest an application of pun1p-degenerate four-wave 
n1ixing process in tapered waveguides for generation of ultrashort pulses with cen-
tral frequency tunable over the material transparency range. This method can pro-
duce strongly co1npressed frequency-converted pulses in presence of group velocity 
mis1natch and group velocity dispersion. Additionally, the proposed technique does 
not require pulse phase synchronization and effectively operates for strongly chirped 
pump pulses, thus enabling the use of longer nonlinear media for high conversion 
efficiency. 
As discussed in the Section 1.2.1 , dispersion engineered waveguiding opens a 
range of new opportunities. Recently developed silicon-on-insulator (SOI) sub-
vvavelength vvaveguides co1nbine enhanced cubic nonlinearity and possibility of on-
chip integration alloV\ring for effective and relatively broadband frequency conver-
sion via four-wave 1nixing [92 , 93]. Whereas such waveguides could facilitate fairly 
broadband frequency conversion, one of the main li1niting factors in case of sig-
nificantly different pun1p and idler frequencies is t he group-velocity mis1natch. In 
co1nbination ,;vith group-velocity dispersion , it 1nay lead to te1nporal broadening 
of frequency-converted pulses and reduced conversion efficiency [94] . One co1nmon 
approach to n1itigate this effect is to use short nonlinear samples. However t hen 
for good conversion efficiency high peak po,;ver pun1p is required , V\rhich can lead to 
undesirable nonlinear pulse distort ion. 
Interestingly, Fv\ M dynan1ics in 1nedia ,v-ith cubic nonlinearity can have certain 
si1nilarities to second harn1onic generation in quadratic nonlinear n1edia [95]. The 
pulse co1npression in t he process of SHG can be realized in bulk [96- 98] and ape-
riodically poled nonlinear crystals [99 , 100]. The latter technique vvas also applied 
to optical parametric an1plification (OPA) with continuous-wave (C\ iV) seeding, but 
only in degenerate regi1ne [101]. The n1ain ren1aining li1nitation for t hese 1nethods 
is that t he generation of con1pressed pulses t hrough SHG at arbitrar) reconfigurable 
wavelengths is not possible. Whereas GV:tvI-induced pulse broadening can also be 
alleviated for sum-frequency [102 103] and difference-frequency generation [104], 
,~rhich n1ay allow 1nore t unability over t he converted pulse ,~ravelength , t he required 
precise synchronization of two pu1np pulses n1ay be co1nplicated to in1plen1ent. 
In. t his Section, I propose a 1nethod for generating ultrashort pulses using the 
process of pun1p-degenerate four-wave 1nixing in sub-wavelength tapered vvaveguides 
with enhanced cubic nonlinearity. The idler V\ avelength can be tuned arbit rarily 
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within very broad range by adjusting the frequency detuning of monochromatic 
signal ·wave with respect to the pump and choosing the appropriate wav guide ta-
pering. I demonstrate that highly efficient idler pulse compression can be achieved in 
sub-wavelength tapered waveguides using chirped pump pulses, despite large GV1VI. 
I show that the process of idler pulse generation is mathematically analogous to 
second-harmonic generation for weak pump , and that the pulse compression is in-
creased even further in the regime of high conversion efficiency. Another advantage 
of t he proposed scheme is that it does not require either pumping with synchronized 
pulses or the phase synchronization between input pump and signal waves. 
I study the dynamics of collinear lossless four-wave mixing process with degener-
ate pump [see phase-matching diagram in Fig. 2.4] and use coupled-wave equations 
based on equations for four-wave-mixing fro1n the Section 1.1.5 and equation for 
pulse propagation from the Section 1.2.1 in low pump depletion approximation [93]: 
8As c5 ( ) 8As iDs(z) 82 As _ 
Oz + sp z OT + 2 OT2 -
- i rs ( z ) A~A; exp [ i~ ( z)] - 2i rs ( z ) I Ap 1 2 As' ( 2. 7) 
8Ai c5 - ( ) 8Ai iDi(z) 82 Ai _ 
oz + i p z OT + 2 OT2 -
- iri (z )A~A; exp [i~(z)] - 2i,i(z) IApl 2 Ai, (2 .8) 
8AP + iDP(z) 82 AP = -i wn2 IA 12 A . (2.9) OZ 2 OT2 C P P 
Here z is the propagation distance, T is the time relative to t he pump pulse center. 
The subscripts s, i and p denote the variables corresponding to the signal, idler , 
and pump waves, respectively, As,i,p are t he complex slowly varying field envelopes, 
normalized such that Ps,i ,p = I As,i,p 1 2 represent the optical powers. The coefficients 
c5 define the group velocity mismatches between t he signal ( c5sp) or idler ( c5ip) Wct,Ves 
and the pu1np , ·while coefficients D define the group velocity dispersion for the signal 
(Ds) , idler (D i) and pump (Dp) waves . The rs ,i,p are effective nonlinear coeffici nts 
where subscript s and i correspond to FWNI for signal and idler and p to pump 
self-phase-modulation processes . The function ~(z) = 27rz [2np(z)/ Ap - n8 (z )/ A8 -
ni ( z ) / ,\] defines the phase velocity mis1natch between t he interacting waves , where 
>-s.i. p are t he central wavelengths. 
I now forrnulate t he optimal condit ions for the generation of ultrashort idler 
pul s . In order to reduce t he pump self-action and nonlinear ab orption , it is 
beneficial to lower the peak purnp power while preserving t he high total puls energy. 
Thi requirement is sati fied for chirped puls . Specifically, I con ider a chirped 
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gaussian pump pulse with the input profile: 
(2.10) 
where PP is the peak input power, ~P is a pulse chirp coefficient, and To corresponds 
to the width of non-chirped pump pulse. As the signal input, I take small-amplitude 
continuous-wave field ( or a long narrow-band pulse) and consider zero idler am pli-
tude at the input , see Fig. 2.4. In this approach, the idler pulse wavelength can be 
tuned by choosing the pump and signal wavelengths, as A;1 = 2A;1 - A;-1. Whereas 
similar conversion scheme was previously developed for optical gating in homoge-
neous waveguides [95] , I demonstrate below that idler pulse can be compressed in a 
waveguide with specially designed tapering such that the phase-matching condition 
varies along the waveguide as follows: 
(2.11) 
Here L is the total waveguide length and ~w is the effective tapering coefficient , 
which value should be optimized to achieve maximum pulse compression. 
I first derive an analytical expression for the optimal value ~w under certain 
simplifications. It assumed that GVM and nonlinearity are practically constant 
along the waveguide, c\,i,p(z) = 5s ,i,p and rs ,i,p( z ) = rs ,i,p, and neglect GVD , Ds,i,p ~ 
0. I also consider the regime of low conversion, when the pump power is rather 
small such that AP>> As >> Ai along the waveguide. Then, the nonlinear terms in 
Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.9) can be neglected , and there is ahnost no temporal reshaping 
of input pump pulse and CW signal. Finally, Eq. (2.8) can be reduced to the 
following expression: 
(2.12) 
Since under these assumptions As remains a CW signal , this equation has the same 
form as for the second-hannonic wave in the SHG process in the non-depleted pump 
approxi1nation where ~(z) can be engineered through crystal poling [100]. I then 
adopt the results for pulse compression with SHG [100] and determine the optimal 
pump chirp as 
. _ K . c-1/2 (p - Ui pS, w · . (2.13) 
I have checked by direct numerical 1nodeling of Eqs. (2.7)- (2.9) that this ap-
proach can be applied to a range of different platforms and wavelengths. As an 
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As = 3.6 ~lm i Ai = 2.16 µm i Ap = 2.7 µm is den1onstrated below. In mid-IR wave-
length range the model assumptions of no two-photon absorption and no free-carrier 
generation are valid for both sub-ns and ps pulses [105]. I consider a rectangu-
lar cross-section Si waveguide on a Si02 substrate with length L = 3 cmi height 
h = 1.2 µm and width linearly tapered from w = 740 nm at the input facet to 
w = 760 11111 at the output facet . I study the waveguiding dispersion properties using 
CONISOL RF module and find that the phase mismatch for the pump-degenerate 
FvVNI ~(z) incorporating T NI signal and pump 1nodes and TE idler 1node is equal 
to zero in the center of the ·waveguide, i. e. ~(L/2) = 0. I confirm that the de-
pendance of the phase mismatch ~ ( z) matches very closely the optimal dependence 
in Eq. (2 .11 ) with tapering coefficient ~w ~ -0.26mn1-2 . The other <lisper ion 
parameters exhibit small linear changes ·with z : c5sp( z) = 2. 48 - 0.16z/ L [n /m], 
c5ip(z) = -1.39 + 0.14z/ L [ns/111], Ds(z) = -24.5 + l.l z/ L [ps2 /m], Di(z) = 
-0.95 + 0.02z/ L [ps2 / m], Dp(z) = -7.45 + 0.5z/ L [ps2 / 1n]. Since cubic nonlinearity 
for vvave 1nixing involving different frequencies i not yet characterized for Si in mid-
IR region; I 1nake an order-of-n1agnitude estimate for the nonlinear coefficient as 
"fs .i.p r,J 2Kn2 /[As.i,pa(eff)] vvith 1naterial nonlinearity n 2 = 6 · 10- 5 cm2 / GW [93] and 
the effective area a(eff) ~ 0. 75 µ1n 2 . I check that t he changes of "!s,i,p within one or-
der of n1agnitude do not qualitatively affect t he results. For considered tapering the 
effective area for all 1nodes changes with z by less than 2%; and therefore I neglect 
thi change. I con ider an input chirped gaus ian pump pulse with PP = 1001nWi 
To = l ps. and the chirp according to Eq. (2 .13) as ~P = c5ip(L/2)/~;}2 = 2.5 ps. 
The overall length of the pump pulse is then [(2- 1/ 2T0 ) 2 + (21/ 2~~/T0 ) 2]112 = 9.44ps. 
The initial pov1er of CvV signal is Ps = l n1W. and there is no idler input. nlike 
degenerate OPA [101]. the phase synchronization between pu1np and signal waves 
is not required for pump-degenerat FvV~I. as it i automatically con1pen ated by 
the idler phase. 
:\"o,-.- I den1onstrate th results of numerical imulation with Eqs. (2. 7)-(2 .9) and 
paran1eter for SOI ,-.-aveguide provided abov . The dynamic of normalized idler 
pul e. pectrun1 and peak pov.;er along the propagation are hown in Fig . 2.5( a-
c) . \Ye ee that at the initial propagation 'tage up to z ~ l cm [Fig. 2.5( a) ]. he 
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Figure 2.5: ( a,d) Dependence of the normalized idler ternporal intensity profiles 
on the propagation distance. (b,e) Corresponding evolution of the normalized idler 
spectra. ( c,f) Dependence of the idler-pulse peak power on the propagation distance. 
The waveguide width is (a,b,c) linearly tapered w(z) = 740+20z/ L [n1n] or (d,e,f) not 
tapered with constant width w = 750 nm. 
idler pulse goes through unstable transition where the effects of non-phase-matched 
generation from the center of the pump pulse and phase-matched generation from 
the low-intensity pu1np pulse lobe compete. It happens because in chirped pump 
pulse the wavelengths are distributed along its duration; and only those at the 
beginning of the pulse are phase-matched in the initial section of the tapered wave-
guide . At z ~ l c1n the idler wave is now generated effectively at phase-1natched 
vvavelength , and thus idler pulse con1pression begins and continues throughout the 
taper. During this process different idler frequency components are generated along 
the waveguide [Fig. 2.5(b) ] and are effectively assen1bled together by GVNI in tem-
poral do1nain [Fig. 2.5(a) J. The idler peak power grows [Fig. 2.5(c) ] until the idler 
spectru1n width becon1es similar to that of the pu1np i and idler pulse is con1pressed 
to To = 1 ps. At that point the idler power reaches O .4 µ vV , the signal power is 
increased to 4.9 n1'\iV, and the pun1p power stays unchanged , which means that the 
relation AP >> As >> Ai, which was used to derive Eq. (2.13) , re1nains satisfied. 
I now co1npare these results vvith non-tapered waveguide of constant width w = 
750 n1n corresponding to the exact phase-n1atching of the central wavelengths ; see 
Figs. 2.5( d-f). vVe see in Fig. 2.5( d) that initially there is so1ne degree of pulse 
co1npression in analogy with pulse conversion in quadratic media [97i 102, 103]. 
However at z ~ 5 mn1 the pulse begins to spread , while its spectrum is narrowed 
[Fig. 2.5( e)] and its peak power no longer grows [Fig. 2.5 (f)] . Even if the length L is 
equal to the optimal value z = 5 mm i the non-tapered waveguide still provides four 
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tin1es less pulse compression and four t im s less conversion efficiency co111 pared to 
the tapered structure. 
Finally I demonstrate generation of compressed idler pulse in the tapered wav -
guide with higher conversion efficiency. As I increase the pump peak power from 
PP = 100111W to PP = 5 W , the nonlinear interaction starts to change both the 
signal and idler profiles, and the condition As >> Ai no longer applies . Simulations 
show that in this regime, the idler peak power grows much faster than the signal 
power and reaches 15 mW, while the signal power is increased only to 7 mW. As a 
result the idler pulse compression occurs faster , spectrum beco111es broader , and t he 
compression ratio is enhanced by 10% in comparison to the low pump power case. 
In the provided examples the GVD played relatively 111inor role. However both 
the linear tapering and GVD lead to linear chirp ( or compensation of linear chirp) 
in frequency-converted pulse. Therefore they can compensate each other even in 
the case of very large GVD. Mitigation of higher orders of dispersion, as well as 
studying highly tapered waveguides with stronger dependance of GVNI and GVD 
on propagation distance may be of interest for the future research. 
In conclusion, in this Section a method for efficient frequency conversion co111-
bined with pulse compression based on nonlinear four-wave mixing process with 
pre-chirped pump pulses is suggested. This approach can be realized in tapered 
sub-wavelength waveguides . I expect that the proposed 111ethod will find applica-
tions for efficient short pulse frequency conversion useful for signal processing in 
telecommunications and for production of affordable infrared lasers with arbitrary 
wavelengths. 
This Chapter showcases novel effi cient frequency conversion regimes t hat can 
be achieved in sub-wavelength nonlinear waveguides. In t he next Chapter we will 
have a look at frequency conversion and pulse control in more complex structures 
containing larger conventional nonlinear waveguides . 
,, 
Chapter 3 
Pulse dynamics induced by cascaded 
second harmonic generation 
3.1 Efficient all-optical switching 1n quadratic nonlinear di-
rectional cot1plers 
In t he previous Chapter we savv how control over t he dispersion in nano-
vvaveguides allovved for efficient frequency conversion in cvv and pulsed regimes . In 
t his Chapter I vvill demonstrate a different approach t o dispersion control and pulse 
shaping t hrough waveguide coupling and cascaded quadratic nonlinearity. This 
-
Chapter includes the result s of t e1nporal and spectral experimental charact erization 
of pulses propagating in micro-scale couplers and vvaveguide arrays . Pulse dyna1n-
ics in t his Chapter is defined by the cascaded interaction betvveen pump and SH 
vvaves described in t he Section 1.1.4 and by an interaction between vvaves in coupled 
vvaveguides int roduced in t he Section 1.2.2. 
In t his Section t I demonstrat e the results of t he experimental characterization 
of temporal dynamics during all-opt ical svvitching in nonlinear directional couplers 
in periodically poled lit hium niobat e. The characteristic features of such switching, 
including asymmetric pulse break-up and back-switching have been fully experimen-
tally characterized in quant itative agreement wit h the t heoretical predictions. Based 
on the t ime-resolved 1neasure1nent of intensity-dependent svvitching t he t heoretically 
long-knovvn cont inuous-wave svvitching curve has experimentally been confirmed . 
All-opt ical s-witching in nonlinear directional couplers (N LD Cs) is one of t he 
1nost fundamental processes involving intensity-dependent light propagation. Iin -
por ant ly the intensity-dependent 1node coupling in t he -LD C forms t he basis for 
an understanding of vvave propagation in other more co1n plex nonlinear systen1s 
like waveguide arrays and solitons in slab waveguides . During t he vvave propagation 
1In this Section mv experimental results are compared with simulations provided by Prof. 
Roland Schiek fron1 the Universit - of Regensburg. 
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in N LDC the modes of a system are changed by the nonlinearity. The resulting 
modification of the coupling between the n1odes and their superposit ion cl termines 
the intensity pattern at the output of the systen1 dependent on the input power. 
For ultrafast all-optical switching typically short pulses and fast nonlinear proces es 
such as Kerr-like or cascaded quadratic nonlinearities are employed . The quadratic 
NLDC is by far superior in terms of power requirements and flexibility, however , 
due to the involvement of more than one optical frequency and a strong frequency 
dependence of the nonlinearity the syste1n becomes more co1nplex. 
Theoretically the NLDC has been described a long time ago [5 2] and NLDCs 
based on cubic Kerr-type nonlinearities have intensively been studied in the lab-
oratories [106, 107]. Following these works , quadratic NLDCs were also studied 
theoretically [108] and experimentally [55, 109], revealing their greater flexibility 
due to a tunability of the cascaded quadratic nonlinearity. Similar to the cubic case 
it was shown that complete switching is in general prevented by pulse break-up for 
most of the experimentally available pulses [108, 110]. 
While there have been a number of experiments ai1ning to directly observe t he 
te1nporal dynamics of short pulses in cubic all-optical switches [111], a measurement 
of the pulse shaping in a quadratic NLDC was lacking. Due to the complexity 
of the pulse dynamics , determined by the frequency dependence of nonlinearity 
and group velocity, it is interesting to directly measure the perfonnance of such 
quadratic NLDCs and to compare it with the existing theoretical studies [108]. In 
this Section I present the results of high-resolution measure1nents of the output 
pulses emerging from quadratic nonlinear couplers with frequency-resolv cl optical 
gating technology (FROG) demonstrating the such details of ten1poral switching as 
incomplete switching in the pulse wings , back-switching in the center of the pulse, 
and asymmetry of the resulting pulse break-up. 
Both single channel waveguides and pairs of linearly coupled wav guide were 
fabricated by indiffusion of 7-µm-wid e and 100-nm-t hick t itaniu1n stripes at 1060°C 
for 8.5 hours in a L = 50-mm-long Z-cut congruent lithiu1n niobate (LiNb0 3) crys-
tal with propagation along the crystallographic X axis. To achieve large intensity-
dependent phase shifts for the funda1nental wave due to the cascad cl quadratic 
nonlinearity, type I wavelength- and ten1perature-tunable second-hannonic genera-
t ion was imple1nented. The phase-1natching was provided by quasi-phase-1natching 
introduced in the Section 1.1.2. An electric-field-poled QPM grating with a period 
of AQPtd = 16 . 751 µm yield cl pha e-1natching for SHG between the T IV1o0 mod s 
for a FW wavelength of Ap~r = 1522 nm at roo1n te1nperatur . The end facet w re 
polished for end-fire coupling and ·were anti-reflection coated , having refl ctivit ies 
of~ 1 % for t he FW and 14 % for the second harmonic. Linear lo es betwe n 0.2 
and 0.23 clB / c1n for the FW and 0.65 and 0.75 dB/c1n for t he SH hav been mea-
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sured. To prevent a photorefractive (PR) detuning of the SHG resonance and to 
minimize a PR shift of the coupling length the sample was heated to l 70-240°C 
which increased ApM to standard telecommunications wavelength of 1550 n1n. 
The numerical simulations of the switching dynamics were performed by Prof. 
Roland Schiek from the University of Regensburg and were based on a coupled-mode 
theory in the frequency domain [108] using the measured input pulse envelope and 
phase. The parameters for the model were all measured with high precision, and the 
modeling yields excellent quantitative agreement with the measurements without 
any fitting parameters. At a wavelength of 1550 nm a coupler with a center-to-center 
waveguide separation of 18.3 µm with a coupling length of Le = 54 mm is the closest 
to a half-beat-length coupler in the sample. The SH modes of both arms are not 
coupled due to the strong confinement of these modes. The propagation constants 
for fundamental wave f3Fw and second harmonic f3sH were calculated with a mode 
solver. The overlap integral K (2) = J J dxdy E'f..w(x , y) EsH(x, y) = 8.3·108 V3 / m for 
SHG was determined from mode-shape measurements. Here, EFw/sH(x , y) are the 
transverse electric fields of the ·waveguide modes normalized to 1 W. The quadratic 
nonlinear susceptibility in this system vvas measured to be d33 = 20.6 pm/ V [112]. 
The experin1ental setup is shown in Fig. 3.1. Pulses from an amplified mode-
locked Pritel fiber laser with a repetition rate of 5 NI Hz, at a wavelength of 
A F\N = 1550.88 nm, bandwidth of 0.35 nm and a pulse length of 9 ps at full width at 
half maxi1num (FWHNI) were end-fire coupled into the waveguides. The asymmetric 
SHG tuning curve from a single waveguide in Fig. 3.2(a) indicates a nonuniform dis-
tribution of the wave-vector mismatch due to a temperature gradient in the heated 
crystal [113] . The SH output is minimized for a positive wave-vector mismatch 
6k = 2f3vvv - f3sH + 21r / A below the phase-1natching temperature TPM = 219°C. 
The temperature dependence of the nonnalized wave-vector mismatch is given by 
6kL = l.81r x (219 - T /°C). The total throughput of 80% is reduced close to 
phase-matching when the FW is depleted and part of the energy propagates in the 
more lossy SH mode. 
I investigated all-optical switching in the NLDC by coupling the light into one 
arm of a half-beat-length coupler and observing the output dependent on the input 
power [see Fig. 3.1]. The FvV and SH outputs from both coupler arms were separated 
spatially and imaged onto InGaAs and CCD cameras. The FW and SH average 
power from both arms was measured with four photodiodes. By using the 1neasured 
input pulse shape and the pulse repetition rate , the average FW povver is converted 
to the peak power Pin and to the pulse energy U. Fig. 3. 2 (b) shows a typical 
measured svvitching curve showing the output pulse energy Uout from the cross and 
the bar arm norn1alized to the input pulse energy Uin· The switching power P sa 
is the input peak power for equal average output from both anns. Due to a small 
























Figure 3.1: Scheme of the experimental setup for spectral-temporal characterization 
and svvitching measurements. 
asy1nmetry of both coupler branches Psa is not equal for the left- ( dashed line) and 
the right-arn1 (solid line) input. Furthennore, a small SH-induced photo-refraction 
index change slightly increases this asyn1111etry for larger powers. In theory ( dotted 
curves in Fig. 3.2) t he asymmetry ·which explains t he deviations between calculated 
and 111easured data is neglected. Operating at temperatures below phase-1natching 
the generated SH power is small [see Fig. 3.2(a) ] and the switching does not suff r 
fron1 FvV depletion. The total throughput in Fig. 3.2(b) is therefor relativ ly 
constant . Only for larger input powers when most of the FvV and the generated SH 
stay in the bar arm, larger SH lo es yield an obs rvable reduced total throughput. 
I characterized the power-dependent switching at differ nt ten1peratur and 
111 different couplers. The dependence of Psa on the phase-mismatch and on the 
coupling length agrees well vvith the theory for all 111easure1nents. Importantly the 
couplers also svvitch at higher temperatures ·with negative phase shift , but becau e 
of trong r SHG the ·witching curves are not a clean a with the po i ive pha 
hift s. 
For the characterization of t he te1nporal dynamic I mea ured the FW output 
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Figure 3.2: (a) Temperature-tuned SHG and FW-depletion from a single waveguide 
for an input peak power Pin = 1.6 W. (b) Normalized FW output pulse energy from 
the bar and the cross arm ( see inset) versus A.11 from a half-beat-length coupler for 
left- (dashed line) and right-arm (solid line) input; Le= 54mm, 210°C. The SH and 
the total throughput are also shown. Dotted lines represent numerical simulation 
results. 
pulses of both arms separately with a FROG system from Southern Photonics. The 
spectra were monitored with an optical spectrum analyzer. Fig. 3.3 shows typical 
switching dynamics. 
At low input power Fig. 3.3(a) shows the beginning of switching in the pulse 
center where the power from the cross arm starts to switch to the bar arm. For 
larger Rn the strongly increased power in the pulse center in the bar arm coincides 
with a corresponding, depleted power in the cross arm. In the low-intensity parts of 
the pulse (pulse wings) the light couples in a linear fashion to the cross arm, while 
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Figure 3.3: Norn1alized pulse traces from the output arm of a half-beat-length 
coupler; Le= 541nm. (a) Pin= 48W < Psa, (b) Pin= 106W ~ 1.2 X Psa, (c) Pin= 
160 W > Psa · ( d) Input pulse compared to the total FW output; Pin = 160 W . The 
phases of the input pulse and the output pul e from the bar arm are also shown. 
(e) and (f) Nieasured and recovered spectra (from FROG traces) of the pulses from 
the cross and the bar arn1 in (c) . The temperature was maintained at 205°C. Dotted 
lines de1nonstrate nu1nerical simulation results . 
the higher-intensity pulse center is switched to the bar arm. The re ulting pul e 
break-up in the cross arm is ob erved in Figs . 3.3(b .c) . For Pin slightly above Psa 
[Fig. 3.3(b)] the povver in the pulse center equal the power for complete ,vitching 
and therefore the center of the pul e ren1ain in th bar arm. A further incr a e of An 
[Fig. 3.3(c) ] ho,vs a con1plete s,vitching of the pulse inten ity for two points on both 
ides of the pulse peak. In the pulse center back witching i now experim ntally 
ob erved and agrees vvith previous theory [- 2]. 
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The phase of the input pulse shows a slight up-chirp [Fig. 3.3(d)J. The positive 
nonlinear phase shift increases this chirp for an increasing power. The resulting 
larger chirp of the output pulse is shown for the bar arm pulse [Fig. 3.3( d), dash-
dotted line]. The time direction in the FROG retrieval was found from this increased 
up-chirp. 
Figs. 3.3( e,f) show as representative examples the quantitative agreement be-
tween retrieved and measured spectra with strong self-phase modulation. 
The sum of the temporal profiles of both output arms approximately equals the 
measured input pulse profile for all the measurements with less than 10% gener-
ated SH, as shown in Fig. 3.3( d). This shows that in the first approximation the 
quadratic cascaded nonlinearity acts quasi-instantaneously for an operation with 
low FW-depletion and 9-ps-long pulses. However, the observed asymmetry of the 
switching can not entirely be explained by the asymmetric laser pulse. Numeri-
cal simulations show that the wavelength dependence of the phase-mismatch yields 
different effective nonlinearities for the different spectral components which intro-
duces a special kind of nonlinear dispersion. Together with the linear dispersion (SH 
walk-off) the pulse-form-induced asymmetry is magnified and the pulses broaden 
and develop a tail. Therefore, for the 9-ps-long pulses the "temporal non-locality" 
of the cascaded nonlinearity [114] influences the pulse propagation and - especially 
in the second half of the pulses - the assumption of an instantaneous nonlinearity 
can not exactly explain the details of the pulse dynamics. -
Another important consequence of the exact time-resolved measurement of the 
optical switching is the possibility to determine the continuous-wave switching curve. 
For a pure instantaneous nonlinearity in a dispersion-free syste1n it is possible to re-
trieve the cw switching curve by plotting the instantaneous normalized powers from 
both output arms versus the instantaneous input power of the bell-shaped input 
pulse. Corresponding plots of the experimental data indeed show the behavior of 
svvitching. However , the deviations of the experimental system from the dispersion-
free system with partly non-instantaneous nonlinearity are strong enough to disturb 
a determined cw switching characteristic in the second half of the pulse. Therefore, 
in order to measure a cw switching curve as precisely as possible , traces of switched 
pulses from both arms were 1neasured while increasing the input power by small 
increments with the results illustrated in Fig. 3.4. 
After determining the ratio of the pulse energies from both channels from the 
1neasured switching curve in Fig. 3.4( c) the pulse traces were calibrated and normal-
ized to the input. The color-coded contour plots in Figs. 3.4(a,b) show the calibrated 
and riormalized pulse traces dependent on the input peak power Pin. After evalu-
ating the powers in the pulse center, the switching curve for the momentary peak 
power shown in Fig. 3.4( d) was derived. The power scans are marked by white lines 
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Figure 3.4: Normalized experi1nental pulse traces dependent on the input peak power 
Pin from (a) the cross and (b) the bar arm. A center-to-center waveguide separation 
of 18.7 µ1n corresponds to Le = 68mm; 210°C. (c) Measured and calculat ed switching 
curves for various pulse energies. ( d) The experimental switching curve derived fro1n 
( a, b) in the pulse center co1npared to a cw model and a ntunerical simulation. 
in Figs. 3.4( a ,b) . The nu1nerical si1nulation quantitatively agrees with the n1easured 
dat a. A scan from calculated contour plots [corresponding to Figs . 3.4( a,b)] provide 
a simulat ed s·witching curve for the 1nomentary peak power in Fig. 3.4( d) ( dotted 
line ) that quantitatively agrees with the 1neasured curve. The remaining deviation 
fro1n t he ·witching curve calculat ed with a simple cw 1nodel [5 2, 10 ] is caused by 
the frequency dependence or t e1nporal non-locality of the cascaded nonlinearity for 
t he 9-ps-long pulses. The fringes in t he F\i\ power of t he bar arm in the cw sv.ritch-
ing curve are caused by the generated SH in t hi arm [108]. To r solve t he e details 
and to decreas t he deviation between t he 1nomentary-puwer switching curves fron1 
pulsed n1easurement and a cvv switching curve t he non-local regime of t he cascad d 
nonlinearity needs to be uppressed and t he nonlinearity need to be faster. This 
could be done in exp riments ·wit h longer pulse length or in exp riments with larger 
pha -n1i n1atch ·wh re t he nonlinearity for all pectral component i rnor uniform. 
The n1ea uren1 nt ho-ws t hat t he quadratic ca caded nonlineari t in Li b03 wave-
guide ,Yith a ,-:ave-vector n1i match larger t han 6. kL > l61r can be con ider d 
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quasi-instantaneous down to t he pulse lengths of::::::::; 10 ps . 
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In conclusion , in this Section I have for t he first t ime experimentally demon-
strated t hat quadratic nonlinear couplers experience pulse break-up , asymmetry and 
back switching. The obtained dat a agrees wit h extended numerical model and can 
be used to predictably engineer nonlinear opt ical waveguide systems based on t he 
LiNb0 3 platforrn and similar nonlinear crystals. In t he next Section I will increase 
t he complexity of t he syst em by adding more coupled waveguides and experimen-
tally investigate t he process of light localization and pulse reshaping in quadratic 
nonlinear waveguide arrays . 
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3.2 Spatiotemporal pulse sl1aping 1n qtladratic 1onlinear 
wavegtlide arrays 
In t he previous Section I demonstrated the results of the first experimental char-
acterization of pulse dynamics in quadratic nonlinear couplers, and in this Section t I 
will show what happens when this experiment is extended to waveguide arrays . Th 
results include the details of spatiotemporal reshaping of laser pulses propagating 
in waveguide arrays with quadratic nonlinearity. These findings provide detail d 
understanding of pulse dynamics in quadratic nonlinear waveguide arrays and can 
be used to predictably engineer ultrafast all-optical circuits . 
Nonlinear waveguide arrays are considered in1portant for all-optical signal rout-
ing in optical communications , since they allow ultrafast light-induced switching 
of short pules. Niost of the works in this field concentrated on waveguide arrays 
with cubic nonlinearity [115- 118], including the demonstration of discrete spatio-
temporal X-waves [119, 120]. 
As it was n1entioned in the previous Section, quadratic nonlinearity can allow all-
optical switching at orders of rnagnitude lower powers [121], potentially leading to 
the realization of systems with higher energy efficiency. Recently t he rneasurements 
of pulse spectra led to theoretical predictions of unusual te1nporal pulse dynamics 
in these systems [122]. In this Section I show the first experin1ental measuren1ents 
of spatio-temporal reshaping of short pulses in waveguide arrays with quadratic 
noumenality. 
The systen1 under investigation is described in Fig. 3.5. The sa1nple used in the 
experi1nents reported here , sho-wn schematically in Fig. 3.5( a) , is 1nanufactured by 
titanium indiffusion [123, 124]. It has a length of 71 mm and consists of 101 wave-
guides ·with a regular spacing of d = 15 µm. The nu1nerically calculated intensity 
profiles of the 1nodes investigated in this experiment are shown in Fig. 3.5(b). The 
1nodes at both the FW and SH fr quencies are first order modes , namely the FWOO 
and SHOO n1odes . In principle the waveguides support higher order 1nodes at the 
SH frequency [125], hovvever in this experiment only FWOO and SHOO modes are 
excited due to established phase-n1atching conditions. Due to the evanescent over-
lap of the FW 1nodes in waveguide with the refractive ind x modulation of the 
neighboring vvaveguide the propagation constants of the mod in the vVGA form a 
continuous band of the longitudinal wavenumbers /3Fw in dependence on the tran -
verse vvavenumb rs kj_. In the case of weak diffraction this band i de. cribed by the 
1In thi Section the experimental results are obtained joint ly by me and Dr. Frank Setzpfandt 
frorn the University of .J na and are compared with hi simulations. 
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Figure 3.5: (a) Sketch of the waveguide array. (b) FW and SH modes taking part 
in the nonlinear interactions. ( c) Scheme of the diffraction relations of FW and SH 
with the phase misrnatch 6.. /3 . The black arrows emerging from the FW band denote 
the bifurcation points of unstaggered (upwards) solitons for focusing nonlinearity and 
staggered (downwards) solitons for defocusing nonlinearity. 
cosine diffraction relation introduced in the Section 1.2.2: 
(3FW = f36'N + 2CFW COS (k l_ ) ' (3.1) 
with the propagation constant of the FvVOO mode in a single waveguide 13-gw and 
the coupling constant cFw. For the investigated sample the coupling constant at 
a vvavelength of 1560 nm is cFw = 80 / m. The resulting FW diffraction relation is 
shown in Fig. 3.5(c) vvith the blue line. The SHOO mode is n1uch stronger localized 
than the FvVOO 1node as evidenced in Fig. 3.5(b). Hence, the linear coupling can 
be neglected [121] and the SH propagation constant in the vVGA is always equal to 
the value of the propagation constant f3&H in a single waveguide. The ensuing flat 
diffraction relation is shown vvith the red line in Fig. 3.5(c). 
The nonlinear interaction between the FvV and SH fields is strongly influenced 
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by the phase 111ismatch fl /3, defined as 
6 /3 = 213FvV - 13sH + 21r 
o o A , (3.2) 
which is also indicated in Fig. 3.5( c) . Here, A is the period of t he periodically poled 
quasi-phasematching grating of the sample [126 , 127], which periodically switch s 
t he orientation of the crystal axis and hence the sign of the nonlinear coefficient x(2) 
along the propagation direction. In the experi1nents reported here, t he period of 
the QPl\lI grating is A = 16.805 µm , leading to phasematching between the FWOO 
and the SHOO mode at a wavelength of 1557.511111. At this wavelength t he pre-
dominant nonlinear interaction is SHG. Due to the dispersive nature of the mode 
propagation constants , the phase mismatch can be changed by varying t he FvV 
and SH wavelengths. In this WGA, the phase mis1natch becomes positive for FW 
wavelengths above the phasematching wavelength and negative for wavelength be-
low the phasematching wavelength. For non-zero phase 1nisn1atch SH is generated 
·with a lower efficiency and, due to the different phase velocities of FvV and SH , 
quickly converted back to FW. The subsequent generation and backconversion of 
SH is called cascading and leads to phase shifts of the FvV [33, 113, 128- 130]. These 
phase shifts induced by the cascading nonlinearity are comparable to phase induced 
by a Kerr nonlinearity but their sign and strength depend on the phase mis1natch. 
For positive phase mismatch the ensuing effective cascading nonlinearity acting on 
the FW is fo cusing ·whereas it is defo cusing for negative phase mismatch. Discrete 
spatial solitons can be excited for both scenarios [121 , 131], in the first case they 
bifurcate from the top of the bands with a transverse wavenu1nber of kj_ = 0, in 
the second case they are generated fro1n the botto1n of t he band at kj_ = ±1r. Both 
situations are indicated by t he arrows in Fig. 3.5. The te1nporal dynamics of the e 
spatial solitons in the case of pulsed excitation is revealed in this Section of th 
thesis. 
The spatio-te1nporal intensity distribution of t he FW part of the signal t ran -
mitted by the vVGA is characterized with the modified setup introduced in the 
Section 3.1 sketched in Fig. 3.6(a) . Pulsed light is generated by an erbium-dop d 
fiber laser and an1plifier ystem from Pritel with a repetition rat of 5 MHz. Aft r 
coupling t he light out of the laser fib er , t he output power is monitored by splitting 
of a small fraction of the beam and measuring with an indium-galliun1-arsenid 
(InGaAs) ca1nera. To excite several waveguides of the WGA simultaneously, th 
input beam is shaped by a cylindric lens. Together with the coupling obj ctive this 
forms a telescop for only the horizontal bea1n axi , leading to an lliptic input pot. 
vVith a cylindric len of 300 mm focal length and a lOX F-LlOB coupling objectiv 
of 12 n11n focal 1 ngth. the re ult ing input spot ha a horizontal (verti al) full-width 
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Figure 3.6: (a) Scheme of the experiment showing the laser and beam shaping, the 
coupling to and from the sample with microscope objectives (MO) and the pulse 
analysis setup. (b) Intensity and ( c) phase of the input pulses- measured at 1553 nm 
(red) and 1561.8nm (blue). 
at half-maximum of 42 µm ( 4 µm). The output of the WGA is first filtered with 
an RG 1000 filter to suppress the generated SH radiation. The FW is partly routed 
to a InGaAs camera which captures the spatial intensity distribution of the out-
put of the WGA integrated over time. To measure the absolute output power the 
camera can be replaced by an InGaAs photodiode. The main FW output beam 
is spatially filtered by an iris which is placed in the image plane of the coupling 
objective. Here one waveguide is selected for further characterization. The light 
fron1 the selected waveguide is then coupled to a single-mode fiber and routed ei-
ther to an OSA or a FROG pulse 1neasurement device [132]. The temporal profile 
of the pulse is numerically retrieved from the FROG trace, where the independently 
measured spectra are used for cross-checking the FROG traces and the results [133]. 
Amplitude and phase of the input pulses as measured separately with the FROG 
are shown in Fig. 3.6(b) and Fig. 3.6(c) , respectively, for the two input wavelengths 
1553t1m (red) and 1561.8nm (blue). At the two wavelengths the input pulses are 
almost equal, showing a single intensity maximu1n and a negative chirp. 
To double-check the measurement results and to obtain information about the 
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Figure 3.7: Nieasurement result for focusing effective nonlinearity. (a) P ower depen-
dence of t he spatial FvV output of the WG A. (b) Comparison of the spatial outputs 
of n1easurement (blue line) and simulation (red circles) for an input peak power of 
360 W. ( c) Nieasured output spatio-spectral intensity distribution for the FW pulse 
with 360 vV input peak power. ( d ,e) Comparison of the measured (blue) and simu-
lated (red) (d) temporal and (e) spectral intensities in the waveguides given by the 
numbers in the plots. The intensity of t he input pulse is alway plotted in light gray 
for comparison . 
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pulse dynamic in the sample I use numerical simulations ba ed on the previous 
vvorks [122. 125] provided by Dr. Frank Setzpfandt from the University of J ena. 
The dispersion in the vVG A is determined by numerical calculations of the mod 
propagation constants for different wavelengths based on a preci e description of the 
\~TGA index profile [134. 135] and 111easured values for the refractive index of lithium 
niobate [88] . Due to the long pulses u ed in this experiment and the resulting narrow 
spectrum the i111ulat ions reveal that the GVD is very ·mall and has no eff ct on 
the experimental results. 
First the ca e of focu ing nonlinearity is investigated. In thi case the input 
\YaYelength >.F\\. = 1561. nm is above the phasematching wavelength and the phas 
misn1atch 6 3 i po itive. Results of n1ea urement and imulation for thi situa-
tion are ummarized in Fig. 3. 7. The FvV patial output inten ity of th vVGA in 
dependence on the input peak pov.rer i hovYn in Fig. 3. 7( a). For lovv inpu p ak 
po,Yer the bea111 diffract . forming a ,vide Gau sian output pattern. For increa ing 
input po,Yer . the output beam i narrovving due to the tronger focu ing nonlinearit . 
e,:entualh· forn1inc, a patial di crete olitarv \Ya e at power around 300 i\ [121]. 
,, 
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For this power the measured spatial profile of the output beam is compared to the 
simulated spatial output profile in Fig. 3. 7(b) , showing the good correspondence 
between experimental and numerical results. 
The spatio-temporal structure of the output field is determined for an input peak 
power of 360 W by measuring FROG traces of a number of waveguides centered 
around t he beam center. The input power for t hese n1easurements is larger t han 
t he minimum power for soliton generation to aid the power dependent measurement 
process and is the maximum power achievable with the used laser source. Addi-
t ionally it enables us to get insight into the decay mechanism of the spatial solitary 
wave which is still excited as evidenced by the spatial profiles in Fig. 3. 7( a) . The 
optical intensity retrieved numerically from the measured FROG t races is shown in 
Fig. 3. 7( c) . Clearly close to the pulse center the fields are spat ially more localized 
than in the wings. This leads to a temporal splitting of the pulses in t he waveguides 
away from the beam center. The splitting is caused by t he large power in the pulse 
center , which leads to strong spatial focusing whereas the pulse wings still diffract . 
The same phenomenon was described theoretically [136] and recently measured ex-
perimentally [137] in two-core couplers of the same waveguides as used in the WGAs 
here. This effect is also used in vVGAs with Kerr-nonlinearity to excite X-shaped 
·waves [119, 120, 138]. 
The measured and sin1ulated temporal intensities are directly compared in 
Fig. 3.7(d). There is a good agreement between measurement (blue) and simu-
lation (red). The small deviations can be attributed to small-scale inhomogeneit ies 
of t he WGA which are not 1neasurable.Additionally, the 1neasured intensities are 
not very high , leading to operation of the FROG with long integration t imes and 
resulting in some noise in the measured FROG traces. This affects the FROG re-
t rieval algorithm, t hus fine details of the pulses 1nay not be retrieved completely. 
As described above the pulse breakup in the waveguides apears far from the center 
of t he excitation. The pulse lengths in t he outer ·waveguides is notably larger than 
in t he input pulse (light gray) . This is explained by the fact t hat the two split 
pulses sten1 fro1n the low power wings of the input pulse. The maxi1nu1n intensity 
is localized in the leading sub-pulse , t his characteristic is also found in the input 
pulse. In cont rast to this , the maximum intensity of t he pulses in the central wave-
guides is localized in t he trailing edge of t he pulses. This is due to t he cascading 
character of t he nonlinear effects. As has been shown earlier in film waveguides 
and ·waveguide arrays , t he SH part of spatially t rapped pulsed beams is trapped 
under the FvV pulse [139- 141]. Both pulses , FW and SH , are ideally t raveling with 
a con11non group velocity, vvhich is determined by the mutual phase shifts induced 
by cascading. Since t he SH has a slower group velocity t han the FvV, t his common 
group velocity is also somewhat smaller t han the FvV group velocity. Even t emporal 
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solitons in the presence of GVNI are possible , if GVNI and GVD are si1nultan ously 
balanced [142 , 143]. For FW powers larger than necessary to maintain thi balanc 
the SH pulse is slowly traveling to the rear of the FvV pulse vvhich is skewed toward 
its trailing edge [139, 141]. This move1nent of the SH pulse to the rear of the pulse 
will for longer propagation lengths lead to a en1ission of the SH fro1n the pulse. Thi 
stops the cascading process and subsequently leads to broadening of the spatially 
localized wavepacket [122]. By choosing a slightly s1naller peak power t his proce s 
can be avoided and a more stable equilibrium of FW and SH pulses can be reached. 
Temporal solitons in the presence of GVNI are not observable in this systen1 due to 
very low GVD. 
1VIeasured (red) and simulated (blue) spectra of the different waveguides for 
the case of positive mismatch and focusing nonlinearity are shown in Fig. 3.7(e). 
The plotted experimental spectra are measured with an OSA but agree well with 
spectra retrieved fron1 the FROG. Again the spectrum of the input pulse (light 
gray) is presented for comparison. The measured and simulated output spectra 
are split into several peaks and are considerably broadened with respect to the 
input. The broadening is due to an effective self-phase modulation of the FW 
induced by cascading with the SH which increases the chirp of the pulse during 
propagation. From self-phase modulation in media with Kerr-nonlinearity also the 
spectral splitting is known [144]. The sharp central peak always occurs at the input 
wavelength of 1561.8 nm and is reproduced by the simulations only in t he outer 
waveguides . Here it is a spectral signature of the low intensity pulse wings which do 
not undergo nonlinear effects . In the bea1n center the large spectral maxima at th 
input ·wavelength can only be attributed to low power excess light fro1n the used 
laser source. 
The same measurements as for fo cusing nonlinearity are also conducted for de-
fo cusing nonlinearity at a wavelengt h of 1553 nm below the phase1natching wav -
lengt h. To obtain spatial fo cusing, states at the edge of the Brillouin zone with 
transverse wavenumbers of k1- = ±11 are excited by t ilt ing the exciting b am. Du 
to the lower coupling efficiency with t ilted excitation, the highest peak power cou-
pled to t he vVGA is 300 vV instead of 360 Win the case of normal excitation discussed 
above . The pow r dependence of the vVGA output inten ity distribution is shown 
in Fig. 3. (a). Again the spatial narrowing of the beam appears with increased in-
put power. For t he highest measured peak power a spatial soliton is form d , who 
patial structure agrees well vvith simulation results as shown in Fig. 3.S(b). The 
intensity 1naxima in the vvings of the spatial distribution are novv lo calized between 
the vvaveguides and stein from higher linear FW bands excit d by the t ilted input 
bea111. 
Fig. 3. ( c) sho-ws t he mea ured spatio-temporal inten ity di tribution of th FW 
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Figure 3.8: l\!Ieasurement result for defocusing effective nonlinearity. (a) Power 
dependence of the spatial FW output of the WGA. (b) Comparison of the spatial 
outputs of measurement (blue line) and simulation (red circles) for an input peak 
power of 300 W. ( c) Measured output spatio-spectral intensity distribution for the 
FW pulse with 300 W input peak power. ( d,e) Comparison of the measured (blue) 
and simulated (red) ( d) temporal and ( e) spectral intensities i~ the waveguides given 
by the numbers in the plots. The intensity of the input pulse is ahvays plotted in 
light gray for comparison. 
output field at an input power of 300 W. Due to the lower input power t he FROG 
measurements only produced meaningful results for the 7 inner waveguides. Si1nilar 
to the focusing case the pulses in the outer waveguides are longer than in the center 
of the spatial intensity distribution. However, the splitting of the pulses is not as 
pronounced and can only be clearly observed in waveguides -2 and -3. 
The same observation is made when comparing measurement (blue) and si1nu-
lation results (red) in each waveguide in Fig. 3.8 ( d). The simulation shows a dip 
between the two sub-pulses in the outer waveguides which is not always resolved 
by the FROG. In comparison with the focusing case the measured output pulse 
shapes are much closer to the input pulse shape (light gray). This is attributed to 
the lower power and thus lower amount of generated SH and indicates a temporally 
more stable pulse. Hence, also the spatial localization could be maintained for a 
longer propagation distance. 
The measured and simulated spectra in Fig. 3.8( d) are distinctively different from 
the spectra obtained in the focusing case. They appear to be of the same width or 
narrower than the input spectrum. This can be explained by the chirp of the input 
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Figure 3.9: (a) Si1nulated temporal intensity profiles of the FW pulse for focusing 
nonlinear ity after different propagation lengths and (b) the corresponding SH pulse 
profiles. T he input peak power is 360 W as in the results presented in Fig. 3. 7. 
( c) Dependence of the width of the t e1nporally integrated beam on the propagation 
distance for different input peak powers . 
pulse. It has been shown in 1nedia with Kerr-nonlinearity, that adequately chirped 
pulses can undergo spectral narrowing if the nonlinear phase shift is compen ating 
the chirp [145, 146]. The sa1ne effect takes place here, where th nonlinear phase 
hifts are generated by the effective cascading nonlinearity. The si1nulation hows 
that for an input peak power of 300 W the input chirp shown in Fig. 3.6( c) is 
almost exactly compensated by self-phase 1nodulation. If t he nonlinear phas ·hift 
is increased , e.g. by longer propagation or higher input power , the sp ctru1n is 
broadened again since a chirp with different sign is now induced. 
The reasonably good agreement between mea ure1nent and th ory allows to u 
imulation r sults to deduce the spatio-temporal intensities of the puls also for 
paran1eters not accessible in the experiment. Here the si1nulation ar us d to 
investigate the decay process of spatially localized beams in WGAs. Fro1n the mea-
suren1ent and si1nulation re ults in Fig. 3. 7( d) it can b rea on d that the GVM 
between FvV and SH needs to be well balanced by the ca cading nonlinearity to 
,, 
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avoid the escape of the SH part from under the FW pulse. The latter would 
severely hamper the cascading process and diffraction could no longer be inhib-
ited. To further strengthen the reasoning for the GV1VI as cause of the spatial decay 
simulate the pulse propagation for the same parameters as in Fig. 3. 7( d) but for 
longer propagation lengths. The simulated FW intensities in the central waveguide 
for different propagation lengths are shown in Fig. 3.9(a). The length of 70 mm 
(red) roughly corresponds to the sample length of 71 mm and hence represents the 
measured state. In the simulation result the gradual shift of the maximum of the 
FW pulse towards the trailing edge is clearly visible. The corresponding SH pulses 
are shown in Fig. 3.9(b). After a propagation length of 35 mm two SH contribu-
tions are visible. One is localized under the FW pulse and is subject to cascading. 
The trailing SH pulse is always generated upon excitation and radiates away freely 
without taking part in cascading interactions [ 14 7- 149]. After 70 mm of propaga-
tion only the cascading part of the SH is in the plotted time domain, which clearly 
is locked to the FW pulse , however , as discussed before , is shifted towards the end 
of the FW pulse. Finally, after 100 mm of propagation a large portion of the SH is 
not longer retained under the FW pulse and radiates away. 
The radiation of the SH from under the FW pulse marks the break-up of the spa-
tially localized beam as can be seen in the beam widths plotted in Fig. 3.9( c). Here 
the temporally integrated beam FWH1VI dependence on the propagation distance is 
shown for the input pump power of 360 W discussed above and for two lower powers 
for comparison. For 360 W after some initial oscillations the beam width stabilizes 
bet-ween 35 mm and 80 mn1 of propagation. This corresponds to a spatial solitary 
wave propagating in the region where the SH is locked under the FW pulse. After 
FvV and SH are separated, which takes place at around 80 mm of propagation, the 
width increases and the solitary wave decays. For srnaller powers the decay point 
is shifted to larger propagation distances since less SH is generated which can be 
retained under the FW pulse for longer propagation. However , as Fig. 3. 9( c) shows 
this also n1eans less nonlinear phase shift to compensate diffraction and hence a 
broader bean1. Conversely, larger input powers lead to more SH and a fast er decay, 
also observed in simulations in Ref. [122]. 
To conclude this Section, I have shown the results of the extensive experimental 
characterization of spatio-ternporal dynan1ics experienced by short pulses propa-
gating in waveguide arrays with quadratic nonlinearity in the regimes of focusing 
and defocusing nonlinearity. I have demonstrated the importance of such effects 
as group velocity 1nismatch, pulse break-up and solitary wave decay for ·spatio-
temporal pulse evolution. The obtained detailed knowledge can be used for design 
of all-optical circuits based on quadratic nonlinear waveguide arrays. 
In general , the results demonstrated in this Chapter are important because 
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quadratic nonlinearity and cascaded nonlinear phase shifts in material such as 
LiNb0 3 can lead to extremely efficient nonlinear interactions compared to t heir cu-
bic nonlinear counterparts [26]. This data is particularly valuable not only becau e 
it can be directly applied to existing conventional LiNb0 3 ·waveguides , but also 
because some features discovered here may be found in up-coming quadratic non-
linear nano-waveguides [4 7L which would further increase effective nonlinearity and 
offer energy-efficient solution for light switching and control in telecommunications 
systems. 
In the next chapter we will switch from classical to quantum applications of 
frequency conversion in nonlinear optical waveguides. 
,, 
Chapter 4 
Spontaneous parametric down-conversion 
in 1 D waveguide arrays 
4.1 Nonlinear quantum walks 
In the Chapters 2 and 3 I demonstrated a range of theoretical and experimental 
results, which can find uses in classical optical communications and other applica-
tions of nonlinear optics such as novel lasing sources and spectroscopy. In this and 
the following Chapters I shift my fo cus to the generation of photon pairs through 
wavelength conversion, i. e. SPDC introduced in the Section 1.1.3 and SFWJVI intro-
duced in t he Section 1.1.5. I also combine these concepts with the ideas of photonic 
integration and quantum walks introduced in the Section 1.3. The area of potential 
applications includes quantum communications and quantum simulations. 
In this Chapter I analyze t he process of photon-pair generation with simultane-
ous nonlinear quantum walks in a quadratic nonlinear waveguide array. I demon-
strate t hat t he spontaneous parametric down conversion in the array allows creation 
of quantum states with strongly pronounced spatial correlations, which are qual-
itatively different from those possible in bulk crystals or t hrough quantum walks 
in linear waveguide arrays . JVIost importantly, the photon correlations can be con-
trolled entirely classically by varying the spatial profile of t he pump beam or the 
phase-matching conditions. 
As discussed in t he Sections 1.1.2 and 1.3.1 , spontaneous parametric down-
conversion is probably the n1ost commonly used process for generation of quan-
tum correlated photons [150] wit h 1nany applications including quantum cryptog-
raphy [19] and quantum logic devices [20 , 151]. However , the use of bulk optics 
for generating correlated photons as well as for t he building blocks of logic gates 
hinders the scalability of t he quantum circuitry with increasing number of co1npo-
nents. Indeed, t he successful operation of a quantu1n optical circuit requires that 
the fidelity of the quantum interference, which lies at the heart of single-photon 
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interactions , is preserved after passing through all optical con1ponents. Int grated 
optical quantum circuits are seen as a solution for on-chip scalable quantum net-
works with important demonstrations of 1nulti-photon entanglement [60], quantun1 
factoring algorithms [59] , and polarization entanglement [152]. Additionally, in-
tegrated circuits are con1pact, stable , and could lead in the near future to mass 
production of chips for quantum computation. 
A particularly important building block for quantu1n manipulation and inte-
grated non-classical light is the directional coupler fonned by two coupled wave-
guides. A waveguide coupler can act as a simple bea1n-splitter thus opening nu-
merous opportunities for integration of multiple photon gates [60]. The increase 
of the nun1ber of 'beam-splitters ' can thus be simply realized by the addition of 
multiple coupled waveguides on a chip , leading ultimately to an array of coupled 
optical waveguides [153]. Waveguide arrays have been used to perform quantum 
walks of photon pairs resulting in nontrivial quantum correlations at the array out-
put [75, 154]. This approach was briefly discussed in the Section 1.3.2 . Such kind 
of correlated walks involving quantu1n interference of several walkers can provide 
a speed-up of quantum algorithms delivering an exponential acceleration with th 
number of correlated walkers [73 , 155]. However , in all schemes to date , the corre-
lated photon pairs were generated externally to the array by using bulk photonic 
elements. Such bulk elements may introduce quantum decoherence and impose 
stringent require1nents on the losses associated with the connection of the array to 
the photon sources. 
In this Section I propose a novel scheme of nonlinear quantu1n walks, involv-
ing simultaneous generation of correlated photon pairs through SPDC and their 
quantu1n walks inside a single photonic element - an array of quadratic nonlinear 
waveguides. This scheme avoids entirely the need for con1plex interfaces required in 
previous experi1nents [75], but most importantly enables novel ways for control of 
the spatial quantum correlations at the array output. In particular , I show that by 
varying the phase-1natching conditions for the SPDC process or the spatial profile 
of the pump beam it is possible to control the output quantu1n states incorporating 
photon bunching or anti-bunching. Important ly, such si1nple yet flexibl control of 
quantun1 statistics is not possible when the photon pairs are created externally to 
t he array. Although integrated photonic couplers [156, 157] and circuits [158] incor-
porating SPDC ·were proposed previously, I would like to empha ize that integrating 
SPDC and quantum walks in a single nonlinear array leads to additional quantum 
interference between probabilities to generate photon pairs in different places of the 
array. Thi quantu1n interference is vital in order to improve t he clarity of output 
spatial corr lations . 
Arrays of quadratic nonlinear waveguides have been widely explored for n1anipu-
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lation of optical pulses through cascaded generation of second hannonic [153]. Here , 
I consider the reversed SPDC process and study the generation of correlated photon 
pairs as schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.l(a). To demonstrate t he flexibility in 
cont rolling photon states, I consider a phase-matched near-degenerate type-I SPDC, 
when a pu1np beam generates photons of the same polarization and frequencies ap-
proximately half of the pu1np beam frequency. Whereas non-degenerate SPDC can 
also occur in t he array, it can be excluded through frequency filtering at the output. 
The quantum walks in the array can occur due to photon t unneling between 
waveguides, and I consider a com1non case when such tunneling occurs between 
neighboring waveguides and its rate can be characterized by t he coupling coeffi-
cients Cs ,i [75, 153] . I consider the filtered frequency range to be sufficiently narrow 
such that the coupling coefficients are essentially the same for t he signal and idler 
photons , and denote C Cs ,i · 
For ho1nogeneous waveguide arrays, it is convenient to represent biphoton states 
t hrough a basis of extended Bloch waves ( conceptually analogous to Fourier plane-
·wave expansion in bulk crystals) which have the form exp ( ik~in + i f3s,iZ) [153]. Here 
n is t he v1aveguide number , subscripts s and i denote signal and idler waves , re-
spectively, k;i are t he norn1alized t ransverse vvavenu1nbers which define t he phase 
' 
difference between the neighboring waveguides , and f3s,i are t he propagation con-
stants which define the longitudinal wavenumbers. Then , the spatial dispersion 
follows a general relation for waveguide arrays int roduced iri t he Section 1.2.2: 
( 4. 1) 
Here (3(0) is a propagation constant for a single ,vaveguide, and ws ,i are frequencies 
of signal and idler vvaves. The characteristic dispersion curves for t he signal and 
idler vvaves is presented in Fig. 4.1 (b) . For a pu1np bea1n with opt ical frequency 
wP rv 2ws ,i, dispersion relation analogous to Eq. ( 4.1 ) will also apply, however the 
corresponding coupling coefficient GP vvould generally have a 1nuch s1naller value 
con1pared to the signal and idler ,vaves, GP << C, due to t he weaker n1ode overlap 
between neighboring waveguides at higher frequencies [153]. In practice, CPL << l , 
where L is the array length and therefore the coupling effects can be neglected for 
the pump beam ( GP ~ 0). In this case , the input pu1np beam profile An ren1ains 
constant inside the array. 
I would like to emphasize t hat the spatial dispersion for the waveguide arrays 
is very different fron1 bulk crystals. First , in bulk structures the rate of ·diffrac-
t ion i's proportional to the light wavelength inside the material. In particular the 
pump bea1n diffraction is roughly one-half of diffraction experienced by the near-
degenerate signal and idler waves. In contrast , in waveguide arrays the rate of signal 
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic illustration of a quadratic waveguide array: the pump beam 
generates photon pairs that couple to the neighboring waveguides. (b) Propagation 
constant vs. normalized transverse wavenumber for the near-degenerate signal (red 
dashed line) and idler (blue solid line). 
and idler diffraction is defined by the coupling C , which can be flexibly engineer d 
for example by varying the transverse waveguide separation. At the same time, the 
pu1np diffraction can be practically suppressed as it was discussed above. Second, in 
bulk media the spatial dispersion is parabolic in the paraxial regime, (3 0J - D ( kj_) 2 . 
As such, for each wavenumber there is a unique propagation direction defined by 
the normalized propagation angle is v(k j_ ) = -8(3/8k j_ = 2Dkj_ . In arrays, th 
dispersion shape is very different [Eq. ( 4.1)] , and in particular there appear pairs of 
waves with different wavenu1nbers yet the same propagation directions since [153] 
v(k j_) = 2Csin(k j_) and v(k j_) v(K - kj_) . Due to these difference , as will 
be shown belo-w, the SPDC process in arrays can have new and unique featur s 
co1npared to bulk crystals. 
In the next Section I will derive an analytical model describing spontaneous 
parametric down conversion in ·waveguide arrays and perform d tailed analysis of 
theoretical results. 
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4.2 Analytical model and biphoton spatial statistics 
In t his Section I study photon correlations at t he array output by adopt ing t he 
mathe1natical approach of Refs. [159- 161]. I consider a cont inuous ·wave ; narro-w-
band pump at central frequency wt0) and describe t he photon states at t he array 
out put using t he extended Bloch wave formalis1n, where extended Bloch waves ; 
which complete set can be defined by the transverse vvavenumbers fro1n t he first 
Brillouin zone, - 11 < kj_ < 11. Then t he bi photon quant un1 state can be written 
as : 
(4 .2) 
Here B is a constant , k; is a pu1np norn1alized t ransverse wavenun1ber , n is a 
waveguide nu1nber , ( Wmin , Wmax) is the filt ered wavelengt h range , a defines pump 
spectrun1 , at are phot on creation operators at t he specified t ransverse vvavenumbers 
and frequencies , IO, 0) is a vacuum state. The function D defines an overlap between 
Bloch waves as follo-\;vs : 
D (k; , k:; , k; ) = LAk (k; ) exp [i(k; - k:; - ik; )n] . ( 4.3) 
n 
Here Ak(k;) is a k-space pump spectrun1 , found as a Fourier-t ransform of t he input 
pun1p profile An(n) . The function <I> in Eq. (4 .2) defines the phase-111ismatch: 
<I> (k:; , k;, W 8 wi) = sinc(6 /3L/ 2) exp (-i6(3L/ 2); (4 .4) 
where t he first tenn defines phase-1natching widt h , t he second ten11s accounts for 
t he phase accun1ulated by t raveling photons [161] and 
(4.5) 
v, here (3C0) (ws +wi) is t he propagation constant of t he pun1p bean1 and A is a possible 
poling period in case of periodically-poled crystals . 
I consider a cont inuous wave or narrow-band pump wit h cent ral frequency wt0 ) , 
vvhich spectrun1 can be taken as 
a(w + w·) = 5(wC0) - w - w·) s i p s i . (4.6) 
I would also like to note t hat 
211 "' -5 (k j_ - kJ_ - k-!- - ?11 ) ., where "f\ L., j p s i .:...., 
L n exp ( ik/;n - ik; n - ik:;:n) 
E 'll . The sub-integral expression 
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Figure 4.2: Phase mismatch vs. frequency detuning for degenerate type IV ee-e 
SPDC in a single periodically-poled LiNb03 waveguide with a length of L = 5 crn 
and poling period of 13.5 µm for narrow-band pump at 775 nrn. 
in Eq. ( 4.2) is periodical in respect to N, which means that it is sufficient to study 
the term with N = 0. Then, the final expression for the biphoton state can be 
rewritten as follows: 
where 
J_ J_ m J_ J_ 
1
7!" 1!::.w ax 
l?J;) = 21rB -,r dk8 dki L'.wmin d~w 1Wk(k8 , ki , ~ w)), 
lwk(k;, k; , Lw) ) = Ak(k; + k; ) sinc(L f3 L/2) 
exp(-iL(3L/2) at( Lw , k; ) at(-Lw , k; ) jO, 0). 
(4 .7) 
( 4.8) 
The phase mismatch is derived by taking the waveguide array dispersion into ac-
count: 
L /3 (k;, k;, L w) = L (3(0 )(Lw) - 2C cos (k; ) - 2C cos (kf ) , (4.9) 
where L (3( 0 )( Lw ) is the 1nismatch in a single waveguide , and L w is the signal/ idler 
frequency detuning fro1n the degenerate frequency wi0 ) / 2 (i.e . ws,i = w~0) / 2 ± Lw). 
The phase-matching for degenerate type IV SPDC can be achieved using 
temperature- or pump-wavelength-tuning in birefringent crystals with second or-
der nonlinearity, such as LiNb03 . vVaveguide arrays in LiNb03 can b routinely 
fabricated by Ti-indiffusion [125, 153, 162], whereas to reduce photorefraction [162] 
it is possible to use NigO-doped co1nposition [163] or high sample temperatures. 
Temperature dependant phase-matching for second harmonic generation with near 
infra-red pun1p , which is a reverse process to the degenerate SPDC with vi ible 
pun1p : was demonstrated in LiNb0 3 waveguides formed by Ti-indiffusion [163] or 
proton-exchange [164] . 
Characteri t ic d pendance of phase 1nismatch on the frequency d t uning 
L B(0 )( L w) for phase-matched SPDC in near-degenerate regin1e is shown in Fig. 4.2 . 
This dependance can be approxi1nated by a second order polyno1nial , 
( 4. 10) 
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Figure 4.3 : Photon-pair correlations (a) in k-space (spatial spectrum) and (b) in real 
space ( waveguide numbers) for a pump coupled only to the central waveguide n = 0 
with zero single waveguide degenerate phase mismatch. 
Here t:i cj)0 ) is a constant phase mismatch and t:i cj) 1) corresponds to quadratic dis-
persion. In the numerical sin1ulations presented in this Section , I choose the prop-
agation distance as L = 10 / C since this is a typical experi1nental regime as re-
cent ly realized in LiN b03 ·waveguide arrays [125]. The frequency filt ering from 
6.wmin6. cf/1) / wt0 ) = -2 to 6.wmax 6. cf) 1) / wt0 ) = 2 corresponds to a wavelength spec-
tral range of several nano-meters for a 5 cm long LiNb03 ·waveguide array. The 
required integrating tin1e window for the detectors then ,vill be of t he order of sev-
eral hundred femtosecond or longer. As ·will be shown in the following Section, 
t hese are reasonable parameters for experin1ental realization in existing LiN b03 
waveguide arrays without periodic poling. 
The phase-n1atching regin1e can be specially engineered by longit udinal poling 
of t he LiN b03 vvaveguides. Successful fabrication of periodically-poled quadratic 
nonlinear waveguide arra} s in LiNb0 3 for quasi-phase-matching (QPE-/I) of second-
harmonic and sun1-frequency generation in t he telecommunication spectral domain 
has been demonstrated experi1nentally [153]. The results presented in this Sec-
t ion should correctly predict the generic features of photon-pair correlations for 
periodically-poled QPl\!I structures by using t he effective value of phase-mis1natch 
para1neter . The regime with t:i (3C0) # 0 is discussed in detail in the next Section in 
comparison wit h experin1ent. 
I now calculate t he second-order correlation function [154] r k ( k~ , kf) 
J dt:iw(l(wkl wk)l 2 ) which defines correlations between photons with specific trans-
, erse wavenu1nbers. In order to detern1ine correlations for t he signal and idler 
photons in real space ( corresponding waveguide numbers ns and ni), I ap-
pl Fourier-t ransform to Eq. ( 4.8) and obtain the real space biphoton state 
I W n ( n·s ni, 6-w)) . I then calculate t he photon nun1ber correlation function 
r n(ns ni) = J dt:iw(I (wnl Wn) 12 ) ~ hich can be measured by scanning tvvo detec-
tors across t he arra} output and 1neasuring coincidences [75 , 154] [see Fig. 4. 1 (a)] . 
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I first consider the case when the pu1np is coupled to the c ntral wav guide 
n = 0, which corresponds to a constant spatial Fourier spectru1n of th pu1np , 
Ak(k; + kf) = 1. Fig. 4.3 shows the photon correlations at the array output in k-
space and real space, considering degenerate phase-matching for a single waveguide 
when 6 (3(0)(6w = 0) = 0. A square shape is formed for the k-space correlations 
[Fig. 4.3( a)], which indicates a pronounced correlation between the generated signal 
and idler photons with transverse wavenumbers satisfying the relations k; ± kf '=::'. 
±1r. This shape appears because these wavenu1nbers correspond to the 1nost effi-
cient phase-matched interactions with 6 (3 = -2C cos ( k; ) - 2C cos ( kf ) = 0 at 
6w = 0. I would like to note that at phase-matching the photons in a pair would 
have the same or opposite propagation directions as v( k; ) f"'J ±v( kf). Indeed, the 
corresponding real-space correlations, shown in Fig. 4.3(b) , reveal that the proba-
bility of detecting signal and idler photons in either the same waveguide ( ns = ni, 
bunching) or opposite waveguides ( n 5 = -ni, anti-bunching) is significantly higher 
compared to the other probabilities . The bunching and anti-bunching in the bipho-
ton correlations are very strongly pronounced. This is attributed to the quantum 
interference of photon pairs generated at different places along the length of th 
central (input) waveguide. The interference increases the sharpness of correlations 
as long as the phase-matching conditions are met . 
The output photon statistics can be tailored by changing the pump profile and 
phase. vVhen the pump beam is coupled with equal amplitudes and phases to two 
neighboring waveguides , An(n) = 1 for n = 0, 1, then the k-space correlation pattern 
is strongly modified [Fig. 4.4(a)] compared to the single waveguide pump excitation. 
This happens because the pump spectrum is primarily concentrated in the central 
part of the Brillouin zone with /kp/ < 1r /2, and hence for phase-matched interactions 
kp f"'J k; + kf, this suppresses generation of photons with wavenumbers k; + kf f"'J 
±1r. The re1naining phase-111atched processes with k; - kf f"'J ±1r correspond to 
opposite velocities of generated photons since v ( k;) f"'J - v ( kf) . Accordingly th 
anti-bunching regime prevails in real space [Fig. 4.4(b)J. 
vVhen I introduce a 1r phase difference between pump amplitudes in the input 
waveguides, i. e. An(O) = 1 and An(O) = exp(i1r) = -1, then the situation is effec-
t ively reversed with the other phase-111atched processes do1ninant in k-space. This 
leads to pronounced bunching statistics of bi photons in real space [Fig. 4.4( c d)]. 
The output photon statistics can also be controlled by coupling the pump to 
spatially eparated waveguides . The corr lation distributions look especially inter-
sting for t he case when waveguides n = 0 2 or n = 0, 3 are excited by the pump 
bea1n. Th output k-space interference patterns and real space l unching or anti-
bunching in this ca e depends on whether the number of non-pu1nped wav guid 
in bet\veen the pump inputs is even or odd, ee Figs. 4. - ( a-d). This is analogous 
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Figure 4.4 : Correlations of photon pairs (a,c) in k-space and (b ,d) in real space 
for single waveguide degenerate phase mismatch equal to O and a pump coupled to 
waveguides n = 0, 1 with amplitudes (a,b) An(O) = An( l ) = 1 and (c,d) An(O) = 
-An(l) = 1. 
to the behavior previously observed ·with linear quantum ·walks in waveguide arrays 
·wit h photon pairs coupled from an external source [75 , 154L however in the case of 
nonlinear ·waveguide arrays with combined SPDC and nonlinear quantu1n walks, the 
correlations are much n1ore pronounced due to the quantu1n interference betv, een 
t he probabilit ies to create photon pairs in different places along the lengt h of t he 
pun1ped vva, eguides . 
To conclude this Section. I have studied the simultaneous SPDC and nonlinear 
I 
quantun1 vvalks in an arra} of quadratic nonlinear waveguides and have shov\ n t hat 
t he output correlations can be effecti, ely controlled by changing t he relati, e phase 
of t he pun1p in two input waveguides. Such control can enable careful engineering 
of t he output quantum state including dynamic switching from ant i-bunching to 
bunching regin1es . 
I have shown that SPDC in nonlinear wa eguide arrays allows strongly pro-
nounced photon-pair correlations con1pared to quantum walks in linear arrays , ow-
ing to nont ri -ial interference between t he probabilities to create photon pair in 
different place along t he length of t he nonlinear array. In comparison to SPDC 
in bulk er stal nonlinear v\ a eguide arra -s offer completely new opportunit ies for 
spatial di persion cont rol and accordingl for engineering different output quantu1n 
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Figure 4.5: Correlations of photon pairs ( a,c) in k-space (spatial spectrun1) and 
(b,d) in real space (waveguide numbers) for a pump coupled to a two waveguides 
n = 0, 2 (a,b) and n = 0, 3 (c,d). 
states . 
I anticipate that these results may suggest new avenues for t he development of 
quantum integrated circuits, co1nbining gen.eration of photon pairs and simultaneous 
transformation of t he correlated photon states . 
In t he next Section I will show the first experi1nental demonstration of sponta-
neous parametric down-conversion in waveguide arrays and analyze the spectra and 
correlations of generated photon pairs. 
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4.3 Experimental control of spontaneol1s parametric down-
conversion spectra and photon-pair correlations 
In the previous Section we looked at t he theory of spontaneous para1netric down-
conversion in quadratic nonlinear waveguide arrays and output photo-pair correla-
tions. In this Section t I will show the results of the first experimental investigation 
of this process. I characterize experimentally the spectral-spatial distribution of 
biphotons generated in the process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion in 
a LiN b03 waveguide arrayj and demonstrate the spectral features which are funda-
mentally different from bulk n1edia. I also analyze the biphoton spatial correlations 
and reveal that they can be controlled by tuning the pump ·wavelength, switching 
from classical to quantun1 statistics. 
I start the experin1ent by characterizing the waveguide array sample. The 5 cm-
long LiNb03 vVGA was fabricated by t itaniu1n indiffusion and subsequent periodic 
poling [123 124] with a period of A = 16.813 µm. It consists of 101 vvaveguides v"\ ith 
spacing of 13.5 µm. The sample is heated to a temperature of rv 220°C in an oven to 
phase-1natch the Type-IV ( ee - e) spontaneous para1netric down-conversion process. 
I first check linear vvaveguiding and coupling properties by focusing the output 
of ND:YAG-pu1nped OPA operating around 1550 nm to a single waveguide of the 
WGA. This is the wavelength at which I expect degenerate photon-pair generation 
with ~ 775 nn1 pun1p which is demonstrated later in this- Chapter. As we can 
see in Fig. 4.6(a) the 1550 nm bea1n experiences discrete distraction discussed in 
Section 1.2.2. The coupling coefficient C determined fron1 this picture is equal to 
262m-1. 
Then I characterize the nonlinear response of he sample by measuring the to-
al SH po er generated b 1550111n bea1n focused into one of the v\ aveguides and 
forn1ing the output sho-,i\ n in Fig. 4.6( a) . The tuning curve demonstrat ing he depen-
dance of generated SH po er on the input light wavelength is shov\ n in Fig. 4.6(b). 
The curve i 1nos 1 s mn1e rical v\iith respect o t he central wa"\ elength, v\·hich im-
plies good wa, eguide coupling and propagation constant homogeneit . For SHG the 
ou put pectrun1 i relati, el narro\"\r; since phase-n1atching condition for these con-
di ion in1plies that only collinear SHG is efficient . For the in, erse process of SPDC 
av\ ide range of signal and idler v\ a elengths can sati fy phase- and energy-matching 
for the genera ion v\ i h non-zero ransverse momenta. 
The schen1e of he experin1en al setup for SPDC spectral-spatial measurements 
1In ·thi Sec ion I have mea ured the patial-spectral biphoton output distribution and the 
fir t photon-pair correla ions . Dr. Frank Setzpfandt from the -ni ersit - of Jena has prmided the 
final correla ions mea urement with pump \\·avelength tuning. The e experin1ental re ult are 
compared wi h my numerical modeling. 


















Figure 4.6 : (a) WGA output discrete diffraction pattern at 1550 nm; scale bar is 
25 µm long. (b) Second Harmonic Generation tuning curve for 1550 nm beam coupled 
to one of the waveguides in the centre of the WGA sample. 
is shown in 4. 7. A single waveguide of the array is excited by a t uneable CW 
Ti:Sapp laser operating around Ap :::::; 775 nm. At the pump wavelength the WGA 
is multimoded , however , by carefully aligning the input bea1n I assure predon1inant 
coupling of the input beam t o the fundamental T 1VI00 mode. This mode does not 
exhibit evanescent coupling to t he neighboring wav guides and hence is bound to 
t he excitation site . In cont rast , the longer wavelength SPDC photon pairs can freely 
couple across t he vVGA. At t he out put a prism spectrally resolve t he generated 
photon pairs, which are t hen registered by a sensit ive air-cooled near infrared In-
GaAs carnera XEVA. The prism is calibrated using a ND:YAG-pumped OPA so 
that photon-pair wavelengths can be registered on t he vert ical axis of t he camera 
matrix. T he second axis is lis d to 1neasure th spatial SPDC output. 
To calculate t he t heoretical spectral- patial out put for both ignal and idler 
photons I su1n t he probabilit ie of the generated photons arriving to wav guide n 
as fo llovv : 
( 4. 11) 
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Figure 4.7: The scheme of experimental setup for the spectral-spatial SPDC vVGA 
output intensity distribution measurements. 
Since in the experiment the wavelength is resolved with a prism, I convert fre-
quency mismatch 6 w to ·wavelength ,.\ = 211c/w, thus obtaining the output 
spectral-spatial distribution I ( n ,.\ ) . Then to emulate the output waveguide spa-
tial modes I replace discrete waveguide numbers ·with non-overlapping Gaussians 
I (x ,.\ ) = L n I (n ,.\ ) exp [- (x - n) 2 /w] ·where w is a beam width. To emulate 
the finite spectral resolution due to finite mode diameter in the direction resolved 
by a pris1n I smooth the ·wavelength axis ·with strongly overlapping Gaussians 
I (x y) = J d,.\J(x, ,.\ ) exp [-(y - ,.\)2 /r] where r is the experimental wavelength res-
olution parameter and number y corresponds to wavelength A. Finally J(x, y) is the 
spectral-spatial output that I compare with the experiment . 
The single waveguide phase-mismatch 6 ,8(0) is calculated assu1ning hon1ogenous 
temperature distribution and ideal periodic poling: 
6 8(o) = WpnP(wp T ) _ w 5 n
5 (ws, T) _ [wp - w 5 ]ni(wp - W5 , T ) 
I 
C C C i\. . 
( 4.12) 
Here n(p,s,i) is a temperature- and v"\ avelength-dependant Ti:LiNb03 extraordi-
nar refractive index T =rv 220°C is the waveguide array temperature and 
\ = 16.813 µn1 is a poling period. 
I first in"\ estigate t he SPDC generated when the pump bean1 is coupled to 
the center of the GA, where none of t he propagating waves interact with the 
boundaries of the array. In the degenerate regime with a pump wavelength of 
Ap = 775.3 nm we can observe one peak of SPDC generation, v\ here the SPDC sig-
nal is centered at t he cent ral waveguide at a wavelength of 1553nm [Figs. 4.8(a,b)J. 
-hen the pump vvavelength is decreased to Ap = 77 4.4 nn1 , more han two spectral 
peaks satisfy t he phase-n1atching conditions resulting in a butterfl -t -pe distribu-
t ion of he generated SPDC photons [Figs. 4.8( c,d) ]. Here it is important to note 
that he long wavelength part of the SPDC pattern is cut from the 1neasurements 
because of he lack of sen iti it of the InGaAs detector. The main spectral peak 
at ,.\ = 1450 n1n , corresponds to phase-n1atching in a single Ti:LiNb03 waveguide. 
Based on t heoretical calcula ions, I confirm hat s1nall peaks near ,.\ = 1520 nn1 and 
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Figure 4.8: ( a,c) Experimental and (b,d) theoretical normalized spatially-resolved 
output SPDC spectra for (a,b) degenerate phase-matching with pump wavelength 
Ap = 775.3 nm and ( c,d) non-degenerate phase-matching ·with pu1np wavelength Ap = 
77 4.4 nm. The pump is coupled to waveguide n = 0. 
0 
,\ = 1580 nn1 , are caused by coupling between the waveguides in WGA and ubs -
quent photon-pair interference . The observed dynamics is in excellent agreen1ent 
with the theoretical modeling of the SPDC in vVGAs [Figs. 4.8(b,d)] . 
Next I study the SPDC spectra when the pump beam is coupled near the edge 
of the WGA and observe a profoundly different dynamics compared to the case 
discussed above. The spatially-resolved SPDC spectra for a pu1np bea1n with ,\P = 
775 n1n coupled to different waveguides close to the array edge are shown in Fig. 4.9 . 
Here we can observe a number of distinct spectral peaks in the SPDC output (both 
in space and wavelength) appearing due to the interference of the SPDC photons 
propagating to the right of the pumped waveguide and the reflection from the WGA 
edge of the SPDC photons en1itted to left of the pu1nped waveguide . 
From the spectral-spatial outputs it appears that pump wavelength t uning can 
shape th output SPDC spectra and reconfigure quadratic nonlinear quantu1n walks. 
To get proper understanding of t his reconfigurability on a quantu1n level it is im-
portant to look at the correlations between signal and idler photons. In order to 
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Figure 4.9 : (a,b,c,d,e) Experimental normalized spatially-resolved SPDC sp ctra for 
non-degenerate phase-matching with a pump wavelength of Ap = 774.4 nm and a 
pu1np bea1n coupled to waveguides 1,2,3,4,5, re pectiv ly, counted from the edge of 
the waveguide array. 
0 
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Figure 4.10: Scheme of t he exp erimental setup t he nonlinear quant um ·walk out put 
photon-pair correlations measurements . 
measure t he correlations t he experimental setup vvas modified by replacing a prism 
and a camera with a beamsplitter j two single-photon detectors and a coincidence 
scherne [Fig. 4.10]. Experimentally; the photon-pair correlations are measured for a 
range of pump vvavelengths Ap spanning from 774.0 nm to 776.0 nm on tvvo cooled 
InGaAs single photon detectors (IDQuant ique 210) aft er passing t hrough 12 nm 
broad bandpass fil ters. One ann is detected in free-running mode; t he output of 
vvhich t riggers t he second in a gated 1nodej result ing in a coincidence count [see 
Fig. 1 (b)] . A bean1splitter is used t o separate two phot ons of a pair with 50% effi-
ciency; vvhile irises allow individual vvaveguide output selection. This scheme allows 
to directly measure biphoton correlations as defined in Ref. [154]. 
The resulting correlation measurements are shovvn in Figs . 4.11 ( a-c) j and corre-
sponding t heoretical correlations are shov\rn in Figs . 4. 11 ( d-f). Here waveguide n = 0 
is a pu1nped vvaveguide. For co1nparing t he n1odel vvit h correlation measuren1ents I 
assun1e integration over a narrow-band spectral fil tering 
f n, ni = l F ( w) l'lf'n, ,nJ L , w )12 , ( 4.13) 
vvhere F (w) is t he experimental fil ter t ransmission spectrum. 
e can now compare probabilit ies of different spatial biphoton distribut ions 
{ n s ni} t hat correspond to signal photon detected in waveguide ns and idler photon 
detected in vva, eguide n i . These coincidence counts are normalized with respect to 
t he cent ral {O O} term. e can observe t hat for a pu1n p wavelength of 775 .3 nm ; 
close to degenerate SPDC phase-matching shown in Figs . 4.8 (a jb); photons from 
down-converted pairs lea -e he vVG A from the same waveguide { - 1 j -1} j { 0 j O} 
or { + 1 + 1} j defined as bunching or fron1 the opposite waveguides { -1 j + 1} or 
{ + 1 -1} defined a ant i bunching. The highest coincidence rate is achieved in t he 
{O O} ·case j since photon pairs are generated in waveguide O along t he whole length 
of he V GA. Photon pairs coming from t he other v\ aveguides na1nely {l ; O} ; {O ; 1 } j 
{ 1 O} and {O , 1} j lead to less coincidences . This means t hat probabilit ies of photon 
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Figure 4.11: (a,b ,c) Experimental and (d,e,f) Theoretical photon-pair correlations for 
the pump wavelength ( a,d) Ap = 775.3 nm, (b,e) Ap = 77 4.8 nm, ( c, f) Ap = 77 4.4 nrn. 
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bunching and antibunching are simultaneously do1ninant , which implies a highly 
non-trivial entangled state, as discussed in the Section 4.2. 
To demonstrate the reconfigurability of the device the correlations for alterna-
tive wavelengths blue-shifted from the degenerate point have been n1easured and 
calculated at Ap = 77 4.8 nn1 and Ap = 77 4.4 nn1 , shown in Figs. 4. 11 (b ,e) and 
Figs. 4. 11 ( c, f) respectively. We can clearly see that the bunching and anti bunching 
tenns become less pronounced and the resulting correlations shift to those t hat an 
be reproduced by purely classical b ams and coupling effects . This demonstrates 
that changing t he pump laser ·wavelength affects t he coincidence counts fron1 various 
·waveguides , allowing control of the output photon statistics and rev aling a route 
to reconfigurable quantum simulations based on quanturn walks. 
To su1n1narize this Section, I have shown the first experimental 1neasurements 
of t he spatial-spectral distributions of photon pairs generated though SPDC in a 
periodically poled nonlinear WG A. I have also demonstrat d the first mea urements 
of nonlinear quantun1 walks· spatial correlations. Both spectral-spatial properti s 
and photon-pair correlations can be controlled by changing the pump wavelength . 
The e results open a path for in1plementing co1nbin d photon-pair generation and 
nonlinear quantum ·walks in a single device for the patial engineering of quantum 
stat s in nov 1 active quantu1n integrated circuits . 
In the future it ·would be interesting to explore in the experiment the possibility 
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of nonlinear quantum walk control based on pump beam shaping proposed in the 
Section 4.2. 
I hope that even more flexibility in tailoring of the biphoton correlations can 
be realized by introducing specially designed non-periodic poling patterns , such as 
chirped [165] and spatially inhomogeneous [61, 166] poling profiles previously in-
vestigated for linearly homogeneous structures. I expect that the combination of 
tailored waveguide profiles and two-dimensional periodic poling can allow one to 
design compact photonic chips for biphoton generation with spatial quantum corre-
lations and statistical properties which may satisfy various application requirements. 
Nonlinear waveguide arrays can also become an attractive platform for the study 
of higher dimensional quantum states. SPDC in bulk for these purposes requires 
careful path selection [167] , while waveguide arrays intrinsically separate the gener-
ated photons in different waveguides. The generation of four-photon states in non-
linear waveguide arrays can be realized in relatively straightforward way by switch-
ing to type-II SPDC [168] and can also have interesting implications for quantum 
information processing. 
In the next Chapter I will explore quantum walks in rnore complex waveguiding 
structures incorporating an additional spatial dimension. 
Chapter 5 
Photon-pair generation in waveguide 
arrays: higher dimensions 
5.1 Classical simulation: from one to two dimensions 
In the previous Chapter I introduced the concept of nonlinear quantu111 walks, 
which incorporate integrated photon-pair generation and quantum walks in one-
dimensional arrays of coupled waveguides with quadratic nonlinearity. In this Chap-
ter I will explore the connection between t his process and classical light propagation 
in two-dimensional linear waveguide arrays and draw parallels between increasing di-
111ensionali ty of a waveguide array and increasing a number of photons in a quantum 
walk. I will also show t hat photon-pair generation in two-di111ensional waveguide ar-
rays allows efficient control of generated orbital-angular-mo111entu111 entanglem nt. 
In this Section t I de111onstrate that the photon-pair degrees of freedom are n-
tailed in an addit ional spatial dimension , therefore integrated SPDC and quantu111 
walk in a one-dimensional array can be si111ulated through classical optical beam 
propagation in a two-dimensional photonic lattice. I show that the output intensity 
of a 2D WGA directly represents the biphoton correlations and can map photon-
pair generation and nonlinear quantum walks, including the de111onstration of a 
clear violation of a Bell-type inequality. 
As proven by Bell [169], nonlocal quantum correlations play the central role 
in the understanding of the famous Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen experi111ent [24]. In 
the reahn of optics, the most prominent source of such non-local correlations are 
entangled photon pairs , so-called biphotons [170], which we introduced in the S c-
tion 1.1.3. Th y allo-w a range of applications uch as quantum cryptography [19], 
teleportation [171- 17 4], and quantu111 computation [23]. As di cu d in the Sec-
tion 1.3.2. a particular robust approach to realize strong quantum correlation of 
1In thi Section my theoret ical and numerical results are compared with experi111 ntal data 
provided by A/ Prof. Alexander Szameit fr0111 the niversity of .Jena. 
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path-entangled photons in co1npact settings is their propagation in optical wave-
guide arrays [75 154] t hat provide a unique tool for experimental analysis of a 
spatially discrete , continuous-time, quantu1n ·walks. However, in these settings the 
photons are typically generated before they are launched into the array, usually via 
spontaneous paran1etric dovvn-conversion (SPDC) in bulk optical components [170]. 
In the Chapter 4 I demonstrated that biphotons can be generated directly in 
a quadratically nonlinear waveguide array through SPDC, and nonlinear quantum 
walks of the generated photons can give rise to non-classical correlations at the 
output of this monolithic integrated optical device. 
Re1narkably, various quantun1 phenomena can be simulated via purely classical 
light propagation in waveguide arrays , serving as an optical test-bed of fundamental 
physical effects without t he need of an intricate single photon setup [175- 177]. In 
particular, the non-classical one-dimensional (lD) evolution of correlated quantum 
particles can be n1apped onto a classical two-dimensional (2D) evolut ion of a single 
vvave packet as it vvas predicted recently by Longhi [178, 179]. By increasing the 
dimensionality of t he structure , t he san1e dynamics is ob ained as if the number 
of participating photon wavepackets were effectively doubled. This concept was 
recently applied in the context of a discrete-tin1e random walk of coherent light [77] . 
In t his Section I vvill shovv that linear propagation of classical light beams can be 
used to si1nulate the nonlinear effect of SPDC leading to photon-pair generation and 
nonlinear quantum walks of t he genera ed photon pairs. Specifically I demonstrate 
t hat t he quantu1n correlations of biphotons generated in a quadratically nonlinear 
lD "" aveguide array "" it h pump v\ aveguides at t he edges can be mapped onto the 
linear light propagation in a specially designed 2D vVGA system. This analogy 
enables classical light simulation of quantum coincidence counts for biphotons and 
breaking of a Bell- t pe inequality. 
I first extend t he theor) of photon-pair generat ion in quadratic ·waveguide arrays 
fron1 the Sec ion 4.2 to fini te waveguide arrays . This is important for comparison 
with experimental results provided by A/ Prof. Alexander Szameit from the Univer-
sit of Jena, since he number of the waveguides in experiinental 2D lattice is limited 
bv the fabrication process. I consider a type-I SPDC process with continuous-wave 
or narrow -band pu1np of frequency wp, which converts pump photons into pairs of 
signal and idler pho ons v\ i h frequencies ws ,i . I a su1ne spectral filtering at half 
of the pu1np frequenc : such that s ,i - p/2. 'The signal and idler photons can 
unnel be ween the neighboring waveguide at a rate characterized by the coeffi-
cien . Cs. i = C; \\ hereas coupling of the pump can be neglected , due to the strong 
di persion of the e" anescen coupling [75 , 153, 154, 180]. 
I star he deri a ion from the coupled 1node equation for the classical light 
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am pli t u des in waveguide n ( 1 < n < N) 
(5. 1) 
with the boundary conditions E0 EN+l 0. The eigenstates of the systen1 are the 
supermodes E ~m) ( z) = E~m) exp(ipmz) , where mis the 1node nu1nber (1 < m < N) , 
Pm = 2G cos(km) is the propagation constant, c~m) = -/2/(N + 1) sin (nkm) is the 
a1nplitude distribution , and km = nm/(N + 1). As shown in the Chapter 4 t he 
coupling coefficient for the pump Gp would generally have a much smaller value 
co1npared to the signal and idler waves , Gp << G, due to the weaker mode overlap 
between neighboring waveguides at higher frequencies [153]. Therefore, I neglect 
coupling effects for the pump beam ( GP ~ 0) , and assume its amplitude An to be 
constant along the propagation. 
Subsequently, I employ the mathematical approach of Refs. [159- 161] developed 
for multi-mode waveguides, and obtain the following expression for the two photon 
state 12): 
N N 
l2(z)) = B L L Wms,mJz)at(ms) at(mi) 10 , 0), (5.2) 
mi=l m5 =1 
where 
Wm,,m,(z) = exp(i/3m,Z + i/3m,z) 1oz dZ1/m,,m; exp(il-./3m,,m,z') . (5 .3) 
Here B is a constant , at are photon creation operators at the nu1nbered supermode 
states, IO, 0) is the vacuum state, W m s,m i is a biphoton wave function, 6. pms,mi = 
6. p(o) - Pms - pmi is a phase misn1atch between the 1nodes, and 6. p(o) is the 1nismatch 
in a single waveguide. The value fms,mi = L :;: 1 d effA nE~ms) E~mi) is the normalized 
spatial overlap of the signal and idler distributions with t he pu1np distribution . An 
integration over frequency is 01nitted , since I consider a frequency window narrower 
then the phase-matching bandwidth of the SPDC. 
For further analysis, it is convenient to revvrite Eq. (5.3) in t he form of differential 
equations , 
.d\Ym5 ,mJz) _ (P. p ) Tr · ( ·J\ p(O)) (54) 1 d z - - /Jms + /Jmi \i-r ms,mi + lrms,mi exp lLlp z . . 
This allows changing the representation to the real-space wave function , which 
is r lated to t he modal forn1ulation as W ns,ni = L ms ,mi Wms ,mic~7s)c~7i) . Du to 
the orthogonality of t h upermodes, we can invert thes relation as W m s,m i = 
L ns.ni W ns,n;E~7s)c~7i) _ Substituting t he latter expr ssion in Eq. (5 .4) and again 
e1nploying t he orthogonality property together with the fact that by definition the 
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supermodes satisfy Eq. (5 .l )j yields the different ial equation for t he biphoton vvave 
function in real-space representation: 
+ i L d effA np 6n s,np6ni ,np exp (i6p(O) z\ (5 .5) 
np 
whereby ns ,i label t he vvaveguide index for signal and idler respectively and 5 denotes 
t he Kronecker delta function. The pump field is distributed over t he vvaveguides ac-
cording to An vvhereas d eff is t he effective nonlinear coefficient. This equation governs 
t he evolut ion of a biphot on wave function in a quadratic nonlinear waveguide array. 
The term in square brackets on t he right-hand side describes t he quantum vvalksj 
i. e. t he photon-pair t unneling [75] between t he waveguidesj and corresponds to the 
model derived in Ref. [179) in case of a linear vvaveguide array. In addit ion j t his 
n1odel also describes t he nonlinear process of biphoton generation through SPDC j 
v\ hich is int roduced by the last tern1. Note t hat both photons are ahvays created at 
t he san1e spatial location j which is expressed n1athematically t hrough 5-functions j 
but t he biphotons spread out through correlated quant um walks. In comparison to 
t he n1odel int roduced in t he Section 4.2 , t his formalism is suitable for the analysis 
of fini te v"\ aveguide arrays . 
To confirm this result I also check t hat t he derived n1odel agrees with the Hamil-
onian j which describes t his system. In t he absence of losses , t he system Hamilto-
nian consists of linear [75] and nonlinear [160] parts fI = fI (lin ) + fI (nonlin) : 
(5 .6) 
(5 .7) 
Here ats,i deno e the pho on creation and an ~.i t he pho on annihilation operators in 
he e "\Na eguides . I confirn1 that t he Eq. (5 .5) can be obtained from the Hamiltonian 
"' H. 
I no\\ demon t ra e ho he bipho on wave function can be sin1ulated clas ically. 
Eq. (5 .5) i formall equi alent to the coupled-mode equations for classical bean1 
propagation in a quare linear 2D wa, eguide arra [153 , 179) \\ i h additional source 
enn · de cribing t he pump. In t he follov\ ing results I den1onstrate t hat for t he 
pun1p coupled exclu i el} o he edge wa eguides of t he lD arrav: t he effect of these 
erm can be sin1ula ed clas icall b int roducing addit ional wa -eguides close to the 
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(a) 
single photon detectors 
.. 
waveguide index ns ,i 
(b) 
0 
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~/ 0 0 0 
waveguide index n 8 
Figure 5.1: Settings (a) Sket ch of a lD quadratic nonlinear waveguide array con-
taining N = 3 waveguides with two pumps coupled to the edge waveguides leading to 
biphoton generation via SPDC, and the output photon det ectors. (b) Cross-section 
of a 2D waveguide array for the classical optical simulation of biphot on generation 
via SPDC consisting of 3 x 3 waveguides . The addit ional waveguides represent t he 
pump beam coupled to the edge waveguides . 
corners of an equivalent 2D array, as shown in Fig. 5.1. I consider the case when 
t he addit ional waveguide modes only weakly overlap wit h t he modes at t he array 
corners, and t he corresponding coupling coefficient Cc is very small compared to t he 
array, Cc << C. If t he light is launched only int o t he addit ional waveguides, t hen 
in t he undepleted pump approximation t he classical field evolut ion in t hose wave-
guides is W1eft( z) = W1eft( O) exp (iP1eftZ) and Wright = Wright(O) exp (iPrightz) , where 
W1eft (O) and Wright(O) are t he input amplit udes , Pleft and Pright are the 111ode d tun-
ings of t he addit ional waveguides with respect to a single waveguide . in the array. 
Here, I consider t he case where both addit ional waveguides are identical to the 
waveguides of the lattice (P1eft = Pright = 0) . Then , t he classical field evolution in 
the array follows Eq. (5 .5) with t he effect ive pump amplit udes in the edge wave-
guides A1 = CcWteft (O) , A N = CcWright(O) (there is zero effect ive pump , An= 0, for 
1 < n < JV), and the effect ive det uning 6 p(o) = 0. This corr sponds to perfect ly 
phase-mat ched SPDC in the l D-array, which has b en shown to produce the most 
pronounced quantu111 correlations, as de111onstrat ed in the Chapt r 4. Based on t he 
establish d mathen1atical equivalence, classical light propagation in the linear array 
structure shown in Fig. 5 .1 (b) can be employed to simulat e the quantu111 propert ies 
of photon pairs generated in a quadratic nonlinear array shown in F ig. 5.l (a) . In par-
t icular it is important to study the photon-pair correlation rns,ni = (a~satanian ) \V 
introduc d in the S ction 4. 2 a a function t hat describes the probability of simul-
taneous detection of photons at th output of the waveguides with nu111b er ns and 
n i . In t he classical simulation t he out put intensity distribution Ins,ni = Jwn ,nJ 2 
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Figure 5.2: Results for one pun1p waveguide (a) Sketch of the linear 2D waveguide 
array simulating quantum correlations of biphotons generated by SPDC with one 
pu1np at the edge waveguide . (b) CCD camera image of the output light distribution 
when only the pump waveguide is excited. ( c,d) Correlation map of the simulated 
lD quantu1n system: ( c) Extracted from intensity 1neasurement shown in (b) and 
( d) calculated numerically based on Eq. (5.5). ( e,h) Simulated non-classicality func-
tion determined with Eq. (5.9) for (e) experimental and (f) numerical correlations 
from ( c) and ( d) , respectively. 
corresponds directly to r: 
(5.8) 
First I si1nulate the system with a single outer pu1np ·waveguide coupled to the cor-
ner of 3 x 3 waveguide array [Fig. 5.2(a) J. The experimental confinnation includes 
launching light into the linear 2D vVGA and imaging ·with a CCD the output inten-
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Figure 5.3: Results for two pump waveguides (a) Sketch of the linear 2D wave-
guide array simulating quantum correlations of biphotons generated by SPDC with 
equal pumps at the two edge waveguides. (b-f) Experimental and theoretical r sults; 
notations are the an1e as in Fig. 5.2. 
sity distribution that is shovvn in Fig. 5.2(b) . A scaling of the 111easured intensity 
is perforn1 d according to Eq. (5.8) i which allows to determine the bi photon corre-
lation function as shown in Fig. 5.2( c) . These results closely 1natch the theoretical 
predictions presented in Fig. 5.2 ( d) . 
After verifying the correct operation 111 the single-pump regi1ne. I model the 
init ially considered case of two pump waveguides at t he corners of the 2D lattice i 
a hovvn in Fig .. - .3 ( a) . The output intensity distribution [Fig. 5.3(b) ] is again used 
to calculate the photon nu1nber correlation [Fig. 5.3(c)] 'A hich quanitatively agree 
\Yith t he sin1ulat ion shown in Fig. 5.3(d) . After obtaining the correlation function 
fron1 the output intensitie . I detern1ine in accordance with Ref. [7-J the in1ilarit 
s = (" . . /rnum reX_P) 2 / (" · · ri:i~m " · · r~X_P) between th IlUlTiefiCally Calculat d 61.J V LJ l.J 0 i.J 2.J 6 i.J 'l .J 
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(rr,Jm) and experimentally obtained (rJ]P) distributions as S = 0.954 for the case 
of one pump waveguide and S = 0.972 for two pump waveguides. 
I then demonstrate that this classical optical simulator can model non-classical 
biphoton statistics. Following Ref. [154], I calculate the non-classicality 
1 ~---
V:n n . = - 1rn n rn . n - rn n . . s, i 3 V s, s i , i s, i 
(5.9) 
Values of Vn s,n i > 0, indicate true quantum behavior corresponding to the viola-
tion of Bell 's inequality, which cannot occur in a purely classical setting. In the 
single pump case I plot the function Vn s ,ni for the experimental data in Fig. 5.2( e), 
which shows the presence of positive values in agreement with numerical simulations 
[Fig. 5.2(f)]. This proves that this 2D classical setting successfully simulates actual 
non-classical lD statistics. Fig. 5.3(e) and Fig. 5.3(f) illustrate the experimentally 
and numerically calculated non-classicality. For this setting it is evident that the 
nonclassical features can be simulated with high precision. 
As evident from the strong overexposure of the CCD at the pump waveguide in 
Fig. 5.2(b) and fact that the majority of the light remains in the pump waveguides 
in Fig. 5.3(b) , the undepleted pump approximation holds. 
For both a single and double pump cases, the output correlation should be 
symmetric, r ns,ni = r n i,n s ' due to the indistinguishability of two photons, and 
we can see that this feature is properly reproduced through the 2D experimental 
intensity distributions where Ins,n i rv Ini,n s , see Figs. 5.2(b) and 5.3(b). For a 
double pump configuration, additional symmetry appears due to identical pump 
amplitudes at the two boundaries , i.e. Ins,n i = IN+l-ni, N+l - n s [Fig. 5.3(d)], whereas 
such symmetry is clearly broken for a single pump case [Fig. 5.2( d)]. In experiment 
we can observe a slight asym1netry of the output intensity distributions due to 
imperfections of the experimental three-waveguide structure. Nevertheless , for all 
cases the similarity S is close to unity, and a quantitative agreement between the 
experimental and simulated non-classicality is demonstrated , which proves excellent 
accuracy of this classical optical simulator. 
In conclusion, in this Section I have derived a model describing the evolution of a 
photon-pair wave function in finite lD quadratic nonlinear waveguide arrays , where 
the photons are generated through SPDC and undergo nonlinear quantum walks. 
I have demonstrated that the quantum biphoton dynamics can be simulated by a 
classical wave evolution in a linear 2D waveguide array with additional waveguides 
representing the pump. Here , the additional spatial dimension provides the degrees 
of freedom which are otherwise encoded in the two-particle dynamics. The classical 
measurements of the output light intensity directly simulate the photon-pair corre-
lation function , in particular including the regime of the breaking of a lD Bell-like 
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inequality. 
In general these results show that din1ensionality of quantum walks , which is 
in1portant for quantum simulations [75], can be scaled either by incr asing the 
nurnber of entangled photons or the dimensionality of a waveguide array. It is also 
important that in this system nonlinear processes such as SPDC can be sin1ulated by 
coupling between the waveguides , i. e. by a quantum walk. Consequently it m an 
that two photons propagating in a 2D waveguide array may effectively represent 
a four-dimensional quantum walk, while also having flexibility to simulate certain 
additional nonlinear effects . 
In the next Section I will explore nonlinear bi photon quantum walks in the 
simplest implementation of a 2D waveguide array - a triangular vVGA, which can 
also be considered as a lD WGA with closed-loop boundary conditions. 
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5.2 Generation of orbital-angular-momentum-entangled 
biphotons 1n two-dimensional triangular waveguide 
arrays 
In the previous Section we had a look at the possibility to simulate some cases of 
spontaneous parametric down-conversion in lD waveguide arrays by linear classical 
light propagation in 2D WGAs. It means that scaling a nonlinear quantum walk can 
be done both by increasing the dimensionality of WGA and by increasing a number 
of quantum walkers - entangled photons. Therefore one n1ight expect interesting 
effects with biphoton nonlinear quantum walks in 2D vVGAs. 
In this Section I study the intennediate case of a triangular waveguide array, 
·where the second di1nension is used to introduce closed-loop boundary conditions 
for a one-dimensional waveguide array. 
In particular , I study the process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion 
in triangular quadratic nonlinear waveguide arrays. I develop a model and find 
analytical solutions, which den1onstrate the possibility of integrated discrete orbital-
angular-1no1nentun1 entangled biphoton state generation. I show that the generated 
biphoton quantum states can be precisely controlled by changing the pump phase 
and wavelength , including the case of photon-pair generation with pure orbital-
angular n1on1entu1n and no contamination by unwanted OAlVl terms . In general, the 
proposed triangular quadratic nonlinear waveguide array can be used as a co1npact 
integrated source of precisely controllable OA1VI-entangled biphoton states. 
As it ·was mentioned in the Section 1.1.3, entanglement of photon pairs gives 
the opportunity of greatly improving co1nmunication security through entangled 
quantum key distribution [19] .The photon-pair entanglement in orbital-angular-
n10111entum ( OA 1I) basis vvas first experimentally demonstrated by Zeilinger et al. 
using the process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) [181]. Since 
then this topic has attracted growing attention due to the possibility of improved 
information transfer efficiency using this extra degree of freedom. It was also pro-
posed that higher dimensional states using OA}VI 1nay provide better security in 
comparison to standard quantum cryptography [182 , 183]. 
The i1nplementation of OA1VI-entanglement with dyna1nically changeable holo-
grams enabled the demonstrations of Bell inequality violation [63], spin-to-OANI 
transfer [184] and quantum cloning of OANI qubits [185]. Spatial light modula-
tors also brought several advantages to quantum cryptography, such as large scale 
OAlVI' encoding [186], entanglement between the angular position and OA1VI [187], 
and hJ brid polarization-OA 1 entangled states for greater quantum cryptography 
speeds [188]. 












Figure 5.4: ( a) Cross-section scheme of triangular waveguide array. (b) Super-n1ode 
propagation constants and corresponding phase profiles. 
Traditionally, the OAlVI-entangled quantum states are generated through SPDC 
111 bulk quadratically nonlinear crystals [181]. With this approach, for a single 
pump beam, one generally obtains a set of photon pairs , which sum of mornenta 
n1atch the pump OAM according to the conservation law. For example, for a pump 
beam with zero OAlVI, the state emitted in the process of SPDC is represented by 
lw) = Po,olO, 0) + P1,-1 I l , -1) + P- 1,1 I - l , 1) + P2,-2 l2 , -2) + P-2,21 -2, 2) + ... , where 
P0 ,0 , Pi,- i , P_1,1 etc . denote the corresponding probability amplitudes . To obtain 
a photon pair with a well defined OA 1, it is necessary to prepare the pump beam 
with a certain OAM , and then filter out a particular photon state at the crystal 
output. However such optical schemes require a set of multiple optical elements and 
light modulators , which interferometric stability has to be carefully controlled. 
In this Section I demonstrate a concept of compact on-chip integrated source 
of precisely controllable OAlVI-entangled biphoton states based on a triangular 
quadratic nonlinear waveguide array. Photon-pair generation in one-dimen ional 
planar quadratic nonlinear waveguide arrays discussed in the Chapter 4 d mon-
strated potential for output quantun1 state control via phase-matching tuning. In 
the Section 4.2 it was shown that the spatial dispersion cornmon for waveguide ar-
rays allows the generation of photon pairs with unusual correlations, which are n1ore 
pronounced in respect to the correlations achieved during the propagation of pho-
ton pairs generated externally and coupled to a linear waveguide array [75]. Linear 
closed-loop waveguide arrays [76] have also been investigated, however the genera-
t ion of photon pairs in nonlinear closed-loop waveguide arrays has not b n studied 
so far. Here I investigate a proces of SPDC in a quadratic nonlinear triangu-
lar waveguide array and shuw the possibility of integrated di crete OAM- ntangl cl 
biphoton state generation. I would like to emphasize the importance of unusual 
patial dispersion in these structures [1 9] and show that it allows precise quan-
tun1 state control. including pure OAl\I-entanglement generation without unwant cl 
OA~I t enns. 
I con ider triangular array of weakly coupled optical wav guide r at cl in 111e-
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dia with quadratic nonlinearity, as shown schematically in Fig. 5 .4( a). The purpose 
here is to describe the process of degenerate SPDC, where a pump beam photon 
spontaneously decays into a pair of identical signal and idler photons. IVIost com-
monly, at the short wavelengths of the pump beam the waveguide modes are strongly 
localized, such that the pump does not couple between the waveguides. Ho-wever as 
it was discussed in the Chapter 4, at the longer wavelengths of the down-converted 
photons the coupling can be essential. Under such experi1nentally feasible condi-
tions , the photon-pair generation in quadratic waveguide arrays can be modeled 
with a discrete Schrodinger equation introduced in the Section 5.1 , 
i d\j!dn;,n; = - C[ \jJ n, +l ,n; + \jJ n, -1 ,n, + \jJ n,,n,+l + \jJ n,,n, - i ] 
+ i L deffAn6n 5 ,n6ni,n exp(i6,B (O) Z). 
n 
(5. 10) 
Here Wns,ni is the biphoton wave function depending on two waveguide indices: 
for the signal photon ns and for the idler photon ni . An is the pump amplitude 
in the waveguide n , deff is an effective nonlinear coefficient , and 5 is a Kronecker 
delta function. 6 ,B(o) is the phase mis1natch between the pump field and generated 
bi photon state in a single waveguide, 6 ,8(0) = ,BP - (,Bs + ,Bi) , where ,Bp,s,i are the 
waveguide propagation constants of the pump, signal, and idler waves. C is a 
coupling coefficient between the waveguide modes for the biphotons. In triangular 
waveguide arrays , we have ns ,i = 0, 1, 2, and map other index numbers as 3 ---+ 0 
and -1 ---+ 2 according to the closed-loop boundary conditions . 
To solve Eq. (5 .10), it is convenient to first determine the linear eigenmodes of 
the triangular waveguide structure. For this purpose , I consider classical coupled-
mode equations [153] , 
(5.1 1) 
where En is the complex field amplitude in the n-th waveguide , and E 3 1naps to 
Ea , and E _1 maps to E 2 due to closed-loop boundary conditions. The eigenmode 
solutions of Eqs. (5.11) are E ~m)(z ) = c~m)exp(i,Bmz) , where m = 0, ±1 is the mode 
number , E~m) = exp(i2Km n/ 3) are the mode profiles , and ,Bm = 2C cos(2Km/ 3) are 
the propagation constants: ,80 = 2C, ,8±1 = -C. The eigen1nodes E ~m) (z) represent 
discrete optical vortices [189] , or states with OAIVI due to a helical structure of their 
phase profiles , see Fig. 5.4(b). Here the super-1node number m corresponds to the 
OAIVI. 
I novv seek a solution of Eq. (5 .10) in the super-1node representation , 
(5.12) 
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where cI> m s,m i are t he amplitudes of states with the angular n101n nta 1n and mi for 
the signal and idler photons , respectively. It is also possible to perform a si1nilar 
t ran ·fonnation of the pump profile, 
1 
L F ei21rmn/3 m , ( 5 .13) 
m=-1 
The resulting equation is: 
dcI> m m · (z) s) i 
dz 
·13 cp ( ) i~,B(O)z d F /3 1 ms,mi ms,mi Z + e eff ms+mi , (5 .14) 
where 
~m,,m , = 2C [ cos (2; ms) + cos (2; mi)] , (5. 15) 
and due to periodic boundary conditions Fm Fm+3 · 
The solution of Eq. (5 .14) for photon pairs generated inside the structure, which 
corresponds to trivial initial condition <I> ms,mi (0) = 0, is 
rF-- ( ) _ F ms+mi d eff.Z [· (/3 /\ /3(0)) / ] · [(/3 /\ /3(0)) / J 
'±'ms,mi z - 3 exp 1 m s,m i + Ll z 2 sine ms,mi - Ll z 2 
(5 .16) 
The real space solution W ns,ni (z) is t hen obtained by applying a transformation in 
Eq. (5 .12). 
In this Section I analyze photon-pair correlations , as well as non-classicality 
and Schmidt decomposition of generated states. The biphoton correlation function 
r ns,ni and non-classicality V ns,ni are defined t he same way as in the Sect ion 5.1. 
Again , positive values of Vn s,ni indicate true quantun1 behavior corresponding to 
the violation of Bell-like inequality. 
The Schmidt decomposition of the state \I! ns ,ni of a system wit h two di crete 
degrees of freedom ( ns and ni in this case) is defined as follows [190]: 
( 5. 17) 
·where JV equals to the minimum number of possible values of ns or ni ( the nun1-
ber of ·waveguides in the array here) . The orthonormal sets of vectors 'l/Jf) and 
UJJ 2 ) are called Schmidt modes. The non-negative weight factors Aj, called Schmidt 
N 
coefficients. atisfy the normalization condition L Aj = 1 . 
j=l 
The Schn1idt decomposition [Eq. (5 .17)] is in fact a ingular value decon1po i-
tion [191]: \Ji = U D VH . wh re U and V are unitary 1natrice form d from vectors 
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(1) (2) 1 ( . 1 u - ,, 1,(l) V: - ,, /,(2)*) VH . h 
'ljJ j and '1/J j as co umns more stnct Y, nsj - cy jns, ni] - cy jni , lS t e 
conjugate transpose of V , and D is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the sin-
gular values of the matrix W. These singular values give us Schmidt coefficients A{ 
D jj = A· 
The number of non-zero Schmidt coefficients Aj in the decomposition [Eq. ( 5 .17)] 
is called the Schmidt rank and is often less than N . In the particular case of the 
only one non-zero Schmidt coefficient the state W ns,ni is factorized as a product 
of two Schmidt modes, which means that the degrees of freedom ns and ni are 
not entangled. When the Schmidt rank is more than 1, there are more than one 
summand in Eq. (5.17) and the degrees of freedom are entangled . 
When the pump optical vortex ( a state with defined OAM) is launched into the 
triangular waveguide array with quadratic nonlinearity it can generate biphoton 
vortexes , some of which are OANI-entangled states, through degenerate spontaneous 
parametric down-conversion. The possible pump states and corresponding biphoton 
vortexes are shown in the Table 5.1. 
Pump state Phase mismatch Biphoton state 
Imp) /3ms.mi lms,mi) 
IO) 4( IO,O) 
IO) -2( 1-1,1) + 11, -1) 
11)-1-2) C 10,1)+11,o) 
11) 1-2) -2( l-1,-=-1) 
1-1) 12) C 10, -1) + I - 1,0) 
1-1) - 12) -2( I 1,1) 
Table 5.1: (left column) pump OANI and (central column) phase-mismatch f::::.. /3(0) 
corresponding to the generated (right column) biphoton OANI. 
The left colun1n Imp) denotes a pump vortex state with orbital angular momen-
tu1n mp, the central column denotes phase mis1natch 6 /3°, and the right column 
lms , mi) denotes resulting biphoton vortex states with orbital angular momenta m s 
and m i . 
As it was noted earlier and shown in Table 5.1 , the pump states 11) and I - 2) 
are equivalent due to a finite number of waveguides in the array: their phase profiles 
exp(i27rn/ 3) and exp( -i47rn/3) are identical. Thus the pump state 11) with angular 
momentun1 1 can generate the bi photon state I - 1, -1) with angular momentum 
-2. Si1nilarly, the pu1np state 1-1) can generate the biphoton state 11, 1). Further 
selection of generated biphoton states can be performed by choosing a certain phase 
1nisn1atch, as discussed below. 
For a nun1ber of applications efficient generation of biphoton vortex states with 
certain angular momenta ms and mi is essential. To achieve this outcome, firstly it 
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is i1nportant to ensure the phase-1natching between the pun1p state and the cl sired 
biphoton state: 
6 /3 = 6 (3( 0) - /3 . = 0 . ms,mi (5. 18) 
Secondly it is necessary to appropriately choose the length of the waveguide array 
L to suppress the generation of biphoton state with undesired angular 1no1nenta m 
and m i from t he Table 5 .1: 
(5 .19) 
To demonstrate the feasibility of this method I choose a pu1np vortex with 
angular momentum mp = 1 and then first select 6 ,8(0 ) = C such that the phase-
1natching condition [Eq. (5 .18)] is satisfied for IO , 1) + 11, 0) entangled biphoton state 
generation. Afterward I demonstrate that by changing 6 (3( 0 ) to 6 (3(0 ) = -2C it 
is possible to generate I - 1, -1) biphoton state. I choose the other para1neters as 
follovvs : C = 1, deff = 1, An= exp(i2nn/3) . 
The dependencies of the Schmidt coefficients on the propagation distance are 
shovvn in Figs. 5.5(a,d). I also show the spatial biphoton correlations in Figs. 5.5(b ,e) 
and the corresponding non-classicality in Figs. 5.5 ( c, f) at t he distance z = 2n / 3, 
corresponding to the first suppression length (L1) according to Eq. (5. 19). At this 
distance, t he undesired concurrent biphoton states are fully suppressed. 
The state of two photons with different angular mo1nenta IO, 1) + I 1, 0) has two 
non-zero Schmidt coefficients at z = L1, see Fig. 5.5(a) . This 1neans that the clegre s 
of freedo1n of signal and idler photons are entangled. The quantu1n nature of this 
state is also clear from the non-classicality 1natrix Vns,ni shown in Fig. 5.5( c) - it 
contains several positive elements. 
The tate with two ident ical angular n1omenta of both photons , I - 1, - 1), is 
imply a product state. It has only one non-zero Sch1niclt coefficient [Fig. 5.5( cl) ] 
at z = L1, which means that the signal and idler photons are not entangled , s e 
correlations in Fig. 5.5(e). Non-classicality matrix of this state, shown in Fig. 5.5(f) , 
does not contain posit ive values . 
It is possible to use the proposed syst m to generate the superposition of bipho-
ton vort ices in the phase-matched regi1ne . We can see from Table 5.1 , t hat all 
tates can have one of three different propagation constants. By tuning t he pha e-
1natching with the pump bea1n , and selecting the pump bea1n profile, it i t h n 
possible to generate any superposition of biphoton state having th san1e propa-
gation constant. At the same t ime. the other state. can be suppre eel wh n th 
distance satisfies Eq. (5. 19) . 
\"" ovv I illustrate t he generation of t he uperposition of tat 11 1) and I - 1 - 1). 
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Figure 5.5: Generation of biphotons by a pump beam with angular momentum 
mp = l for different phase 1nismatches: (a-c) ,6,. f3( o) = C and (d-f) ,6,. f3( o) = -2C. 
(a,d) Schmidt coefficients vs . the propagation distance. (b,e) Biphoton correlations 
and ( c,f) corresponding non-classicality at z = L 1 = 2n-j3. Normalized coefficients 
are C = 1, deff. = l. 
Using Table 5.1 , I determine the phase 1natching condition as f:i /3(0 ) = /3- l ,- l = 
/31,1 = -2C , and the pump profile as a superposit ion of the right and left vortices : 
F1 = F_1 = 1 and F0 = 0, i. e. An = exp(i211n/ 3) + exp( - i211n/ 3). The evolut ion 
of the Schmidt coefficients , t he biphoton correlations and the corresponding non-
classicality at the distance z = L1 is shown in Figs. 5.6(a-c). The generated state 
is entangled, with the non-classicality matrix containing positive values and two 
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Figure 5.6: Generation of biphotons by a pump b eam containing a superposition of 
several angular mo1nenta, (a-c) F1 = F _1 = 1, Fa = 0 and (d-f) F1 = F_1 = Fa= l. 
( a, d ) Sch1nidt coefficients. (b ,e) Bi photon correlations and ( c,f) corresponding non-
classicality at z = L 1 = 271 / 3. Norn1alized coeffi cients are C = 1, deff = 1. For all the 
plots t he phase mis1nat ch is ~ 13 (o) = - 2C, and the normalized coefficients a re C = 1, 
deff. = 1. 
non-vanishing Schmidt coeffici nts . 
The generation of a biphotons state 11, 1) + 1- 1, -1 ) + 11 -1) + 1-1 1), which 
is a uperposit ion of all po sible t ates for t he propagation constant ~ 13(o) = -2C 
i clen1onstrat d in Fig . 5.6 ( d-f) . uch stat can be obtained using t h pump 
in superpo it ion of all angular momenta , F1 = F_1 = Fa = l i. . A n = 
,, 
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1 + exp( i21rn/3) + exp(-i21rn/3) according to Eq. (5 .13). The Schmidt decom-
position of this state contains only one mode at z = L1 [Fig. 5.6 (d)], i. e. it is not 
entangled. Indeed , although spatial correlations look non-t rivial [Fig. 5.6 ( e)], the 
non-classicality matrix does not contain positive elements [Fig. 5.6 (f)]. The com-
positions of up to six states from Table 5.1 can be generated in non-phase-matched 
regime, but this method of generation is less efficient . 
To conclude this Section, it was shown that SPDC in triangular quadratic non-
linear waveguide arrays provides a simple method of biphoton discrete vortex state 
generation. This approach allows flexible control of quantum statistics , including 
generation of OA1VI-entangled states . The scheme is co1npact , on-chip-integrated 
and can be realized using waveguide laser writing in nonlinear crystals [192]. 
Overall , as it was demonstrated in this Chapter , higher WGA dimensionality 
definitely provides additional quantum walk flexibility. I believe t hat there is a 
nu1nber of interesting discoveries to be made in the future in this research area. 
In the next Chapter I will move from quadratic to cubic nonlinear WGAs. I will 
also bring together the concepts of nonlinear quantum walks discussed in this and 
t he previous Chapter , nano-waveguide dispersion engineering from the Chapter 2 
and nonlinear phase shifts fron1 the Chapter 3. 
Chapter 6 
Spontaneous four-wave mixing in 
waveguide arrays 
6 .1 Nonlinear phase shift and photon-pair correlations 
In this chapter I combine nano-waveguiding concept studied in the Chap-
ter 2, nonlinear quantum walks developed in t he Chapter 4 and nonlinear phase-
modulation discussed in t he Chapter 3. I develop a theoretical model incorporating 
spontaneous four-wave-mixing mentioned in the Section 1.1.5 and nonlinear quan-
tum walks in cubic nonlinear waveguide arrays . Using nano-waveguides allows one 
to engineer the dispersion and amplifies the efficiency of SFWlVI process. It also 
reduces t he size of the device co1npared to conventional waveguides discu sed in 
the Chapters 3-5 and opens the potential for more sophisticated on-chip quantum 
logic. Cubic nonlinearity brings the possibility of flexible all-optical spatial quan-
tum state control, such as pump-power-controlled transition between bunching and 
anti-bunching correlations due to nonlinear self-focusing, which is demonstrated in 
this Chapter. I also theoretically study the anticipated experimental li1nitations 
that may arise when pump is operated in a pulsed regime in nano-waveguide ar-
rays and propose a solut ion that allows to lift these lirnitations and er ate a uniqu 
platform for tunable nonlinear quantu1n optics. 
As it was de1nonstrated in the Chapter 4 co1nbining quantum walks with 
photon-pair generation in nonlinear waveguide arrays opens the pos ibility for en-
hanced spatial quantum state control and improved clarity of spatial corr lations , 
co1npar d to traditional quantu1n walks introduced in the S ction 1.3.2. Th previ-
ous Chapters focused on WGAs with quadratic nonlinearity and in this Chapter I 
show that vVGAs with cubic nonlinearity can provide an ntir ly new reahn of all-
optical control of the biphoton stati tics. With on-chip photon-pair ource ba d 
on the spontaneous four-wave mixing being readily available [39 193] it b come 
i1nportant to tudy the quantum state dynamic in WGA with cubic nonlin ar 
,, 
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response . 
In this Section, I describe the generation of correlated photon pairs through 
SFWNI in a cubic nonlinear WGA and analyze the interplay between SFW 1 phase-
matching and WGA dispersion for the generation of complex entangled quantum 
states. I also demonstrate the potential of Kerr-based self-phase modulation and 
cross-phase modulation introduced in the Section 1.1.5 for quantum state control 
by investigating a case of stronger pump with special spectral filtering. 
I consider lossless near-degenerate SFWM with signal and idler frequencies being 
close to the pump frequency, with the rest of photon pairs being filtered out. In this 
case the mode profiles and coupling between waveguides remain approximately the 
same for pump, signal and idler photons. It has been demonstrated that even with 
less than 0.5% difference between these frequencies, the pump can be effectively 
filt ered at the output of the system, and photon-pair correlations can be measured 
with high signal-to-noise ratio [39, 193] . The main difference between spontaneous 
four-wave mixing in bulk or single waveguides in comparison to WGAs [Fig. 6.l(a)] 
is a different spatial dispersion leading to modified phase-matching. I begin the 
analysis of SFWM in WGA by studying the four-wave-mixing phase-matching for 
plane waves: 
(6 .1 ) 
-
Here /3p,s,i are the propagation constants for pump , signal and idler. In a WGA they 
depend on normalized transverse momenta kp ,s,i as follows: 
(0) ( ) /3p,s,i = /3p,s,i + 2C COS 7r kp ,s,i , (6.2) 
where C is the coupling coefficient between the waveguides [53] . Nieanwhile the 
overlap between interacting Bloch waves [53] can be written as L n exp[i1r(2k; -k; -
kf )n], where n is a waveguide number. Since L n exp(2i1rk;n - i1rk;n - i1rkfn) = 
21r L N 5(21rk; -1rk; -1rkf -21r N) , where N E Z, then the transverse momenta k:/;,s ,i 
for periodical solutions will satisfy the condit ion 2k; = k; + kf . Therefore I can 
·write an analytical expression for the plane-wave four-wave mixing phase-mismatch 
in a WGA: 
(
1r(kj_ + kj_) ) 6. /3 = 6./3(0) + 4C cos s 
2 
i - 2C cos ( 1rk-;) - 2C cos ( 1rk; ) . (6.3) 
The spatial dispersion and therefore the phase-matching conditions for the SFWM 
in WGAs are qualitatively different from those in bulk, opening new possibilities 
for generating photon pairs with unusual quantum statistics . 
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Figure 6.1: ( a) Schematic illustration and (b ) power profile of linear pump propaga-
tion in a WGA for input pump amplitude A~j=0 (0) = 10- 5 . ( c-f) Photon-pair corre-
lations in ( c;e ;g) real-space and ( dJ,h) k-space for different group-velocity dispersion: 
( c;d) anomalous 6.(3( 0 ) = -18; ( eJ ) zero 6.{3(o) = 0 and (g ,h) normal 6.(3( 0 ) = 1 . 
number of vvaveguides ; it then propagat es in t he regime of discrete diffraction [53] a 
illustrated in Fig. 6.1 (b) . For developing a model describing SFvVNI based bi photon 
generation with a negligible number of higher mult iphoton events in a cubic WGA; 
I first consider lo-\v pump povvers t hat do not lead to pump spatial reshaping or 
nonlinear pha e modulation. In t he absence of SPNI; XP l'vI and losses; the sy tern 
Hamiltonian consists of linear [75] and nonlinear [194] parts iI = iI(Lin) + iI(nonlin) , 
(6.4) 
Here ns and ni are the v\-aYeguide nun1ber describing the posit ions of t he ignal. 
and t he idler photons. and A~ ) (z) is t he pump amplitude in waveguide number 
p 
np . 6 3(0) i the linear four-\Yave mixing pha ·e-mi match in a ingle vvaveguide. 
'"'r i a nonlinear coeffi cient. The normalized pump field profile evolution along the 
propagat ion di tance ;:; i defin d t hrough the cla ical coupled-mode quation [.53]: 
(6.6) 
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Generation of photon pairs in the cubic nonlinear WGAs through the SFWlVI in the 
absence of multiple photon pairs can be characterized by the evolution of a bi photon 
wave function 1/Jns ,ni ( z) in a Schrodinger-type equation. The equation is obtained 
from the Hamiltonian, and it has a form similar to that of quadratic media [195]: 
d?{lnd:' ( z) =iC [ 1{/n,-1 ,n,( Z) + 1/,n, ,n,-1 ( Z) + 1/,n,+I ,n, ( Z) + 1/,n,,n,+1 ( Z)] 
+ i6/3 (o) 1/Jns ,ni + r A~} ( z) At) ( z) 5ns ,ni. 
(6.7) 
I confirm that the spatial dispersion described by Eq. (6.6) and Eq. (6.7) exactly 
agrees with Eq. (6.3). 
After calculating the wave function, I obtain biphoton correlations in real-space 
as r ns,ni = 11/Jns,n)L) 12 , where L is the propagation length. In order to find cor-
relations for the signal and idler photons in k-space I apply the two-dimensional 
Fourier-transform, r k-;- ,kf- = I ~ns ~ni exp (i1rk;ns) exp (i1rkfni) t/Jns,ni (L) 12 . For the 
examples presented below, I normalize all parameters to the WGA length L = l 
and nonlinearity , = 1. The physical value of the nonlinear coefficient can be de-
termined following the approach of Ref. [194]. I use the coupling coefficient C = 5, 
and consider a pump beam coupled only to the central waveguide ( n = 0). 
I study the case of low pump amplitude A~;=0 (0) = 10-5 when the input beam 
exhibits linear discrete diffraction [53], see Fig. 6.1 (b). I analyze three different 
types of group velocity dispersion ( GVD): anomalous 6(3(0 ) -- -18; zero 6 (3 (0) = 0 
and normal 6 (3 (0 ) = 18. In the case of anomalous GVD , photons in a pair tend to 
end up mostly away from the central waveguide, with higher probability to be at ei-
ther the same or the opposite waveguides , see photon-pair probability correlation in 
Fig. 6.1 ( c). This behavior corresponds to weakly pronounced simultaneous spatial 
bunching and antibunching. This kind of correlations can be useful for the study of 
transitional quantum statistics from bosons to fermions [196]. The k-space corre-
lations show an elliptical shape centered at k; = kf = 0 [Fig. 6.l(d)]. This shape 
corresponds to the wavenumbers with the most efficient phase-matched interactions , 
i.e. 6 /3 = 0. For zero GVD the signal and idler photons mostly leave the structure 
fron1 the same waveguides , thus de1nonstrating strong spatial bunching behavior 
[Fig. 6.1 ( e)]. Figure 6.1 ( f) shows that the transverse wavenumbers for photon pairs 
satisfy the relations k; + kf r-v ± 1. I would like to note that for zero dispersion pho-
ton pairs have much higher probability to arrive to the center of the WGA, because 
phase-n1atching can now be achieved for a broader range of transverse mo1nenta. In 
the case of normal GVD , the real-space correlations [Fig. 6.l(g)J are the sa1ne as for 
anomalous GVD [Fig. 6.1 ( c) ]. Indeed for low pump powers with negligible SPlVI and 
XPlVI , the system is symmetrical with respect to the sign of GVD. In k-space the 
correlations fonn an elliptical shape centered around k; = kf = ±l [Fig. 6.l(h)J. 
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Figure 6.2: (a) Output pump power profile vs. input pump amplitude (single wave-
guide excitation). (b) Normalized pump spectrum (green solid line) , normalized signal 
(red dashed line) and idler (blue dotted line) spectral filters. Gray shading marks a 
part of the pump spectrum contributing to the filtered photon-pair generation. 
1 
vVe can see that there is a gradual transition from ellipses centered at O [Fig. 6.l(d) ] 
through linear shapes [Fig. 6.l(f)] to ellipses centered at k;- = kf = ±1 [Fig. 6.l(h) ] 
when tuning the G VD fro1n anomalous to normal. G VD tuning can be achieved 
by changing the pump wavelength [197], however such tuning can be co1nplicated 
due to the required corresponding spectral shift of output filt ers for signal and idler 
photons. 
Next I investigate the potential of SPlVI and XPlVI at high pump powers for 
flexible quantu1n state control. vVhen the pu1np power is increased , the beam self-
focusing results in a sharp transition from discrete diffraction to the formation of 
a spatial soliton, as shown in Fig. 6.2(a). However , the powers required for soliton 
fonnation are at least an order of magnitude higher than those needed to remain in 
t he regime with small number of multi photon events. For example, in a 3 mm long Si 
WGA (waveguides 200- 300 nm high and 400- 500 nm wide) the pump peak pow r 
required for noticeable nonlinear phase modulation is of the order of 10-20 W [198] . 
The characteristic pu1np peak power P for photon-pair generation is much smaller: 
in a 10 mm long Si waveguide P ~ 0.1 - 0.2 vV [39, 193] ( corresponding to 1 -- 2 W 
for a 3 min long waveguide). 
To realize the influence of SPlVI and XP lVI on t he photon-pair generation in 
vVGAs in t he absence of multiphoton events, it should be possible to use a ymmetric 
filt ering approach for a pulsed pump beam of tran form-limited pulses having a 
spectru1n shovvn in Fig. 6.2(b) vvith a gre n solid line. In this approach I choose two 
narrovvband pectral filt ers for 1neasuring th signal (red dashed line) and the idler 
(blue dotted line) photons, such that they are located asymmetrically with re pe t 
to the central pu1np frequency. Then only a narrow window of pump frequ ncies 
vvith small peak povver (indicated by gray shading) would be responsible for th 
detected photon-pairs , due to t he energy conservation wia) + wt) = wifi ltered) + 
r filt red) wi . vVith such fi ltering the pu1np peak power can b strong enough to induc 
pump bean1 self-focusing, whil 1nultiphoton events are mostly excluded from the 
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Figure 6.3: (a) Pump spatial soliton fonnation wit h input pump a1nplit ude A~;=o (0) = 4.5. (b-g) Photon-pair correlations in (b ,d ,f) real space and ( c,e ,g) k-
space for different group-velocity dispersion: (b ,c) ano1nalous 6.(3(0 ) = - 18, (d ,e) zero 
6.(3 (0 ) = 0 and (f,g) normal 6.(3 (0 ) = 18. 
n1easuren1ent . The con1plete n1odeling of t his systen1 should account for t he spatio-
te1nporal pu1np dynan1ics . Here I investigate a si1nplified steady-st ate model t hat 
is valid if t he pu1np pulse does not experience any dispersion-related reshaping. 
Signal and idler filters in t his case should be far enough fro1n t he pump in frequency 
do1nain, so t hat t he phase-1natching is affected by XPl\!I and SPM, but also close 
enough , so that t he coupling coefficients are still similar for signal, idler and pun1p 
,vaves . Since coupling dispersion in so1ne WGAs n1ay be sn1aller t han t he te1nporal 
dispersion [58] , these assu1npt ions should be valid for a nun1ber of syste1ns. However 
in nano-vvaveguide arrays t he regime with con1parable and interconnected coupling 
and propagation dispersion is also possible [58]. Negligible coupling dispersion is 
i1nportant for quant un1 ·walks because signal and idler have to be 1nore or less 
indistinguishable in t he way t hey couple between t he ·waveguides , other wise t hey 
do not produce interesting spatial correlations. In t he next Section I y\rill present 
an approach t hat allovvs to satisfy t he condition of small coupling dispersion fo r a 
wide range of ysten1s . 
Since high pun1p peak powers lead to t he pump beam focusing [Fig. 6.2(a)], 
generated biphotons will have different spatial distribut ions depending on t he pun1p 
po,ver. The pun1p power will also effective!) change t he SF"\t\lr/I phase-1na ching 
condit ions due to XP f and SPM. I incorporate t hese effects by adding t he tern1s 
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responsible for XPM and SPNI into the Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7): 
dA (p) (z) · 
~: = i C [ A~j _ 1 ( z) + A~j + 1 ( z)] + i 1' I A~; ( z ) I 2 A~j ( z ) . ( 6. 8) 
d'l{'nd;,( Z) =iC [V'n, -1,n; ( Z) + V'n,,n;-1 ( Z) + V'n, + l,n,( Z) + V'n,,n;+l ( Z)] 
+i [6;3(o) + 211At)(z)l 2 + 21IA~)(z)l 2] 1Pns,n)z) (5.9) 
+1At) (z )A~} (z )5ns ,ni . 
I acknowledge that this model is only the first-order approxin1ation and that si1nula-
tions designed to give precise quantitative results should incorporate full dispersion 
curves both for propagation and the coupling constants , as well as spatio-te1nporal 
dynamics . However , I believe that the simplified model that I present here is useful 
for obtaining a qualitative insight into the quantum statistics control that can be 
achieved in cubic WGAs. 
When the pump power is increased , the pump beam distribution collapses to a 
single waveguide , as illustrated in Fig. 6.3(a) for A~j=0 (0) = 4.5 [A~j=0 (0) /C = 0.9]. 
This self-focusing dramatically changes the spatial photon-pair correlations. The 
real space correlations in anomalous GVD regime collapse to a single waveguide , 
following the pu1np [Fig. 6.3 (b)]. This can be explained by the phenomenon of 
forward-propagation dispersion compensation. Anomalous GVD allows to phase-
match four-wave mixing in a single waveguide, which corresponds to a broad k-space 
phase-matching in the array [Fig. 6.3(c)]. For zero GVD , the XPM leads to a phase-
matching of angled SFWNI, corresponding to a small-scale antibunching in real 
space correlations [Fig. 6.3( d) ] and more pronounced selectivity of phase-matched 
signal and idler transverse mo1nenta [Fig. 6.3( e)]. In the normal GVD case t he 
real space correlations now demonstrate very pronounced anti bunching [Fig. 6.3(f)], 
which corresponds to k-space phase-matching mostly for transverse momenta far 
away fron1 zero [Fig. 6.3(g)]. This allows photon pairs to escape from th localized 
pun1p bean1. In this case the generated photon pairs become spatially filt ered from 
th e pump beam and shovv strongly pronounced anti-bunching. This demonstrates 
that by tuning the pump wavelength and power it is possible can get a gr at degree 
of control on the spatial photon-pair correlations , which is useful for applications in 
quantu1n information processing. 
To further illustrat e this flexibility, I focus on two particulary interesting r gime. , 
na1nely bunching and antibunching. I introduc a bunching to antibunching ratio: 
(6.10) 
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Figure 6.4: (a) Photon-pair bunching to antibunching ratio R vs. the input pump 
amplitude A~;-o(O) for the anomalous GVD ~ 13(o) = -18 (red solid line) and the 
normal GVD ~ 13(o) = 18 (blue dashed line). Red and blue circles correspond to 
the the input pump amplitude A~;-o(O) = 2.850 for the plots (b-d). (b,c) Real-space 
photon-pair correlations at (b) anomalous and ( c) normal dispersion. ( d) Pump power 
distribution in the array. 
Figure 6.4(a) demonstrates how this ratio can be controlled with respect to pump 
power. The pump power tuning provides access to a wide range of photon-pair quan-
tum statistics, for example Figs. 6.4(b-d) show that the regime of strong bunching 
is also available. In general , it appears that normal dispersion can 1ead to stronger 
spatial antibunching, as in this case only angled phase-n1atching can be satisfied. 
To conclude, in this Section I have demonstrated that waveguide arrays with 
cubic nonlinearity can be employed as a flexible platform for all-optical manipulation 
of the generated biphoton quantum statistics. I have shown that interplay between 
spatial dispersion and phase-matching in waveguide arrays leads to the generation 
of complex spatial quantum states, which can be controlled by tuning the pun1p 
power and wavelength. I anticipate that these results will open new opportunities 
for integrated quantum photonics with all-optical controls. 
In the next Section I will introduce an approach , which makes it possible to 
use a wide range of nano-waveguide arrays and pulsed pump lasers for cubic non-
linear quantum walks and potentially for a broad range of other nonlinear optical 
applications. 
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6.2 Pulse dynamics in modulated nano-wavegl1ide arrays 
In the previous Section we looked at spontaneous four-wave-mixing in arrays 
of coupled cubic nonlinear waveguides. It was demonstrated t hat a particularly 
interesting regime, in which non-trivial spatial photon-pair correlations can be con-
trolled all-optically by varying the pump power , can be achieved by ut ilizing short 
pump pulses . For useful spatial photon-pair correlations however it is important 
that coupling dispersion remains small. It will be shown below that in arrays of 
nano-waveguides it may not always be the case . Moreover , in nano-waveguide arrays 
propagation dispersion and coupling dispersion may be strongly connected, so that 
changing one of them by adjusting the waveguide cross-section and the separation 
distance between the waveguides also affects the other. Therefore a technique that 
allows to control coupling dispersion independently is essential. Such full dispersion 
control does not have to be limited to quantum walks , but n1ight also be useful for 
a broad range of classical telecommunications signal switching and routing. 
In this Section I predict and confirm with numerical simulations that inter-mode 
dispersion in nano-waveguide arrays can be tailored through periodic waveguide 
bending, facilitating flexible spatio-temporal pulse reshaping. This approach allows 
simultaneous and independent control of t emporal dispersion and spatial dispersion 
that are often strongly connected in nano-photonic structures. 
As it was discussed in the Section 1.2.1 high-index-contrast nano-waveguides 
offer unique advantages for manipulation of optical pulses in compact photonic 
circuits, providing high field confinement and enabling precise dispersion engine r-
ing [44, 48]. In addition to potential all-optically controlled cubic nonlinear quantu1n 
walks, optical chips based on Si nano-waveguides allow efficient frequency conv r-
sion [84], all-opt ical pulse cont rol [41] and all-optical switching [199]. Furthermore, 
couplers [200] and arrays of coupled nano-waveguides [58, 201] open possibilities for 
efficient spatio-te1nporal shaping of optical pulses . In order to harness thes oppor-
tunities , it is essential to develop approaches to si1n ultaneously and independently 
control temporal and spatial dispersion , as these characteristics can be strongly 
connected in nano-photonic structures [58]. 
In this Section , I show that spatio-te1nporal dispersion can be tailored by in-
troducing periodic waveguide bending, and demonstrate through nu1n rical simula-
tions the application of this concept to the suppression of pulse break-up. Periodic 
·waveguide bending was introduced as an effective tool for polychron1atic diffraction 
n1anagement in conventional waveguide arrays [202- 204] . Investigating quantum 
vvalk in such structure is a complex task , so in this Section I will focus on pun1p 
pulse reshaping and effective coupling dispersion. This data can provide insight 
on the hort pump pulse dynamics , and can also be useful to esti1nate ignal and 
,, 
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idler coupling with longer pump pulses. Furthermore it might find uses for classical 
telecommunications switching applications. 
One of the most important parameters characterizing waveguide arrays is a cou-
pling coefficient C , which determines the coupling between the neighboring wave-
guides and thus regulates the spatial dispersion. It is important to note that cou-
pling typically varies with the wavelength A, C = C(,\). Bending the waveguides 
changes the effective coupling Cef f for different wavelengths in a different way al-
lowing to tailor the coupling dispersion CeJJ(A). It was shown previously [202] that 
in the case of bent waveguides with cosine profile x0 (z) = A cos(21rz/ Lb) along z, 
where x 0 is the transverse position of the centre of the waveguide, A is the bending 
amplitude and Lb is the bending period, the effective coupling coefficient Cef f can 
be written as follows [202]: 
( 6.11) 
where n 0 is the effective refractive index, dw is the distance between the coupled 
waveguides and C(,\) is a coupling coefficient without bending. Thus by bending 
a waveguide one could change the dispersion of the coupling coefficient C(,\) and 
achieve broadband non-dispersive coupling. 
I extend this method to nano-photonic structures. In low-index waveguide ar-
rays both a propagation constant of the individual waveguides and a coefficient 
characterizing coupling between the neighboring waveguides are mildly dispersive 
in contrast to high-index nano-waveguides , where not only the dispersion can be 
much stronger , but also small changes of waveguide cross-section dramatically af-
fect both temporal and spatial dispersion. 
To demonstrate this approach, I consider coupled Si nanowire waveguides and 
use C01VISOL RF module for the following dispersion-related calculations. The di-
mensions of the waveguide cross-sections are as follows. The waveguides are 220 nm 
high and 330 nm wide, placed on a silica slab. There is a 100 nm high etching mask 
·with refractive index 1.35 on top of the waveguides. Otherwise the waveguides are 
surrounded by air. I choose these parameters to obtain nearly zero group veloc-
ity dispersion (GVD) 8~ /3 ~ 0 in the proximity of ,\0 = 1.5 µm wavelength for 
a single nano-waveguide , as this would minimize the pulse distortion. It is how-
ever important to remember that , as it was previously demonstrated , in the case of 
nano-waveguide arrays a pulse can exhibit deformation due to dispersion of coupling 
between the nano-waveguides [58]. 
In · the syste1n under the consideration only two neighboring waveguides are 
coupled. Therefore next I investigate the coupling between two nanowire wave-
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Figure 6. 5: (a) The schematic illustration of three straight coupled nano-waveguides 
along one coupling period L e = 15 . 75 µm. (b ) Coupling coefficient vs . wavelength 
for three straight coupled nano-waveguides . ( c) Supermode propagation constants vs . 
wavelength for three straight coupled nano-waveguides . 
330 nm. The propagation const ants for symmetric and antisymmetric supermodes 
of t he coupler f3s ( w) and f3a ( w) respectively. Here w is the angular frequency of 
light. The propagation constant for a single waveguide can be well approximated 
by t he sum of the symmetric and antisymmetric supermode propagation constants 
/3 ( w) ~ [/3 s ( w) + f3a ( w)] / 2, while the difference of t he former defines t he coupling 
coefficient C(w) = /f3s(w) - /3a(w) //2. I also calculate t he second order of dispersion 
for t he propagation const ant f3m = a;: [f3s ( w) + f3a ( w)] / 2 and t he coupling coefficient 
c~) = a;: lf3s ( w) - f3a ( w) / / 2 in t he vicinity of Ao = 1.5 µm. 
Next, I consider t he lD array of t hree coupled nano-waveguides wit h all paran1-
eters as noted before, see Fig. 6.5( a) . I will be using t hree-waveguide system for all 
the fo llowing calculations, since it allows us to easily demonstrate the pulse control 
method proposed in t his work. In agreement with predictions of Ref. [58], we can 
notice that the variations of the coupling coeffici nt fo r such waveguide array are 
significant across a relatively narrow spectrum [see F ig. 6.5(b) L which could lead 
to the t mporal reshaping of short pulses during propagation. I also calculate th 
supermode propagation constants, and I would like to note that they have different 
slopes corr sponding to different supermode velocities, see Fig. 6.5( c). Later I will 
shuw that it leads to pulse splitting that can be controlled via periodic waveguid 
bending. 
To investigate the pulse dynamics in the coupled nano-waveguides I con1bine the 
models for dispersion and WGAs introduced in the Sections 1. 2. 1 and 1.2.2 with t he 
approaches used to describe nano-waveguide arrays [58] and bent 1ow-index contrast 
vvaveguide arrays [202- 204]. I derive and numerically solve the fo llowing systen1 of 
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Figure 6.6: Pulse intensity evolution along straight coupled nano-waveguides (ini-
tially the pump is coupled only to the left waveguide): (a) the left edge nano-
waveguide , (b) the central nano-waveguide , ( c) the right edge nano-waveguide. 
equations: 
(6.12) 
Here A is the complex pulse envelope in n-th waveguide , T denotes time calcu-
lated from the center of the pulse, z stand for the propagation distance along the 
waveguide , /32 is the group-velocity dispersion coefficient, and C(i8T) is a Taylor 
expansion of the coupling coefficient: 
(6.13) 
Cm are the Taylor coefficients , and can be written as follows: 
Cm = c~ exp[i¢ (z)] (6.14) 
They incorporate the coupling dispersion of the straight waveguides c~ and the 
phase modulation due to possible waveguide bending exp [i¢ ( z)]. For example, it is 
possible to introduce a cosine bending profile: 
xo(z ) = X cos(21rz/ Lb)-
Then the phase ¢ (z) will have the following form [202]: 
¢ ( ) _ _? no dw x o ( z ) 
z - ~K A . 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
First , I look at the pulse dynamics in straight waveguides with length L 
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Figure 6. 7: ( a) The schematic illustration of three periodically bent coupled nano-
waveguides along one period Lb = Le = 15. 75 µm. (b) Coupling coefficient vs. 
wavelength for three periodically curved coupled nano-waveguides. ( c) Supermode 
propagation constants vs. wavelength for three periodically curved coupled nano-
waveguides. 
20Le = 315 µm , where Le = 15. 75 µm is the the length required for full coupling 
from one waveguide to another at Ao = 1.5 µm. As an input , I consider a single 100 fs 
long transform-limited Gaussian pulse with the central wavelength Ao = 1.5 µm 
coupled to the left edge nano-waveguide of the straight linear waveguide array. 
Figs. 6.6(a-c) demonstrate that initially the pulse couples from the nano-waveguide 
( a) to the nano-waveguide (b) and then to nano-waveguide ( c) without significant 
distortions. Then the pulse starts to split into three separate pulses in the edge 
waveguides ( a,c) and into two pulses in the central waveguide (b), in agr ement 
with the previous study [58]. These pulses propagate with different group velocities, 
which relates to three different supermode velocities supported in the structure [se 
Fig. 6.5(c)] . Such behavior demonstrates that although the single nano-waveguide 
propagation dispersion can be engineered , a diffraction length in arrays of such 
nano-waveguides is still strongly limited by the coupling dispersion. l\!Ioreover , th 
propagation dispersion and the coupling dispersion in nano-waveguide arrays ar 
interconnected , and therefore the tool allowing for the independent control of these 
dispersions is essent ial for future practical applications. 
Now I ·will investigate the influence of the periodic waveguid bending on t he 
pulse reshaping. I choose a curved linear waveguide array with bending period 
Lb = Le = 15 . 75 µm , as this bending period allows us to consider nano-wav guide._ 
·with sn1aller curvature for the purposes of easier potential fabrication and reduction 
of propagation losses. As I show below, one can choo e a b nding profile that 
simultaneously allows strong coupling dispersion control and do not introduce 
bending propagation losses . 
I check ev ral types of periodic bending profiles , and find that a co ine profil 
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Figure 6.8: Pulse intensity evolution along periodically curved coupled nano-
waveguides (initially the pump is coupled only to the left waveguide): ( a) the left edge 
nano-waveguide, (b) the central nano-waveguide, ( c) the right edge nano-waveguide. 
[see Eq. (6.15) and Fig. 6.7 (a)] allovvs to considerably flatten t he effective coupling 
coefficient dispersion around Ao = 1.5 µm for a certain bending an1plitude X. I 
var t he bending an1plitude A and search for the 1ninin1a of the coupling disper-
sion acef f I a A in the vicinity of Ao. Here the effective coupling coefficient Cef f is 
calculated using Eq. (6.11) . I choose the sn1allest value of n1odulation an1plitude 
X = X min corresponding to the first n1ini1num of acef j j 8 A in order to consider a 
structure vvith less bending curvature and eas) o fabri cate a.in1ensions. The opti-
n1al bending an1plitude appears to be equal to X min = 1.3 µm. The bending losses 
for t he corresponding curvat ure ·alue should be practically absent according to t he 
previous studies of bent nano-waveguides [205]. 
The resul ing effec i, e coupling coefficient Ceff shown in Fig. 6.7(b) becomes 
ahnost constant over a broad spectral region in con1parison to t hat for the straight 
a eguides [see Fig. 6.5(b)J . Fig. 6.7(c) den1onstrates the supern1ode propagation 
constants for the curved v\ a eguide arra ·s with three coupled nano-waveguides cal-
culated wi h t he use of t he effective coupling coefficient defined in Eq. ( 6.11). The 
propagation constants for the three supennodes now have sin1ilar slopes: v"\ hich 
uggests t he possible short-pulse break-up suppression. 
I no,, calculate he intensit) evolution of a 100 fs t ransform-limi ed pulse coupled 
o the left edge nano-v\ a ·eguide of t he periodicall curved linear waveguide array 
using he Eq . (6 .12)-(6 .16). V/e can ee in Fig. 6.8 (a-c) t hat as a result of vanishing 
coupling dispersion he temporal pulse break-up is suppressed; and a pulse can 
now be s itched as a v. hole be een t he waveguides. Thus the temporal and the 
patia:l disper ion in nano-v\ a eguide arra can be controlled independent !) via 
ingle v. a eguide di per ion engineering and periodic v. a eguide bending. 
The e re ul demon tra e hat patio-ten1poral di per ion engineering in high-
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index-contrast nano-waveguide arrays can be efficiently realized through the intro-
duction of periodic waveguide bending, which can enable flexible spatio-temporal 
1nanipulation of femtosecond pulses and potentially provide spatial indistinguisha-
bility for detuned signal and idler photons during nonlinear quantum walks intro-
duced in the Section 6.1. I hope that these results will open novel approaches to 
on-chip all-optical light control [201]. I also anticipate this approach to be u eful for 
enhanced classical frequency conversion [48], as well as for broadband photon-pair 
generation and quantum walks discussed in the previous Section. 
In this Chapter I have shown that silicon-based nano-waveguide arrays can allow 
all-optically controlled cubic nonlinear quantum walks, and that spatio-te1nporal 
dispersion in such structures can be adjusted with high degree of flexibility. The 
experimental characterization of the discussed phenomena is of particular interest , 
since cubic nonlinear nano-waveguide arrays may become an advanced platfonn for 
t unable nonlinear classical and quantum optics. 
,, 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion and outlook 
Frequency conversion in nonlinear optical waveguides opens a range of poten-
t ial applications in the fields of classical and quant um opt ical communications and 
quant u111 simulations. In part icular , frequency-conversion-based phase-modulation 
allovvs all-opt ical signal switching in t elecommunications fib er netvvorks. All-opt ical 
switching is faster and potent ially more energy efficient t hen conventional electro-
opt ical svvitching. Using coupled vvaveguides and waveguide arrays may find uses in 
ophisticated laser pulse rout ing fur t her amplifying speed and fl exibility of telecom-
munications signal processing. Nonlinear-opt ical laser frequency shifts open a way to 
build inexpensive sources of coherent light operating at arbit rary wavelengths. Such 
systen1s 111ight becon1e useful in optical telecommunications ). since some promising 
materials operate best at unconvent ional vvavelengths, i. e. 2 µm for silicon. 
On t he other hand ut ilizing frequency conversion in nonlinear waveguides allows 
one to create a ource of entangled photons which can enhance t he security of quan-
t u111 er ptography syste111s . Entangled photons t raveling in coupled waveguiding 
structures vvill also likely play an in1portant role in up-coming quantum simula ion 
de ices . Quant un1 walks in waveguide arra s may be used to simulate hard phys-
ical problems which are except ionally difficult to solve using classical computers. 
In egrating a frequenc -con ert ing source of entangled photons with quant um logic 
is essent ial for calability and cont rollability of t hese systems. 
Another in1portant factor that has to be taken into account when developing next 
generation opt ical communica ions and proce sing systems i t he recent advances in 
, a eguide fabrica ion technologie . Nano-fabrication offers higher frequency conver-
ion efficienc di per ion cont rol flexibilit - and compact size , while careful control 
of coupling between t he wa eguide in couplers and waveguide arrays allows precise 
pa ial light n1anipulation. 
In · hi hesi I bring he e opic together and tudy in de ail several selected 
frequenc con -er ion proce e in nonlinear opt ical wa eguide . 
I anal icall and numericall - demon t ra e the pos ibilitv to u ilize di per ion 
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engineering for ultra-efficient cascaded third hannonic generation in quadratic non-
linear slab nano-vvaveguides and sin1ultaneous efficient frequency conversion and 
pulse compression in cubic nonlinear tapered nano-waveguides. These ideas 1nay 
become the basis for new affordable coherent light sources and frequency shifters 
for optical communications and related application areas . In the future it will be 
important to confirm these results experimentally and investigate tolerance to man-
ufacturing inaccuracies . 
I also perform world first experimental characterization of short pulses traveling 
in quadratic nonlinear couplers and waveguide arrays . These results can be directly 
applied to existing Ti:LiNb03 waveguide technologies and 1nay be useful for the 
future quadratic nonlinear nano-waveguides . The essential advantage of quadratic 
nonlinearity for all-optical switching is the potential for massive energy savings 
compared to actively developed cubic nonlinear systems. 
In the second half of this thesis I explore integrated frequency-conversion-based 
photon-pair generation and quantum walks in arrays of nonlinear waveguides. I 
develop the numerical model describing these systems , find analytical solutions for 
selected cases and perform the world first experiments characterizing the spatial 
distributions and spectra of generated photon pairs , as well as their spatial corre-
lations. The proposed approach offers flexible quantum walk cont rol and potential 
for better scalability, which is essential for quantum simulations. The main futur 
goal in this area is to find which particular quantum syste1ns are best si1n ulated 
by nonlinear quantum walks and what are the limits of this approach. It will also 
be interesting to explore other ways that can be used to shape nonlinear quantu1n 
walks in waveguide arrays such as aperiodic poling. 
In this dissertation I also de1nonstrate that the number of generated photon 1 ' 
in certain cases equivalent to the dimensionality of the waveguide array, even when 
nonlinearity and frequency conversion are taken into account, which has i1nportant 
implications for scalability. Furthennore I show that these syst ems can also be used 
for quantum cryptography due to the ability to generate orbital-angular-momentum-
entangled states in compact integrated devices. In the future it will b important to 
explore nonlinear quantum walks in more sophisticated 2D waveguiding tructur 
and determine how these syste1ns work with larger numbers of quantum walker . 
Finally in this th sis I co1nbine some elements fro1n all these areas and outlin 
the basic concept of a device incorporating frequency conversion in coupl d cubic 
nonlinear nano-waveguides . I develop a numerical 1nodel for nonlinear quantum 
vvalks in this syste1n and show the possibility of all-optical quantu1n walk reconfig-
urability. I also inve t igate a method for separat control of patial and t mporal 
dispersion through waveguide shaping. The proposed tructure ha potential to 
b co1ne a useful platfonn for tunable nonlin ar classical and quantun1 optics. Ex-
,, 
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perimental study revealing the real-life performance of these concepts is essential. 
Other possible future directions include exploring spatio-temporal dynamics of 
nonlinear quantum walks using short pulsed pu1np , investigating spontaneous para-
metric do-wn-conversion in quadratic nonlinear nano-waveguiding structures and 
further combining the ideas and approaches developed in different Chapters of this 
thesis. Overall I believe that this work brings closer a vision of integrated tunable 
quantum nano-photopic spatio-temporal circuit , a device that may revolutionize 
co1nmunication networks and computing systems of the future. 
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